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Proprietary Motion Capture Animations

Momentum-based checking and

goaltender specific play styles

Total Team Management

Create, trade, develop, sign

and release players

The only NHL' game
on N64 with full 25 man rosters

All 26 NHL* teams and over 600 players

The only NHL game
on N64 with create a player mode
Assigned name actually appears on player's jersey
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|or why deception, cruelty and hctrayal are your friends^

To start “Tke War of tke Lions/’ you must use bold strokes. Regicides, douLle-crosses,

violations of queens, good options all. Wkatever your plan, once kegun, a war of tliis magni-

tude is not to ke trifled witk. Tkis is a krutal conflict of epic proportions, wkere eack kallowed victory krings

you closer to tke very-keart of darkness. Battle after kattle, you will command your figkting party across

magical lands protected ky kostile forces. You will need tke kelp of tke kravest warriors, as well as armor,

weapons, intricate kattle plans and magical spells. Be rutkless. Be clever. Or ke dead.

jor how to ensure

TRAJNIN9w ARcny

the higgest, haddcst, meanest SOBs are on your side

: In Final Fantasy Tactics,’” you are Ramza, a young squad leader and an ally of Princess Ovelia. It’s up

to you to lead an elite figkting squad of your own ckoosing into kattle. Tku must train tkem to ke

powerful Black Mages wko can cast magic spells, Summoners wko can awaken terrikle keasts, Wizards,

PlayStation and ilit- PlayStation logos are tratlcmarljs of Sony Computer Entertauunent Inc. Fiiul Fantasy and SquareSoft are registered tratlemarts of Square Co.,



Ninjas, Bards, Arckers, Tliieves and more

to master, if you go into tattle ill-prepared,

. Tkere are nineteen figkting classes and four kundred akilities

may tke enemy make tke klood run cold from your keart. tftai

e|®f»ecTii3e ©xTTlje sTjixreg^
^or further discussions from the annals of shoot first, ash questions latcr^

%
As tke ancient kistory of warfare reveals, you will survive if your kattle strategy is strong, and perisk

if it is not. You will lead tke ckarge tkrougk impressive lands trying to gain tke kest strategic

positions in forests, castle ramparts, swamps and valleys. You can kuy and sell equipment, kire new soldiers

and plan glorious kattle strategies. May you conquer tke enemy or may you die trying.

LtJ. ©1Q97/1998 Square Co., Ltd. Pinal Facjlasy Tactics is a IcadeiiiarL of Square Ci>., Ltd.,©1998 Square Co., Ltd. All riglils reserved, www.playstation.cr





I've jumped 40-fDOt gaps.
’W'Coptered into virgin chutes.
t, ^

,

But now, I'rh not riding for kicks,

rnri. riding for gold, in Nagana^
And you're cutting

my groove.
Shred it.

NAGANO
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Laugh while you frag, from

Hollywood to outerspace!

Bag some aliens with over a

dozen hi-tech weapons!

An of

non-stop

DUKE NUKEmI^TA£mEhL.W
Duke’s in town. And there’s nothing he hates jnore ^an

'

an army of alien punks crowding his spacey34 levels

of ireak-smashing 3D mayhem should seelo It.

Gigantlc gupsljlrgesome enemies! Total interaction!

And all-out\dgv^tatjon! Don’t mess with The Man!

- ,4'< ///

PloyStDtion

Oevetoped by



ig weapons and bigger bosses

for a fun-filied fragfest!

Earthquakes, exploding buildings

and working subways!

DUKE NUKEM 64
n From L.A. to the moon - 32 towering levels of

100% interactive carnage! On film sets, in bars, on

moving subways...no butt-ugly alien is safe from the

wrath of Duke! Grenade Launchers. Shrink Rays,

rjlmdcore 3D action. And graphics to kill for!

'

^Duke’s coming to take out the garbage!

Four-player, split-screen

Dukematch action.

NINTENDO^



Incredible Came Mechanics

(ncounter blue lucerise that causes notation,

exploding platforms, swinging rings, bursting

lava pits and homing proximity mines.

.f



AdiVislOH

...IT’S TO
SURVIVE.

When you're busy leaping

treacherous chasms and

swinging across deadly pits.

you don't have time to

contemplate life's mysteries...

After all. being a legendary

jungle adventurer suddenly

thrust into a mystical universe

takes a toll on the psyche.

Besides, you’ve already learned

more than the meaning of life...

You've learned what it means to

be one step from death.
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Have you ever done it in the water? Are you any good on the billiards table? Do
you find the backyard enticing? With over 40 unusual overhead courses. Micro
Machines® V3 will change your perspective on racing. And because it's a true

gamer's game, the tracks are short enough to remember, but extreme enough to

repeatedly excite the experienced player. But don't worry - even the first time's

good with Micro Machines V3. It's time to do it where you've only imagined
before, with up to seven of your closest friends.
OCopyr^ 1M7Tr«CodsmaslenS<>)Wi<«Canip*ny LmM CCoMmasiefS'l Al aghis RasenM Codamasnn'“ e 3 IrMemvk cwnU CoiMnssIn LnvlK! DmIi
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GaU0OTbys.lnc MOtay Home Emenammarl Inc suamgiw aaaamaili lorllas prMucipuiManlla a kcanse Midway Home Emmunnanl Me « not alibaM wan SaUciO Ti

ei9S7 IMway Home Emenannenl Inc U>)«ay s a aaderorlui'Miduy Games Me. PlayStaMn and Me PlayStation M^aieliBOeiTiarUiil Sony Consular Enuttammeni Me i

Codemasters 1^- PUySi«loi

Haven't you always wanted

^ to do it on the i

kitchen table?

0^0
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Here's how to tell the world your

favorite games of 1997!

Mortal Kombat Mythologies: Sub-Zero^
PlayStation {> Nintendo 64 ProStrategy Guide

Kodes and blow-by-blow tactics to beat this game, ^

Tomb Raider II

PlayStation ProStrategy Guide

- • Here's how to complete Missions 5

^ through 7 to retrieve most of Lara's
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Street Fighter Alpha 2 Gold
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Saturn)
^

Special moves and i
*

combos for the nine ! V

best fighters!
^

-A
Star Wars:

Masters of Teras Kasi (PlayStation)

Check out these JedI l. ;

combos and Force

Power specials for
'*

the eight characters.

Passwords, tricks, and codes for Diddy Kong Racing, Crash

Bandicoot 2, Nightmare Creatures, and more!

er Counesy of Capcom
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www.WCWwrestling.com

Yitit )rauf lacaJ ritiilcr or call

vm-22S-SttJ for ordtrt onlj

Wol/ywood Hogan,

3cho Wan* Randy Savage,

^^**iuger,Syj(x,Ric Flair,

''"S' The Giant, Dean Malenko,

^nd many more!

beaten by the best!
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ACT UKALLY- KILL
NAME: Douglas McClure

lONETOUN: Kokomo, IN

RANK IN NET FIGHTER; 1st

DEGREES EARNED: 235.000,

traded 27,500 to buy Quake”
in the HEAT store

TUtenOHEACHmrs CHEST
ASTHETHAIKEDTOTHE
/(nCHUPSTAHD.ArTEBI

P^EDOTHEHSOHHEATMEn
HETFHma, IfELTBETm
AHOmOEHLTAUTHE
TAHCETSOlSAPPEAHEIKff

REATISa NAHEtreniu

TmNANENTIECMI;i2-2

FATIRITE SPECIAL HIVE:
swinging knife decapitation

TMUTAU EXCERPT:

“Now that’s what you call a super-

close shave!"

ITRER FAVIRITE

GAMES IN

REAT.NET;

Quake,"

Hexen II,"

Outlaws," Diablo,"

WarCratt II"

HnnGHTERrTHEONLVnGHTING

LOCALLY-get the HEAT internet game network box at your kxal computer store! GLOBALLY-
you can divert your anger off the streets and onto the net against real, live people



B

GUKALIY ON HEAT.NET/
NAME: Bill Shultz

HONnOUN; Portsmouth, VA

lAHK IHNETFIMni;2nd

BEGREES EARNEB: 197,500, traded
17,500 to buy Scud: Industrial

Evolution"* in the HEAT store

fSlUSEBTOTAKEOUTHr
BUUm,MBOMaCHON[l
UOULBum THENAMEOFaCH
PERSONONHTBOS. THENA
FNIENOSHOmHEtCaOLD
PONOEMYmiENTONGESIH
NETFNSNTENOHNEAT.NET

ABAIMSTOTHER PEOPLE THANKS
TO NEAT, THEPEOPLEONmoosm NEVER KNONNONCLOSE
THEYCAME! 99

HEATISERNANE: thunderhammer

THMUNENT IECU9; g-3

FAnUTESraiALNIVL-
forked lightning kick

TRASI TALK EXCERPT: “Stop hitting

like a sissy girii’

RTRER FATRRITE GAMES RN REAT.NET;

Blood,* Duke Nukemr Total Annihilation,'

Shadow Warrior,* Postal*

GAME ON THE INTERNET!!™ J
log on to HEAT.NET NOWI Through HEAT.NET and the miracle of CyberOlverslon, TAKE IT TO THEmr •
all over the globe! You’ll feel better, the whole world will feel better!

0 1996 SegaSofi Networks. Inc. HEAT. HEAT.NET. and Net Plghter are trademarks of SegaSoft Networks, Inc. All other product names are the trademarks of their respective owners.



Presenting Masters of Teras Kasi, an all-out fighting frenzy featuring 9 5far Wars

characters and introducing a new villain masterfully trained in the ancient martial

art of teras kasi. Battle through 9 action-packed arenas. Engage in weapon-to-

weapon or hand-to-hand combat. Wield lightsabers, blasters, flame throwers and

battle axes to engage in the ultimate conflict. Heck, even the

Empire never struck back this hard, www.lti casarts.com
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Head 2 Head
Letter from the GamePros

S enator Lieberman (D-Connecticut) is back on the rampage

again, asking video-game companies to police them

selves so that violent video games stay out of the reach of chil

dren (see “ProNews," this issue), We regularly get calls from jour

nalisis around the country inviting our opinion on which games

are the most violent, and why, and what impact the violence in

video games has on our society, Even our readers, like Matthew

from New Zealand (see his letter to the right), ask us if violent

video games make players violent.

We quietly remind people that we are not psychologists. We

don’t make games (though we love to play them). We don’t

make the ads that run in magazines. All we do is give our

readers responsible information on what they want, and if that

includes the scoop on a

We Are Not Our content.

„ . ^ then so be it. We are not
Readers Parents the parents of our read

ers. We do not discipline

preach, or pass judgment on a game unless it warrants a com
ment because of gameplay. That's the single most important

factor separating good games from bad~whether or not a game

is fun to play.

But we don't have to tell you that. You know what's good or

bad, and the sales figures on games show it. Some of the best

selling games from last year had little or no violence in them

(like Mario Kart 64, Crash Bandicoot 2, or Sonic R), but gamers

still picked them up because they were fun to play.

Give us a list of serial killers and murderers and we bet you

won’t find one that credits video-game playing as a major influ

ence in their lives. That’s because violence is all around us, and

a lot of times it’s on that offier little screen, but no joystick in

the world can control the outcome of the six o'clock news.

The GamePros

comments.gamepro^gamepro.com

San Mateo, CA

GamePro Readers Speak Out

Anything
^TO Help a
Colleague

I
’m a student at St. Peters

College in Core, New Zea-

.
land, working on a research

project on video games and

how they affect your people.

Can you answer the following

questions?

1.

What causes video game

addiction?

2.

Do violent video games such

as Mortal Kombat, Street

Fighter, and Tekken 2 in-

fluence children’s minds?

3.

Do you find many defects

in the game software and,

if so, is it from poor manu-

facturing?

4.

Are violent games more

popular than nonviolent

games, and why?

Matthew, New Zealand

1

.

Video game addiction is

caused by the Mestacalur

eland, a small neonic probe

that rests deep in the brain's

Ficiary region. Of course,

since I’m not a medical per-

son, I'm completely making

that up.

2

.

Is this a trick question? Vio-

lent games may make a

person with violent tenden-

cies more violent. There is

no recorded instance of a

violent act being the direct

result of playing a video

game (although they are

still conducting research on

the CulfWar). Charles Man-

son did not play video games

(although he has plenty of

time to play them novr).

3.

There are certainly defects

in some software, and a

small percentage of those

are due to poor manufac-

turing. But a bad game is a

bad game because of de-

fects in someone's brain,

not the production or even

the programming.

4.

Violent games certainly

grab your attention faster

than nonviolent games.

That's probably because

beating down some blood-

thirsty freak is a bigger

adrenaline rush than match-

ing colored blocks.

“Our"people will be In touch with

“your”pet^e, Matt

How Much Did
You Pay for
That Brain?

I
would like to see Scorpion

ripping off Sub-Zero's head.

That’s it.

Ryan Mooney, Berkley, MA

You realize you paid 32 cents

to tell us that, right? Thirty-

two cents? Some grandmother

didn’t receive her birthday

card because the post office

had to find room in their

schedule to deliver a letter

that says “I want to see Scor-

pion rip off Sub-Zero’s head."

Nice job.

I Know Cuz
I’m a ’Pro

I
'm a big fan of both the

Nintendo 64 and the Play-

Station, but I think you people

(AMEPIII fibpuipy 1998





Head 2 Head
have been rating N64 games

too high. For example, you

gave Mario Kart 64 a 5.0 for

everything. I could have sworn

I played this game on the Su-

per NES years ago! Sure, this

game has some killer graph-

ics, but it lacks major Fun Fac-

tor! And ColdenEye 007! What

a joke! Where’s the blood in

this game? ColdenEye’s boring

when you play by yourself; it^

only fun when you play with a

friend. Maybe you should try

playing the games before you

give them ridiculous ratings.

LagwagG, via Internet

Listen, Lagwag, even you must

admit some N64 games rock,

and most N64 games feature

high quality. As for your eval-

uation of Mario Kart 64 and

ColdenEye, thank you, we en-

joyed the laugh. You're wel-

come to your opinion (which

we encourage you to express

here in “Head 2 Head"). We’ll

use the rest of the mag to ex-

press ours. As for our playing

the games before we give the

ratings, all I can say is that's

ourJob—what's yours?

Good Things
Come to Those
Who Wait

(
think I have two of the worst

video-game systems (the

Saturn and the Game Boy

Pocket) because none of my
friends really say great things

about them. They always talk

about Nintendo 64 and Play-

Station games. I was going to

get a Nintendo 64, but my
mom said they were sold out.

So instead I chose the Saturn.

You may ask, “Why didn't you

get a PlayStation?" Well, I did-

n't get the PlayStation because

I didn’t know much about it.

Help me, GamePro, and tell

me a lot of great things about

the Saturn and the Came Boy

so that my friends will leave

me alone.

Benjamin Appelt

Newton, MA

Hmmm...you haven’t been

reading CamePro, have you,

knucklehead? That’ll teach you

to buy something without do-

ing your homework. Don't

worry, the Saturn is salvage-

able if you pick the right

games—and there’s a bunch.

Fighters Megamix, Virtual On,

Resident Evil, Duke Nukem 3D,

Andretti Racing, and even Three

Dirty Dwarves are all cool.

Fire up those games and your

friends may let you back in

the gang. The Came Boy has

over 20 million users domesti-

cally, over 450 games, and it's

portable, so while your friends

are at Grandma’s (who doesn’t

believe in watching TV), eating

stale cookies and drinking warm

lemonade, you can kick back

and whip out your Came Boy.

So you want the skinny on the

systems? Here it is:

We’re Not
Perfekt

Man, in the December 1997

issue someone was definitely

asleep at the wheel! (HINT: It

was the printer.)

In “Sneak Previews," an Enemy
Zero screen appears in the

Sonic R preview, and the V-

Rally preview has duplicate

screens. Oh, well, whatcha

gonna do?

In “Sports Pages," the first line

was dropped from the begin-

ning of the last paragraph

(under the subhead “Check-

ered Flag"), rendering that

sentence unintelligible. The

sentence should've read:

“While FICE will sell like Tam-

agotchi in Europe and Japan,

the U.S. audience is likely to

go straight for NASCAR '98,

which is more polished and

more accessible." Probably got

chopped by the printer. Don’t

worry—we put a contract out

on him. He'll never see his

next birthday.

PROTIP: Bounce off your oppo-

nents—not the walls—when
making tight turns.

The Jet Moto 2 review's topmost

tip (“Bounce off opponents...")

has the wrong screen with it

(see correct screen and ProTip

above). Obviously it was an

editor's fault, so we killed him.

Whaddoyg Think?

Itei iniqom « faf us iiAo( yoi/VA<«s« n 2. SMtf

ytusuggiaicalc:

GamcPro Magazine
CMrEd^
F.O.Sn5t2t

StuMntna 94m
Wt (intf puUsA dl laffn aiifHidl tnl H« onaitf

n)pfes le ywrbmn or a-nol

E-mail us your comments through America Online

at Keyword: GamePro or at this Internet address:

comments.gamepro(§>gamepro.com
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Join America's favorite racing family.

Newman/Haas Racing.

We've got racing in our biood.
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Ah, it's that time of year where puppy love reigns,

J9T£lr and I’m caught right in the middle of it! This year, I

have my eyes set on that gorgeous Nurse Feratu; her teeth can

puncture my heart any time! Too bad Cupid can't make every-

one happy, though—just look at the following complaints.

Q I recently purchased Resident Evil: Director’s Cut
* for the PlayStation. 1 think the game is outstand-

* ing, but I'm a little upset at one of the claims

made on the packaging. It says that the game includes the

"complete uncut and uncensored Resident Evil cinemas.” How-

ever, when 1 played the game, I found that the cinemas hadn’t

changed from the original Resident Evil. What happened?

Trev Could

Danielson, CT

A A Capcom cus-

* tomer service

B rep replies:

“A communication problem be-

tween Sony and Capcom USA re-

sulted in about five seconds of

the uncensored cinema being ac-

cidentally cut. Also, a smoking

sequence has been cut due to

the U.S. ban on cigarette smok-

ing in video games. There is no plan to press a corrected version

of RE:DC, but you can see what has been cut at our Web site at

http://www.capcom.com."

Q The Saturn manual says something about playing

CD-C and CD-EC discs (the C and EC stand for

* graphics and extended graphics). Does this mean

I can play DVD movies on the Saturn?

Man In Black

via Internet

An uncensored mistake?

A A Sega customer
* service rep

B answers:

“Due to different codes and for-

mats, you won’t be able to play

DVDs on the Saturn. The CD-C

and CD-EC capability enables

you to play only music CDs that

also have additional video and/

or animation included on the

disc. Normally, the CD packaging will tell you if the disc inside

has this extra feature."

Q;
does it cost?

64880

via Internet

This is written on the bottom of the box that my
Saturn came in: “MPEC adapter sold separately."

What is MPEC, what does it do, and how much

A A Sega customer service rep responds:
* "MPEC stands for Motion Pictures Experts Croup,

B The MPEC adapter attaches to the back of the Sat-

urn and enables you to watch CD movies, but because of the

lack of interest in MPEC CDs, the adapter has not and will not

be released in the U.S. The MPEC adapter is available only in

Japan where there is a bigger interest in CD movies."

Q i use the Saturn

NetLink and Just

* found out that it

doesn’t support Secure Socket

Layer. 1 feel frustrated now be-

cause there was no mention of

this on the box when I bought

the product. Why doesn’t the

NetLink support SSL?

vdoaye

via Internet

Careful, NetUnk security Is virtu-

ally (disolete.

A The Watch Dog answers:
* The Saturn NetLink was only made to have the ca-

B pabilities of supporting multiplayer games over

the Internet and of surfing the Web through the use of a browser.

The NetLink doesn’t have enough storage capability to hold SSL

or any other encryption protocol programs. Since SSL is used

mainly as a security protocol to protect transactions during

purchasing and bank dealings over the internet, you should use

something other than NetLink for secure transactions.

The Saturn needs a sales booster,

but DVDisnotft

You Make the Call

Hoving problems with hardware

or software from Nintendo, Sega,

or Sony? Here are the (ustomer-

service numbers to call.

Sony: 800/345-7669

Nintendo: 800/255-3700

Sega: 800/872-7342

At CamePro, listening

is what we do best,

k When you have a

problem with a product or feel

you've been ripped off, we want

to know. If you have a complaint

about a produa, write to:

GamePro's Buyers Beware

RO. Box 5828
San Mateo, CA 94402

E-mall us your comments through America Online at

Keyword: GamePro or at this Internet address:

buyers bewape.gameDro@damgpro.com.

eAMEPIlO February 1S98



WRONG!

SORRY, THE HOMERUN COUNTS. BUT DON'T WORRY,

THERE ARE STILL PLENTY OF BASEBALL GAMES FOR

ROOKIES — SIMPLE GAMES WHERE YOU CAN HIT

THE BALL EVERY PITCH. YOU KNOW, THE ONES WITH

PRETTY LIGHTS AND NEAT SOUNDS. GREAT FOR PEOPLE

WHO ARE JUST STARTING TO LEARN ABOUT BASEBALL.

FOR THE CORRECT ANSWER
GO TO PAGE 52.

V7BASEBALL99
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Officially licensed by PlayStation!

Complete steering wheel, accelerator, brake and

stick shift system! 4-way D-pad plus 8 programmable

digital action buttons. Incredible 270° wheel rotation.

Also available for Nintendo 64

with built-in Force Pack!
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Sometimes, to achieve perfect control, you’ve got to get a little out of control.

We at Team Mad Catz take pride in going the distance tor you and your game.

You want perfect replication of the high-speed driving experience. We got it.

The real wheel— for PlayStation, Saturn and Nintendo 64. By any means necessary.

//*,

www.madcatz.com
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Loyal Resident Evil fans who shelled out

for the enhanced PlayStation re-release

of their favorite zombie-huntin' adven-

ture received new camera angles, new

costumes, and three difficulty levels.

But they didn't get the more violent

Japanese cinematic intro as promised

—

instead, the game features the same

ol' American opener. A spokesperson for

Capcom says the goof was the result of

"an unfortunate mistake with trademark

approval," and that "by the time this

error was discovered, manufacturing

had already begun."

The company is also quick to point

out that the substitution was not a ques-

tion of graphic content or pressure from

watchdog groups. "Censorship was never

9
an issue here," says

the Capcom rep. "Hu-

man error is to blame.

We apologizes for this

unfortunate error and

the disappointment

H
it's caused."

In addition to

bloodier battles with

the undead, the cine-

matic includes close-

up shots of S.T.A.R.S. team members'

rotting corpses, the discovery of a

pistol with a gnawed-off human hand

still attached, and a cigarette-

smoking Chris Redfield.

Interested parties can find the I

uncut intro on Virgin's PC release

of Resident Evil, or log on to m ’

Capcom's Web site (www.

capcom.com) and view

the cineriia online as a Wt I

RealVideo, QuickTime, 1 I

or AVI video file. Look

for the file on the site's

REDC page (http://www.

capcom.com/games/

reseviLdc/), but be

warned: Like the product

itself, this violent video is

also rated Mature.

OomePro

Midway aims for spring release.

It's the question of the year: “When will Mortal

Kombat 4 come home!" Midway's answer: Spring

1998. Look for the year's hottest fighting game

to show up on the PlayStation and Nintendo 64

sometime before school lets out. If the company's

plan changes, expect a new date to be announced

at this year's E3 show in May.

Meanwhile, just before press time, GamePro

learned that another arcade revision was being

tested in local Chicago arcades. The update report-

edly has each character swinging their own weapon

(in Revision 2, for instance, Jax and Reiko share

the same dub) and delivering

unique limb breaks and also

includes more throwing ob-

jects littered around the floors

of certain stages. We'll let you

know all about the new elements

as soon as they're confirmed.

tk

'1

New and old

collide on home

few months!

1
j

)

1

3

)

Congratulations to

who entered and won the

GamePro/PetfecI Weapon

contest last year. His prize! A trip to game developer

in San Francisco, where his face was

immortalized on a billboard of monks In the Metropolis

level of new action/adventure game.

Now, as the game nears release, Chris can enjoy the

spoils of his singular trictoty by flashing his screen shot all

over town.

While was

delayed a bit before It went

into an open beta stage, the

game is now ready to play-go to www.8llensonllne.com

for full Information. However, In our preview (see “Net-

Pro.” November 1997), we stated the game was free,

and it's not In order to play Aliem Online, you must join

, whkh carries a $9.95 per month fee for

unlimited play of all the network's titles. GamePro

regrets the error.

Here's another cool games area

online where you can find news,

demos, ar>d codes on the latest

console and PC games. Is a huge muMplat-

fotm gaming resource that’s supported by

, and . GamePro Online will still be at

,
but log on to to

check out what IDG Games has to offer.

GAMEPROO Febpuapjf 1098
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It's good or bad news, depending on how you feel about [m

video game-based movies, but it was bound to happen.

The premier cinematic computer and video game

series, Wing Commander, has-at last been optioned

for the silver screen. .

Electronic Arts, parent company of Wing producers Origin, gran-

ted the live-actioo*feature film and television rights to Digital

Anvil, the Texas-based entertainment company-started last year

by Wing Commander’s original creator, Chris’ Roberts. Roberts

plans to base the film on characters and elements from all four - ed televi- L..! 1/
I

of the Wing Commander games he executive-produced. Sion show„Wng Corr?monc/erAcoc/emy, ran on the USA Network

This is.fiot the first attempt to move Wing Commander from in 1996-1997.'There's only one question fans want to know: Will

game screens to the mass market; a series of paperback novels Mark Hamill reprise his role as Colonel Blair? We can only hope.

debuted

an animat-

Once a year, Senator Joseph Lieberman (D-Conneeticu(^long

with the National Institute on Media and the Family, pro-

duces a report card on the gaming industry's pwforitUttTce in

regard to family-friendly content and responsible behavior. At

a late November press conference, Lieberman noted that even

though many objectionable games bear a Mature ESRB rating

—

part of the same rating system he and Senator Herbert Kohl

(D-Wisconsin) helped establish four years ago— they are

still being targeted at children.

"These games are not harmless

fun, as some suggest, but digital

poison," Lieberman stated, claiming

that the offensive games "are

helping to create a culture of

violence that is increasingly

enveloping our children."

More worrisome from GomePro's
^

• point of view is the ignorance that

-sv, -,
• envelops the National Institute on

Media and the Family. The KidScore

1997 Parents' Guide To Software

and Video Games contains some

stunning judgments and hilari-

ous errors that would never be

committed by some-

one with a clue.

Some highlights:

Sen. Lieber-

man speaking

about “digital

poison” In

November.

Disney means family entertainment— unless it’s Dis-

ey's Hercules: The Action Game, which

contains too much "violence, fear, and harmful behavior"

to be suitable for anyone under 13.

^*San Francisco Rush features "illegal/harmful”

^

behavior"—but have you ever played a racing game

where you weren't breaking the speed limit?

.-STAR' Hockey '98 for Saturn "includes fighting

facet of hockey but does not romanticize" it, so it's

suitable for all. NHL '98 for PlayStation, however, features

"fighting between real teams and players" and is therefore too

violent for young children. Yeah, we like that standard—in fact,

make it a double.

You thought 0 ddworld: Abe's OoDYSEEwas

H!* about helping a friendly alien escape his evil captors?

Wrong— if you believe this report, the proper description is

"workers at a meat plant fight to save their jobs." Ooookay.

We knew Air Hendrix—

a

nearly unstoppable Liu

Kang player in his own

right—was searching a lit-

tle too hard for MK4

secrets when he an-

nounced during a heated

battle, “Guys, I think the

blood just said some-

thing..." Tell me you

wouldn't have loved to see

an Ewok boss in Teras

KSsi, just so you could

beat the snot out of him...

Interplay sent us a

press release announcing

that its new Waterworld

game had shipped to

retail. Good thing Interplay

let us know; otherwise

we probably wouldn't have

noticed. Stupid E-mail

of The Month sent to

DanElektro«aol.com; "Are

you Scary Larry?"

gSviePr^
ul quirky and with regular PlaySlation I A 'Di
killer extras that pack and Saturn gun games (no cord changing, ^ ^ '

ito those home gun- either; It has a dual jack).

hghts-a fool pedal On the downside, though, the gun's not licensed by Sony,

for ducking and Namco, or Sega, and It's Just not as accurate as the QunCon. It's

a moving ^Ide that heavier, too. $0 arm strain becomes e factor In long games. Over-

cks back after every alt, It's a worthy purchase for gun-game lunkles, but only If you

H's fully compatible don't mind putting up with its weak spots. ~Alr Hendrix

unCon games (Time Contact: Innovation Extreme, 203/395-3094

Whatever happened to

the Splatterhouse series?

We love the series as

much as anybody, but

after seven sequels, why is

it called “Final" Fantasy?

ION Storm bad boy

John Romero and some of

his cronies have put

together the Cyberathlete

Organization, a new

gamers league for world-

class PC players. But the

name? Come on, guys, it

just makes us all sound

even more like couch

potatoes. We tried to

win stuff in that Taco

Bell/Nintendo promotion,

but all we kept getting

were 4-point pieces, and

we never collected enough

of them to add up to 64...

What do you mean, you

haven't played Colony

Wars yet? You’re cheating

yourself...® Reiko...Reiko...
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How do you brave a medieval world

with thousands of suily inhabitants?

GamePro has some beginner’s tips.
PROTIP; Besidas Web sites, there’s much news of Britjnma'

ous bulletin boards in cities; always c/ieck them out.

i/enis on the vari-

ByOgg



NETEBl-

S
Don't be afraid to wander

around and meet people. Like

any trip, sitting around the hotel—or,

in this case, the inn—is a big waste

of your journey. Go check it all out:

Head out, praaice moving around and

picking up objects (hey, you need stuff),

and talk to other people. That includes

nonplayer characters (NPCs); basic ques-

tions like "What’s the news?" are very

helpful in finding your way around.

They won’t all want to talk, but Just

keep saying "Hi."

a
Let Ultima's fingers do the

walking. Save a lot of initial movement hassle by using what’s known

as "pathfinding.''Just move your cursor to the spot you want and double-

right-dick. The computer will do the

rest, unless you have a closed door

or other obstacle in the way.

Find a guild that welcomes

newbies. Guilds are groups of

players who hang out together ba-

sed on a common purpose or be-

lief-sort of like a fraternity. Joining

a guild will add to your enjoyment of

the game’s social aspect, but more

importantly, it will put you in touch with experienced players who can

show you the ropes faster than you could teach yourself. Check the Guild

Halls link at the main Ultima Online Web site (http://www.owo.corb) or

sites such as The Guild Center (http://www.mysurf.com/Jrdavis/

guilds.html) for a listing of guilds, their basic tendencies (good, neutral,

or chaotic evil), and each group’s interests.

Think defense. Don’t go looking for trouble. For one

IS thing, you don’t always have to fight; it’s actually quite

easy to live a long, nonviolent life in Ultima Online. That

doesn’t mean you shouldn’t have any combat skills; if some-

one decides to make trouble, you have to be ready. But you'll

get used to UO much more easily if you don’t go into it with

your sword wildly swinging. Besides, if you’re killed, you lose

everything you’ve built up for that character, and have to come back as

either a ghost or a completely different person possibly a peon.

Light fingers can get you

iSi places—maybe. If you have the

nerve, make one of your characters a

Thief, 't'ou need money to get around

in UO, and a Thief has some of the

snooping and stealing skills that will

enable you increase your purse and

inventory quickly. Thieves also get

caught sometimes, though. You'll have to pay for your crimes, maybe vio-

lently, plus your notoriety suffers with pretty much everything you do

(more on that in a moment). Practice your thieving skills on NPCs at first,

and even then, it’s best done when nobody's looking.

Thiel is

Watch your Notoriety. If you get a bad reputation, people won’t

iSitalk or trade with you—and they’ll come gunning for you instead.

Your Notoriety level goes down

with unprovoked attacks on other

characters, while building that rating

up again by killing notorious oppo-

nents and giving away possessions

takes time, it’s one of the game’s most

important attributes and one worth

working on—yet another reason not

to go looking to kill everything

that moves.

E-mai! us your comments through America Online

at Keyword: GamePro or at this Internet address:

comments.gamepro@gainepro.coni

|K Let others do the exploring for you. Visitors to the island of

iSl Hythloth got some bad surprises recently when even very experi-

enced characters got themselves wiped

out fast, thanks to some unexpect-

edly tough indigenous monsters. Un-

til you’re accustomed to

moving around, using spells,

and fighting, stay to the

more basic cities,

where there are fewer

monsters and magic-
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Cover

Feature;

RESIDENT

EVIL

2

Is Evil 2 good? Find out

with this hands-on preview

and an interview with the

game's creators.

By Major Hilre
^

C
apcom always likes to take its own sweet time to churn out

a sequel, and Resident Evil fans have had to wait almost two

years for Resident Evil 2. Well, judging from this 90 percent pre-

view version of RE2, Evil could once again rule supreme!

Evil Grows
Resident Evil 2 is bigger than the first game in almost every way.

You conduct your search-and-destroy mission over a huge area

that will make the game almost four times as long as the original.

Resident Evil 2’s story line begins two months after Resident Evil

.m;— " — w and finds Raccoon City overrun

^ F by zombies. Playing as one of

\ two characters, Claire or Leon

V' (S66 sidebars), you must stop

^ the growing horde of walking

f d'scover why zombies

are here, and keep your-

self alive in the process.

To that end,

there will be

more weapons

and monsters

than ever,

^''^^^bows,

machine

j - I guns, grenade

launchers, au-

tomatic rifles,

and C4 plastic

explosives are

some of the

weapons you

can find, and you're going to need

them because the city’s crawling with

man-eating creatures!

Monsters are everywhere—from the city streets

to the police precinct houses to the sewer system. Zom-

bies, genetic experiments gone wrong, mutant dogs, giant

spiders, and other creepy-crawlies confront you at every turfTTlifi-.-^

RE2 creatures are smarter and tougher than those in Resident Evil. In

the first game, you could easily escape monsters by simply leaving a

room. In RE2, however, some of them keep on cornin’, even smash-

ing through walls!

RE2 also introduces a unique gameplay system called Zapping

(see sidebar, “Zapping Replay Problems”), Zapping sort of MV
spreads the Evil around, allowing gameplay data saved as }

one character to affect a game played as another character.

You’ll encounter human charac-

monsters—like the eccentric

Irons, the chief of police.

“Eat this, maggot brain!” Ciaire

introduces a zombie to her little

friend—a DOT 380 machine-gun!

Want monsters ? Em! 2’s crea-

tures are bigger, more disgust-

ing, and more dangerous than

Resident Evil 2 has more than its

share ofjolts—like monsters that

can punch titrough walls.

This time you can immediately see how much dam-

age your charactm'’s taken. The Otree screens

above show (from left to right) Claire’s normal,

wounded, and critical states.



Resident Evil 2’s visuals are much Gamers got a taste of auto-aiming Solidifying the Resident Evil tradi- Claire Redfield
more detailed than those in the

first game. Che<d( out the differ-

ence between RE’s Jill Valentine

(above left), and RE2’s Claire

Redfield (above right).

in Resident Evil Directm’s Cut. In

RE2, auto-aiming is especially

handy when trying to hit small

moving targets—like crows,

for example.

tion, RE2 has a bunch of mind-

taxing puzzles for you to solve.

See New Evil, Hear New Evil

Whether you play as Claire or Leon, you’ll discover a stunning audio/

visual horror show. RE2’s graphics are much more vibrant than

RE’S, and the voices have been completely redone. The backgrounds

are much sharper with cleaner, more detailed imagery, and collec-

table and movable objects aren’t as obvious. The character graph-

ics and the animation are much more lifelike—especially with the

new damage system. For example, when your heroes are low on

health, they’ll double over and limp, moving much more slowly.

You’ll also notice some sweet subtle touches like characters

^ i^ttiming4heir heads in the direction of approaching monsters or

strange noises. Character voices

have been drastically improved,

with few instances of the deadpan

vocals and lame dialogue that

plagued the original Resident Evil,

That Touch of Evil

The year’s just begun, and Resi-

dent Evil 2 could already make a

move on the top PlayStation game-

of-the-year honors. This sequel

could become a permanent resi-

dent in every gamer’s library. Stay

tuned for a full review of Resident

Evil 2 soon.

Developed and

published by Capcom

Available January



Cover

Feature:

RESIDE

How Evil Is Made
The Resident Evil-doers at Capcom reveal their Evil intent.

S
hinji Mikami is the producer

of Resident Evil 2 and Resi-

dent Evil Director’s Cut. Here’s

what one of the main men be-

hind RE2 has to say.

SM: No. RE2 was not influenced

by any movie. Rather, it was

shaped by player feedback about

the first RE and ideas presented

by our development staff. The

basic concept for Resident Evil

was inspired by Capcom’s old

8-bit game Sweet Home. The

game had a horror theme, a lim-

itation as to the number of items

you could carry, and a lot of

traps. All of this is incorporated

in RE2.

‘We are trying to

avoid unnecessary

ieveis of vioience

that cannot be

taken as part of

the amusement.”

GamePro: Why was Res/c/enf

Evil 2 delayed for so long?

Shinji Mikami: We’re sorry Res-

ident Evil 2 has been delayed,

but we wanted to make it bet-

ter than the original and better

than players expect it to be.

GP: What will Resident Evil fans

get out of this game?

SM: A sense of horror that far

surpasses that of RE and much-

improved graphics and stage ef-

fects. After releasing the original

game, we listed all the things

we wanted to put in the game but

couldn't fit. Many of those ideas

are in RE2. For example, if you

save what you do playing Leon

onto the memory card, it affects

your game when you play Claire.

Also, we’ve incorporated many

features hinting at the relation-

ship between RE and RE2 that

should be noticeable only by

people who played RE.

GP: In previous interviews it's

been said that the horror movie

Zombie influenced the first Resi-

dent Evil game. Have any other

movies had an influence on REZ

such as The Evil Dead or Day of

ihe Dead.^

GP: Do you think a game has

to be violent and/or gory fo be

a hit in today's gaming market?

SM: We consider Resident Evil

2 entertainment. Therefore, we

are trying to avoid unnecessary

levels of violence that cannot be

taken as part of the amusement.

We are trying to find a way to

create suspense and true horror

within limits. We hope to please

genuine horror fans.

GP: Obviously, the Resident Evil

series is designed in Japan by

Japanese designers. Themes of

horror have universal appeal,

but is there something about

the nature of horror presented

in this game that you would say

is “Japanese"?

SM: No, we don’t think any of

the horror elements in RE are

“Japanese.” But we are inter-

ested in making a game truly

based on Japanese horror in

the future.

From concept to carnage; one of the

many monsters in Resident Evil 2.

GP: After REZ are there any

other projects on the horizon?

Will RE make it to the N64 or

the Saturn?

SM: Nothing has been decided

for Resident Evil 3, but if

Resident Evil 2 becomes a

J big seller, there will be a se-

'} quel. Q

Movie MiX'Up
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Exclusive!

Special

Feature:

Tekken

3
for

PlayStation

Exclusive!

We have an exclusive

GamePro scoop on a ">

hidden character in Tekken
^

3...and it's a pre-hysteric J
pug from one of the M
most popular comics

in Japan! —By Scary Lorry ^
. , . ^ 'tr '( i
he s beenD on’t call him a carnosaur.

here for years, and his name is Gon, Based on the
™

hugely popular Japanese picture book which features gorgeously

detailed black-and-white illustrations by Masashi Tanaka, Gon is a

small charismatic reptoid of indeterminate sex and species. Part di-

nosaur. part crocodile, and all attitude, Gon tears through his adven-

tures with agility and a vicious tenacity, making him a popular char-

acter in Japan.

year, but the addition of Gon could mean a fighting

game that’s as fun as it is tough.

Trackin’ Tekken
It looks like Tekken 3’s development for the PlayStation is proceed-

ing at a blistering pace. Namco of Japan reports that the game will

feature all of the arcade’s characters, including hidden characters,

along with the usually stellar

practice mbde^and a few fea-

tures not found in the arcade.
*

If Tekken 2 was the reason •
^

you bought a PlayStation, ^
then Tekken 3-will be the rea-

son- to keep It.

J

In some of the books, Gon will take on as many as five different foes

(including piranhas, wolves, and a Bengal tiger), but in Tekken 3, he’ll

have to contend with at least 19 characters, possibly more. Will the

tough Triassic terror be able to keep up with his martial-arts col-

leagues, or will he.be sent back to the evolutionary slush pile to fight

elsewhere? We won’t

)-Z7 - know until Tekken 3
' fc-* PlayStation is

released later this
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Is it really just a game?
Multi-Racing Championship blurs more than just the scenery. It blurs

the line between gaming and reality.

Each of MRC’s eight, tully customizable vehicles (plus two other secret vehicles) allow

you to tweak gears, brakes, suspension and more. And you’ll need to, because MRC’s
three intense courses pit you against more than just the clock. You’ll be up against neck
snapping terrain, nasty weather and up to 20 other drivers at a time.

Designed for the N64 Rumble Pak, MRC’s detailed graphics, sound and multiple viewing

perspectives can mean only one thing.

It starts where all the others finish. —— _
NFOCRAMES

www.oceanline.



Nintendo's

Cot

Comes!

Although Nintendo had no playable 640D games at its

SpaceWorld show in Tokyo, a strong lineup of upcoming N64
and Game Boy titles bodes well for American gamers. 1080 Snowboarding

Zelda 64
The eagerly awaited sequel to

Zelda: A Link to the Past is al-

most ready {It may be available

-
. in Japan by

^ March),

T >md this

/new title

' N - '

features^ 3Dac-

^ tion.

Among other

y. things, Link can now
* ride a horse, and he'll

be able to throw his

boomerang into the

distance from a

>2S^6i

Even though it’s very early in de-

velopment, 1080 Snowboarding

looks gorgeous. It may not be

Wave Race 64 in the snow, but

it looks just as good as that game

with its beautiful backgrounds

and detailed skiers.

NBA Basketball
A great-looking hoops game

with very detailed graphics, NBA

Basketball could be the slam-

dunk b-ball sIm that the N64

needs badly. It looks smooth,

but will its gameplay shoot the

trey or hit the rim?

Mother 3
Mother 3’s the N64 follow-up

to Earthbound, and these early

screens make It look as funky

and funny as the SNES game.

first-person perspective (you

watch as it becomes a speck

on the horizon, then

wait as it grows larger

on its return path).

F-ZeroX
A colorful update to

the fantastic SNES

racing game, F-

Zero X looks as fast

and as fun as the origi-

Yoshi’s Story
An update to Yoshi’s Island,

Yoshi’s Story will be minus one

major sore point—Baby Mario

won’t be riding Yoshi around,

which also means no annoying

crying when Mario is knocked

off. Although as colorful and

cutesy as the previ-

ous game.

Super Mario RPG 2
A follow-up to the smash SNES

game. Super Mario RPG 2 looks

like a sure-fire hit for the N64.

These screens show the begin-

ning of a game that could be

huge and fun to play, too.

By Scary Larry and Ken Ogasawara

nal. With more than 20 sleek

and sinister cars to choose from,

awesome tracks, and several

multiplayer modes, F-Zero X will

definitely please racing fans.

this action title’s challenging

gameplay should appeal to a

wide audience.



SimCity 64
Build your city, then take a vir-

tual tour of it, Hope you didn’t

put in muggers.

Wild, Weird,

Wonderful

Pocket Monster
Pocket Monster for the Game

Boy is so popular in Japan that

Nintendo delayed game produc-

tion on N64 titles to support it.

Pocket Monster is a cross be-

tween a Tamagotchi and Mon-

ster Rancher; You can

play against other

monsters from %
other Game Boy W
carts via the Game ^
Link after you /
“capture” (defeat) a V
friend’s monster. You

can then download data

about your monsters

to the N64 through a

special cart (see

photo at right).

This popular se-

ries has a few N64 ^
spinoffs, such as...

Pokemon Stadium
An N64 fighting game similar to

Monster Rancher ("Pokemon" is

short for "Pocket Mon-

ister”), Pokemon Sta-

w dium enables you to

fight against

99 other Poke-

mon charac-

ters and against

saved characters from

a friend’s system. You can also

plug your Game Boy Poke-

mon into the cart via a spe-

j cial slot on the controller.

Pokemon Snap
Not much is known about this

screen-capturing peripheral, but

it looks like it has the ability to

capture single-frame shots and

store them (possibly on the in-

ternal RAM or memory card).

This should be great for keeping

track of high scores.

Banjo-Kazooie
Banjo made its debut last sum-

mer at the E3 show in Atlanta,

Georgia, but a more finished

version was on hand at Space-

World. It looks pretty much the

same with bright and colorful

graphics and massive stages

like Mario 64.

Mark) Artist 64
The first of four fun-with-graph-

ics games, Mario Artist 64 will

include a paint program, a 3D

rendering program, a game cre-

ator, and (possibly) an anima-

tion simulator. This game will be

bundled with the new N64 mouse.

Pikachu Genkidechu
This garne starring a Pocket

Monster-based character may
be a little too young for hard-

core gamers. Its cute and cuddly

nature makes it a less than for-

midable fighter on the N64. One

remarkable characteristic of this

game, however, is the voice-acti-

vated N64 plug-in that's being

developed which will enable you

to command the game through

simple one-word controls. Other

games are also being developed

for this peripheral.

other Game Boy News

Donkey Kong Land 2 Digital Game Boy?

The sequel to last year's highly successful Nintendo is rumored to be bringing out

Game Boy title. Donkey Kong Land 2 stirs a pint-sized digital camera for ^
up more banana-grabbing fun. Dixie and the Game Boy. The camera will C
newcomer Kiddie Kong take center stage enable you to take snapshots,

in this side-scrolling action game. touch diem up, and print

n3tf?ry7-T«i7 ' nrrTT^ them as stickers via a I

pint-sted printer! Print- I

^ ing pictures as stickers I

is currently the rage in I

Wario Land 2 S<

Mario’s evil twin, |i

Wario, is also back for !

another round on the Game Boy. This was

an amazing game two years ago, and the

series is definitely ready for a sequel.



'ou pick ’em, we pos£ ’em. Here’s your chance to teu. us what you
:hough£ were £he best games of 1??7.

^Game )

O Dark Rift (Nintendo 64)

0 Dynasty Warriors (PlayStation)

0 Fighters Negamix (Saturn)

O Hace: The Dark Age
(Nintendo 64)

0 Narvei Super Heroes (Saturn)

O Nortai Kombat Triiogy (Saturn)

O Soul Biade (PlayStation)

0 Star Wars: Hasters of

Teras Kasi (PlayStation)

0 Street Fighter Coilection (Saturn)

0 Street Fighter EX Plus

(PlayStation)

O WCW vs. NWO World Tour

(Nintendo 64)

0 WCW VS. the World (Playstation)

0 Other

6**r^Hon/ A
<jgOen<ure Game J
O Blast Corps (Nintendo 64)

O Castlevania: Symphony
of the Night (PlayStation)

0 Crash Bandicoot 2:

Cortex Strikes Back (PlayStation)

0 Croc: Legend of the Gobbos

(Saturn)

0 Crusader: No Remorse (Saturn)

0 Die Hard Arcade (Saturn)

0 nghting Force (PlayStation)

0 Lost World: Jurassic Park

(PlayStation)

0 MDK (PlayStation)

0 Hega Man X* (PlayStation)

0 Mortal Kombat Mythologies:

Sub-Zero (Nintendo 64)

0 Nightmare Creatures

(PlayStation)

0 Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee

(PlayStation)

0 Resident Evil (Saturn)

0 Spider (PlayStation)

O Time Crisis (PlayStation)

0 Tomb Raider H (PlayStation)

O Treasures of the Deep

(PlayStation)

0

Best Drluing/ ^
Racing Game y

Beal UeMele Shooter^

0 Ace Combat 2 (PlayStation)

O Aerofighters Assault

(Nintendo 64)

0 Colony Wars (PiayStation)

0 G Police (PlayStation)

O Mass Destruction (Saturn)

0 Nuclear Strike (PlayStation)

O RayStorm (PlayStation)

0 StarFox 64 (Nintendo 64)

O Other

Best
Coppidop Shootep 3
O Codename: Tenka (PlayStation)

0 Doom 64 (Nintendo 64)

O Duke Nukem 3D (Saturn)

0 Duke Nukem 64 (Nintendo 64)

O GoldenEye 007 (Nintendo 64)

O Hexen (Nintendo 64)

0 Powersiave (PlayStation)

O Quake (Saturn)

O Turok: Dinosw Huotar

(Nintendo 64)

O other

7
O Diddy Kong Racing (Nintendo 64) I

0 Extreme-G (Nintendo 64) I

O Felony 11-79 (PlayStation) I

O Formula One Championship I

EdHion (PlayStation)
I

0 Moto Racer (PlayStation)
I

O NASCAR '98 (PlayStation)
I

0 Rage Racer (PlayStation) I

0 Rally Cross (PlayStation) I

0 San Francisco Rush I

(Nintendo 64) I

O Super Mario Kart 64 I

(Nintendo 64) I

0 Test Drive 4 (PlayStation)
I

0 Top Gear Rally (Nintendo 64) I

O Other I

I Best fioie-

|PlaqingGart\e

0 Alundra (PiayStation)

O Dragon Force (Satum)

O Final Fantasy VII (PlayStation)

I

0 Ogre Battle Limited Edition:

March of the Black Queen
(PlayStation)

I

0 Shining the Holy Ark (Saturn)

O Tail of the Sun (PlayStation)

O Wild Arms (PlayStation)

O Other

[
Bestapopis Game j

O FIFA: AoaH to World Cup '98

(Nintendo 64)

0 international SuperStar

Soccer 64 (Nintendo 64)

0 Madden 64 (Nintendo 64)

0 Madden NFL '98 (PlayStation)

I
0 MLB '98 (PlayStation)

I 0 NBA Action '98 (Saturn)

I 0 NBA Live '98 (PlayStation)

I
0 NFL GameDay '98 (PlayStation)

NFL Quarterback Club '98

(Nintendo 64)

I
0 NHL '98 (PlayStation)

I 0 Triple Play '98 (PlayStation)

I
0 Wayne Gretzky's

3D Hockey '98 (Nintendo 64)

I 0 World Series Baseball '98

(Saturn)

I 0 other

3
I Best Puzzle/
[StpategijGame

1 0 Bomberman 64 (Nintendo 64)

I 0 Buster Brothers Collection

(PlayStation)

I
O Command and Conquer

Red Alert (PlayStation)

O Intelligent Qube (PlayStation)

O Parappa the Rapper (PlayStation)

0 Poy Poy (PlayStation)

0 Saturn Bomberman (Satum)

0 Super Puzzle Fighter II Turbo

(Saturn)

1

0 Tecmo Stackers (PlayStation)

0 Tetrisphere (Nintendo 64)

O WarcrafI II: The Dark Saga

(PlayStation)

|0

Best Rpeacje Game j

0 Alpine Racer 2 (Namco)

0 House of the Dead (Sega)

0 Lost World: Jurassic Park (Sega) I

0 Mace: The Darit Age (Atari)

0 Marvel Super Heroes

vs. Street Fighter (Capcom)

O Mortal Kombat 4 (Midway)

0 NFL Blitz (Midway)

O Sega Super GT (Sega)

0 SF Rush the Rock (Midway)

O Street Fighter 3 (Capcom)

O Tekken 3 (Namco)

0 Vampire Savior (Capcom)

O Other

Best Console Game
OM997 )
0 Castlevania: Symphony

of the Night (PlayStation)

0 Colony Wars (PlayStation)

O Crash Bandicoot 2:

Cortex Strikes Back (Playstation)
I

0 Diddy Kong Racing (Nintendo 64)
|

0 Final Fantasy VII (PlayStation)

O GoldenEye 007 (Nintendo 64)

0 Madden 64 (Nintendo 64)

O NBA Live '98 (PlayStation)

0 Nightmare Creatures

(PlayStation)

O Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee

(PlayStation)

0 Parappa the Rapper (PlayStation) |
O Soul Blade (PlayStation)

O StarFox 64 (Nintendo 64)

0 Star Wars: Masters of

Teras Kasi (PlayStation)

0 Super Mario Kart 64
(Nintendo 64)

0 Tomb Raider li (PlayStation)

O Other.

To Uole...
All ballots must be received by March 1,

1998. To vote, mail this ballot to SmePro

Magazine, Readers’ Choice Awards, P.O.

Box 5828, San Mateo, CA 94402. Or make

your voice heard online by heading to our

Web site, www.gainepfo.com, and voting

on the online ballot. Results wilt appear

in the July 1998 issue.
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Your weapons? Powerful and
plentiful. Master the Flame
Thrower, Grenade Launcher,
Machine Gun and more!

Xhini<^
C C T r? A.T TTR,es iDENX Evil 2 ilAs I\^isen.

The most anticipated gaming event of 1998 has arrived. Resident Evil 2,

the shocking sequel to the Consumer's Choice: Best PlayStation Game Overall,

plunges horror fans into the most intense, the most terrifying game
experience ever crafted. Yon see evil. You hear evil. You're overwhelmed
hy evil, as you fight through hordes of flesh-starved zombies, blood-
thirsty beasts and other mutations of modern science. Will you survive
the horror?

win ii pitrt in

the iipconiiiiii

Resilient Lvil

movie, or liozens

of other killer prizes! No pitrchnse

necessmy. To liii^ up further jg A,.

iletiiils, visit oiir xvehsite nt

www.aipeom.com or wherever

Resident Evil is sold.

A mysu
local

i

monste

Twice* the blood. Twite the gore.

I.) CAPCOM CO , LTO. 199BMCAPC0M U S A., INC. 1998 AU RIGHTS RESERVED RESIDENT EVIL is ii liatli!m.trt ol CAPI



E Gaming
iVENT Of 1998.

OTHiNG Else

Even Comes
Close."

!
splatter entrails all /J/iiulllii

Racoon City. Indict grotesque

wound edecls on the undead.

\gain.
“ "An Intense And

Horrific Adventure
''C'"

That Chills The Spine."

- Game Informer

- ,
.

« N
I

-fc m,f~ I*

ions virus has mutated the

habitants into llesh-eating

s, hell-bent on snacking on
your still-warin spleen.

Ih The Suspense

Doesn't Kill

ou. Something
Else Will.

V '^EMNTEVif

W

1 licy ic Here

Resilient Evil 2 Ami the

Olfiti.il SliiilcHY Guide!

1^ I’l.iy liie online Resiilenl F:vil 2 >;«nne

.It wvvvv.tesiileiuevil2.com

M CO . ITD. CAPCOM is i legisliiieil liii<liriiu»k ul CAPCUM LTD. PlaySl.iln ic Pl.iySIdliun luiju are



1.900.454.6600

r

(SsjmaidJG] Ho@®®o'S^0c

Call the new Team GamePro Adventure Hotline

and see if you can survive all the traps and

dangers of each month's new phone odventure.

Those who survive in the shortest amount of

time are eligible to win awesome monthly prizes

and get their name printed in GamePro !

(1) GRAND PRIZE Winner
Video Game System of your thoite!

(4) RUNNER-UP Winners
An offidal GamePro T-shirt!

Last Month's Winners
Grand Prize

Leroy Johnson, Gainesville, FL, 6 min. 56 sec.

Runners-Up
Ruben Torres, New York, NY, 9 min. 12 sec.

Rudy Guzman, Fremont, CA, 9 min. 18 sec.

This month's adventure:

Dr. Zombim's Hospital of Horrors!

A NewAdventure with a Different GamePro Editor Every Month!

Calls cost $1.29 a minute and overage six minutes in length. Available to

touchtone and rotary phones. Be sure to get your parents' permission to

call Team GamePro Adventures if you are under 18 years of age. Message

subject to change without notice. A service of GamePro Media Group,

San Mateo, CA. Entries without complete name, address, and phone

number wifi be disqualified.

In Canada:
1 -900-451-3335
Only $1.49 CAN per minute
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CONGRATULATIONS, THE HOMERUN COUNTS. YOU

OBVIOUSLY KNOW YOUR BASEBALL AND ARE EXACTLY

THE KIND OF FAN WE MADE VR BASEBALL' 99 FOR.

CHECK OUT THE DEMO
AT WWW.VRSPORTS.COM

V7BASEBALL99



VR Baseball ' 99. It’s a smarter, more accu-

rate baseball game created specifically for

baseball enthusiasts like yourself. People

who appreciate an Al smart enough to know

that Kenny Lofton should score from 2nd on a gapperto the

wall; that a pitcher should walk Mark McGwire with a base

open and the game on the line; and that Raul Monday’s gun

is strong enough to skip the cut off man and go straight

home. This isn'tjust another baseball game. This is baseball.

Smarter Al really understands baseball,

and has true player attitude. Cecil Fielder

doesn't bunt, pitchers are pulled when they

get shelled, and fielders are strategically

shifted. From shattered bats to ball players

talking smack, it’s all here.

VR Baseball 99 has detailed baseball animations including

motions for collision. When a runner breaks up a double

play and slides into second base, you can see the short-

stop get knocked on his butt. Andruw Jones will dive to

catch hard line drives, and baserunners round the bases

instead of making perpendicular cuts. We’ve also quick-

ened the pace of baseball by adding a variety of quick key

short cuts to speed up gameplay, and by adding an inno-

vative menuless pitching interface that let’s you pitch to a

nearly infinite number of locations instantly. Which means

you’re now able to throw a Greg Maddux fastball without

tipping your hand to your opponent.

This is it. The baseball game for baseball purists. So, again,

congratulations on passing our test. And now, to reward your-

self, head over to your local video game store and pick up a

copy of VR Baseball 99. Play what you’ve been missing.

Available March 1998.

js»

A “smart camera” always selects the best

angle forgameplay in real time. Ybu'll see the

players, even the outfielders, up close and In

full detail as you make the play. So now when

players like Derek Jeter stab a line drive, you'll

be right on top of the action.

Fielding Practice and “Homerun Challenge”-

two bonus arcade style g'ames. See what it's

like to make a diving catch through the eyes

ofJim Edmonds, or challenge guys like Tlno

Martinez and get your name up on the leader

board in the Homerun Challenge.

e 199S ItTierplay Productions. VR Sports. VR Sports tago. VR Basetisll sn3 The CXffeience

Is Real are trademarks of Interplay Productions. All rights reserved.6 MLBPAOfficIsI

Licensee - Major League BaseOall Players Asscclation. Windows and the Windows '9S logo

are regSteredtrademarksofMicroaoftCorporation. PlayStation and the PlayStation logo are

registered trademarks of Sony Computer EntertairvnenL Inc All other copyrights artd trade-

marks are the property of their respective owners.
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THEY COULD HAVE TAKEN ANYTHINE.
HIS HOME. V

HIS PRIDE.

EVEN HIS FREEDOM.

BUT THEY TOOK AWAY TELEVISION.

I\iaw IT’S PERSONAL.

Cft>MIDWAY
' www.midway.com

www.crystald.comBECKO DETERMINED TD 5TDP HIM.



Ninja’s graphics are clean, detailed, and almost tree of the

breakup problems that plague other 3D action titles (like

Tomb Raider II, for example). The preview version featured

some stunning visual effects, like falling trees, big bosses,

and cool stages. The only sore spot is the characters: They

look awkward while moving around the screen—sometimes

they almost look like they’re hopping instead of running. It’s simple to move your ninja around the screen, but it’s dif-

ficult to see where he will land while jumping—especially

when it’s across water or dangerous pits. The inability to

customize your controller also doesn't help—having only six

preset configurations to choose from simply won’t do. Hope-

fully these shortcomings will be fixed in the final version.

Developed by Core Studios

Published tiy Eklos

AvalaUeMay

Eidos is at it again with more 3D

brawling action. Ninja is the name of

its upcoming beat-em-up, and from

what we’ve seen so far, the game

looks like a topnotch action title.

Armed with various weapons (like

throwing stars) and possessing

lethal hand-to-hand fighting skills,

you must guide your ninja through

several levels filled with enemies,

traps, and bosses.

fMphUf

m

Bidos’s action tide Ninja is lookin’ good thanks to strong graphics, cool

stages, and giant tiosses. Look out, Sub’Zero—Ninja looks like tough

compeddon in the shadow-master dojo.



Sneak'^Pre.views

Rascal

The quest to bang nano 64~quaiity visuals to the PlayStation may just

end with Rascal, the most aisp, Raid, and solid 32-bit 3D environ-

ment yet This could be the bridge over the 32- to 64-bit gap.

Time-Traveling Mayhem
Work In Progress

While playing as Rascal, your obiective is to race through differ-

ent eras in seven 3D worlds to rescue your father from the

tyrannical Time Overlord. The ability to move through time had

yet to be implemented in this demo, but Rascal’s already shap-

ing up nicely as a PlayStation alternative to the upcoming N64

3D platformers, Conker’s Quest and Banjo-Kazooie. The load

time was the same as in Croc, with doors providing a short pause

between rooms. This slows down the game's pace, but it’s not

particularly disturbing since you need a breather after each room’s

puzzle or challenge anyway.

! Rascal’s visuals are phenomenal: There’s almost no polygonal

: breakup, and the soft textures and smooth objects are compara-

ble to Super Mario 64. Graphics alone don’t make a game great,

however, and this early version of Rascal’s still far from perfect:

The loose controls made precision jumping impossible, and the

in-game camera can’t be manually controlled. Hopefully Psygno-

sis will fix these problems before the final release so the game’s

gorgeous graphics won’t go to waste.

Bubble, Bubble,

Toil 6 Trouble

There’S no doubt Rascal’s following

in the footsteps of Croc and Mario

with silly, nonthreatening villains and

G-rated violence. The gore crowd prob-

ably won’t be drawn to Rascal’s fire

power, which features a decidedly

tame-looking bubble gun. How-

ever, this game isn't ready to roll

over and play kiddie just yet. You’ll

face creepy spiders, poison darts,

searing lava, rolling logs, crazy Aztecs,

and a winding chute—and that’s

just on the first level.



In Burning Rangers, you play as

either the female or male half of a

two-person firefighting team who

is called in to battle high-rise and

industrial fires. Your objectives are

simple: Put out a few fires and save

a few lives. The problem is

there’s more fire here than

Hell could hold, it's all

creeping toward you, and

it’s got a life of its own—
you’ll see fire cyclones,

backdrafts, firewalls, and

firestorms, to name a few.

Your only weapon is a dual gun that

either sprays foam to extinguish

small fires or when charged, re-

leases a mushroom cloud of oxy-

gen-sucking power to put out the

big blazes. You can also blow up

fuel tanks, blast out floors, and,

oh yeah, find people who are

knocked unconscious and zap

them back to safety. You also

come equipped with a jet pack

that can quickly get you out

of trouble.

Devaiopsd by Team Sonic

Pubished by Sega

The screen-shaking explosions and fast action were already daz-

zling enough in this preview version, but Sega should definitely

work on minimizing the incredible pixeiization and on toning

down the major clipping. If it does, we could have one of the

hottest games this season—and it’s a Saturn-only exclusive!

1% COMPLETE



Developed and puUished by

Midway Home bitertainment

AvaHable M»ch

JB!»CQME1.ETE

Although it debuted on the PC over a year

ago, the power of Quake has not dimin-

ished one bit. A nightmarish, gory corridor

shooter, Quake was also one of the fastest, most

graphically advanced gun-totin’ games ever—and

from the detailed screens we saw of this 30% ver-

sion, the graphic storm of the PC title will continue

to rain onto the N64, bringing realistic textures,

gruesomely detailed enemies, and the chilling,

dark atmosphere of the original. Developed by the

team that brought Doom to the N64, we can ex-

pect Quake to be another fantastic, dark corridor

ride to Hell. —Scary Larry

•A
.

Although we first
,

reported on this game way *

back in the January 1997 is- -f’ ^
sue (see “Sneak Previews”),

/’ ' j ...

Wild 9s is finally getting closer to Li

—

i

completion, and it looks like it’s going to be worth the wait. A

fast and furious adventure game, it tells the story of Wex Major,

an adventurous 21 st-century teenager who becomes entangled
- -n In a plot to destroy the universe. Wex befriends

’ ^ and enlists the help of eight alien teenagers, who
•

4^ j have been orphaned by the evil Karn. Using a

huge biomechanical arm, Wex will attempt to dis-

,
troy 500-pound electrified frogs, maniacal chain-

^ Ty \
saw-wielding black sheep, and other hilarious

• ^ enemies. The game takes place in a 3D world.—
/. J and the good-looking screens suggest that Wild

;
9s will provide a wild time .

—Scary Larry

Developed by

Shiny Entertainment

Published by Intmplay

Available Spring '38







teklar

Cardinal Syn is a sleek, fast fighter that boasts I

60 frames-per-second gameplay. a host of sexy
|

fighters, and some refreshingly fast combos.
|

Developed by Kronos, the company behind Dark
|

Rift for the Nintendo 64, the game seems to

have another cool gimmick working for it—the
'

directional pad moves you in true 3D fashion, and the game is pro-

grammed for use with the analog joystick.

But this unfinished beta version put up a couple of red flags.

The backgrounds can limit your ability to fight (your sword glances

off the walls when you’re too close to it); they’re interactive in an

annoying way (flames shoot from the ground and ,

knockyour player down during a fight); and the

battlegrounds convey a feeling of claustrophobia ^ <
because they’re so small. '

Still, Cardinal Syn is a good-looking fighter

that could shape up into a solid title and make a

I
,

'

„if.. , I

worthy addition to

any fighting-game

.

' fan's library. With

- some minor cosmetic and game-
' play improvements, everyone

-*• V ^ could be guilty of committing a

if Syn. —Sca/y/.ar/y

Developed by Knmos Digital

Published by Sony

Available January

Bnn/nrjlMPIFTF

Dead or Alive

Developed and published

byTecmo

Ava'dable February

90°/q COMPLETE

February 1 9S8



Developed by Locomotive

Published by ASCII

Entertauiment

Available Febmaiy

( 8H°A C0MP1PE~1

Developed by Imagineer

Published by Ocean of America

Available now

JPajaMHlEK

Fighter's Destiny

Ocean of America (which will
-''crvarB

one day give us Mission: Im-

possible for the Nintendo 64) is
^ ^

almost ready to launch an as- f
of-yet unheard of fighting game

' f? *! r
called Fighter’s Destiny. Origi- ^ Injiini.IwK jftw

rally named Fighter’s Cup in .

Japan, this Rumble Pak-com-
^

patible game looks like it will
'• —

feature some cool nuances not found in other games. One dif-

ference is the match-win system: To win, you must score a cer-

tain number of points, which are given based on the complexity

of your moves. Who knows, your destiny may lead you to turn

on this fight .

—Scary Larry

GAMEPR f ebpuapy 1998
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Developed and published

by Fox Interactive

AvMiable Spring '98

COMPLETE

From the creators of Rayman comes another twisted,

cartoony hero with gorgeous, detailed backgrounds

and bright, engaging characters. Taking Mario-like

action/adventure gaming to its hilt. Tonic Trouble in-

troduces Ed, a happy-go-lucky alien who gets caught

up in a plot to save Earth. With 10 worlds (split into

different maps) that

range from Egyptian

pyramids to giant
‘

'

cooking pots, and
^ ^

over 40 different ^
characters to en-

counter. Tonic looks ^ a '••'s

like young fun. ... .

'

—Scary Larry

Developed and punished

by Ubi Soft

Available March

COMPLETE

Based closely on the
'

movie, Alien Resurrec- •

tion: The Game prom-
,

ises the same fast, vi-

clous action as seen

on the big screen. With
|

—

-

swarms of aliens sur- ^
rounding you at all

times, you must save *
the human race from Dr, Wren’s

’

evil cloning experiments. Besides '
blasting the alien bad boys with •

the usual high-powered weap-

ons, you can also obliterate the I r

surrounding environments—in fact, you can

destroy anything and everything around you!

With so many flops from movie-to-video-

game conversions, will I

Alien Resurrection: The

Game be an exception? ^ jr

The early screens show —
promise. — —
—Four-Eyed Dragon ^ •

6AMEPR0
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SegaSoft.

the

SegaSoN

logo.

MEAT

HEAT.NE

PIff |Mr tanrite

iilti-ifa|tir geaKi I eiclutiire

lUlHlrgaiiiei.

JNCl-UDES 3 FREE MONTHS OF
WEAT.NET PREMIUM MEMBERSHIP.

_ Six feel bel<wjth^

i'"

earth, worms are crawlii^ through

’ empty caskets. Above grbund. the

putrid stench of rotting flesh hangs

in the aft- as corpses claim victims

1
th feed their insatiable hut^er.

.V- - '.ipr,

^ i
\

4 /

SINGLE AND MULTIPLAYER MODES UP TO 8 PLAYERS. PLAY AS

HUMANS OR ZOMBIES IN HEAD-TO-HEAD "EAT YOUR ERIEND.S' DEATH

MATCHES ON THE HEAT.NBT INTERNET GAME NETWORK AND LAN.

IUT.NET u the ohiante coMpetidve areiM ii the iRMnat.

CIn'eMATIC STORYLINE FEATUR

INC 17 LEVELS OF CARNAGE AN

MULTIPLE SUB-PLOTS.
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!
50

' j^'.W^APONS-jjLND'DSzENSrOF

\‘jf GRUESOME DEATH TRAPS. .

SIMULTANEOUSLY OlT^jftt wft
ACTIONS OF FOUR HUMANS.OR

FUILY-CONTROL ONE CHARX^ES

888-SEjQAsOFT' or www.fiesJifea^'.com

.
Ttetod have mysl^lousiy come

,Supive the island s many fefro,v
^ Then, in the climactic finale, penetrate

' ^Ck-lo-nfe.and Naiiat Island has
' fl'l«l *s«o« using weapons and. . ,he .n„

, sone Trim premierwurlstdestina- .

Ition.tohightmartshhLan hunting-
of ravenous undead hordes.

,ctK-,Sr&nd. whetSsobody iss'dTe
'

.

.- ~ antf straiegize your escape.

ihe complex that houses the secrets to
the dead's resurrection.

tF YOU'RE ONLY CONSUMED BY FEAR,
YOU’RE ONE OF THE LUCKY ONES.
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FREE DEMO: r



^ Two things have traditionally kept PC

iiei» gamers riveted to their keyboards; Game-

IlCViBW play and gore. Bungie utilizes both to the

fullest in its tactical masterpiece, Myth: The

Fallen Lords. Myth blows away any current

PROTIP: Use the terrain. Plant

ymir archers atop hills wh&i-

PROTIP: Never fight the Wight

hand fo hand, unless iVs a cal-

: Adjustable

cu/dfetf sacrifice—they explode

upon contact.

- real-time strategy game available today. It

*
. _ ^ simply does eveiything right.

Al^er oF Blood Runs Through It

Mytl^s battles have been compared endlessly to the dramatic

clashSs In Braveheart, and there’s no better analogy. As you

struggle against hordes of un-

dead sent by the Fallen Lords to

conquer the continent, the soil

literally runs red with the blood

of battle. Weapons, corpses, and

severed limbs litter the

3D landscape, while

explosions alter the

terrain. Diverse

ad-

vanced A.I., ad-

dictive gameplay,

and a

great

PROTIP: One of the most annoy-

ing ways for your waniors to

die is hwt your own archers’

arrows. If your warriors storm

in, select your archers and hit

the space bar to make them

stop firing.

PROTIP: A Ught box formation (the 5 key)

works well for bridges, while a V-shaped

vanguard (the 9 key) is tire all-purpose

“ready for action" choice.

PROriP: Dwarves can sef grenades on the

ground as mines, then trigger them for a
chain reaction, riiis is good for protecting

EAMEPROO February 1998



'rice not available Challenge; Adjustable

ivallable new Replay value: Medium

idvenluie ESRB rating: Teen

player

Minimum System Specifications

• Pentium 90 • Quad-speed

• 16MBRAM CD-ROMdrlve

• 16-bltSVGA • Microsoft-

graphics card compatible mouse

• 170 MB on

hard drive

REVIEW

f you have that glint of Blade Runner fanaticism in your

eye, this game will electrify you with its outstanding

authenticity and gripping story. Run-of-the-mill gamers

who lack that devotion, though, will find merely some
solid adventuring.

As Blade Runner opens, you play as a rookie cop invest!-

gating animal murders. ..renegade replicants are, of course, PRC

the prime suspects. As the clues begin to pile up in this ftun

epic mystery-novel-style adventure, many possibilities un- ^

fold: You could be a repll-

cant involved in the whole

mess, your boss could be set-

ting you up, and so on. And

that’s one of the game’s

strengths—depending on what

clues you uncover and who
you talk to, all of those possi-

bilities can turn out

true, which makes for »

some engaging depth.

The conversation-

heavy point-n-click

gameplay isn’t as ac-

tion-packed as film

fans might prefer.

Still, its riveting plot

and slick style are

more than enough

to engross fans as

they administer the

Voigt-Kampff test to

determine if a sus-

pect is human or

replicant, grill NPCs

like Rachel and Tyrell,

and much more.

While point-n-click controls are never as responsive

as directly controlling a character. Blade Runner handles I

as smoothly as could be expected. The detailed inven- P

tory system, though tricky at first, becomes useful after

some study. I

Definitely the kind of cerebral game that will bore

action addicts. Blade Runner's all about

peeling back the layers of a complex

story that continually changes in re-

sponse to your actions. For devoted

fans of the movie and book, it presents

a marvelous adventure, dripping with

]

authenticity that carries you

through the slow spots. B

PROTIP: After you shoot open
Moraji’s chains in Act 2, Ree to

the far edge of die screen out-

side his store, or you'll be killed

in the explosion.

PROTIP: When interviewing

Zuben as a suspect in Act 1,be-
PROTIP: In Act 5, find your way
to the moonbus by heading

through the door at the top of

this screen. M PROTIP: In Act 4, dte only way

shoot the rat after it’s com-
pletely crossed the plank.

Visually, Blade Runner overflows with dazzling cinemat-

ics, exacting detail, and gorgeous scenery that perfectly

recaptures the movie’s atmosphere. You’ll immediately

recognize places from the film, such as J.F. Sebastian’s

apartment. Unfortunately, the character sprites don’t

look nearly as sharp, suffering from bad pixelation and

PROTIP: In Act 2, talk to Guzza right after

you Rrst leave the Tyre// Building. Later in

the act, you’ll be able to return and score

valuable info hem Rachei and Tyrell.

r-

' -
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NetStorifi
This season, one strategy title rises above

the rest—literally! The high-flying Net-

Storm combines real-time fantasy combat

with puzzle game elements in an attractive multiplayer package.

Floating Flotillas

As a high priest in the fantasy realm of Nimbus, you rule a float-

ing island in the sky. harnessing nature’s elements in a struggle

for knowledge and power with other high priests. To conquer

your enemies, you’ll have to build platforms from Tetris-like

bridge segments, creating outposts for your war units, such as

Whirligigs and Ice Towers.

Different weapons sport distinctive, detailed looks, while

the purely mouse-driven interface puts every action a few clicks

I
^ ' >. Tp^ -

I

away. Though the standard fan-

practiced in the single

player mode, you can

connect to Activision's

free server and challenge

up to eight opponents

to duels. For a pleasant

change the lag time

rarely poses a problem.

PROTIP: Use Sun Disc Throwers as

storming your first weapon. They can fire in

th6 Gates direction, even into the air.

While the real-time strategy genre may soon burst at the seams

with titles, NetStorm’s impressive Internet support and novel

gameplay, which mixes solid strategy and quick thinking, help

it stand apart from the rest. B

I’JP^
PROTIP: Get to a geyser as

quickly as possible. They’ll give

you valuable Storm Power for

more units.

tasy music might

bore you. the occa-

sional burst of thun-

der adds a nice

touch—and you'll

never get sick of

hearing your ogres

grunt. “Yes. master."

NetStorm was

conceived for online

play. Once you've

$49.35 Challenge: Medium

Available now Replay value: High

Heal-llme strategy ESRB rating: Kids to

8 players Adults

Minimum System Specilicalions

• 486/66 'Video card with 1

•16 MB RAM MB RAM

• 9600 bps Internet

^r:J^ I

J
PROTIP: Avoid cracked bridges. They

may enable fast passage, but they’re

very unreliable.

REVIEW
It takes a lot to construct a world-class

auto racing sim—and while Microsoft has

done an admirable job with its new CART Precision Racing, it falls

short of becoming the new benchmark in racing games.

With its endless options, statistics, and tweaking features, it's

impossible to accuse Microsoft of leaving any stone unturned.

Everything a racing simster could ask for is included, right down

to the real drivers and 17 authentic CART tracks. What’s lacking,

however, is a solid, comfortable feel while playing. You’ll fight

the quirky controls; stumble over the many, and often confus-

ing. menu screens: sit through the long loading times; and suf-

fer as the game fails to recognize

your sound card.

If you can get past some

of the more irritating aspects.

CART does prove to be a some-

what rewarding racing experi-

ence. The detailed, photorealistic

graphics are topnotch (despite

some wretched draw-in on big-

ger speedways), and the inclu-

sion of real tracks, drivers,

teams, and sponsors sends

the game's authentic-

ity skyrocketing.

If not for some seri-

ous flaws, CART Pre-

cision Racing would

be the ultimate Indy

car simulator. Instead,

this gives Microsoft

something to shoot

for next time. B

9H

W
0 A13

CART Precision Racing

By Mlcnsofl

$54.95 Challeugr Adjusiabla

Avallabib now Roplay value: Hiih

Racing sim ESRB raling: Kids

1 ptayer tu Adults

Adjustable views

Minimum System Specifications

• Pentium 60 (aster 'IB-blt sound card

• 16 MB RAM •Double-speed

• 30 MB on hard drive CD-ROM drive or

• SVBA graphics

GAMEPRO O February 1398



Price no) avsila&le

Available now

Bllliatiis

. 2 playata

Minimum System SpecifiMtions

• Pentium 60 *4 MB on hard disk

I

*12 MB RAM •OirKtXS

Challenge; Adjustable

Replay value; High

ESR6 rating: Kids to

Adults

Zori( Crajid >nq«dsftor by Acttvfslon

IS 360-degree view I

able now Challenge: Intermediate I

e/adventure Replay value: Low I

yers ESRB rating: Teen
I

Minimum System Specifications
I

ilium 90 • 16-bil color I

niiD mQuisiW

M9.99

Available now

Strategy

4 players

Minimum System Specifications

• Windows 95 >16 MB RAM
• Pentium 90 •Double-speed

CD-ROM

Challenge: Adjustable

Replay value: Medium

ESRB rating: Mature

your cue stick can’t go through it.

You choose from 16 games and

120 opponents, adjust the felt

speed, change the pool hall Itself—

there’s almost nothing you can’t

do. With a great soundtrack, daz-

zling visuals, and intuitive control,

no self-respecting shark should be

without Virtual Pool 2. B

ncvicw The original Virtual Pool was, by far, the

single most impressive billiards simulation

ever created. So why bother with a sequel?

VR Sports seems to have seen that ques-

tion coming and. impossibly, it’s made the best better.

The images in Virtual Pool 2 —
feature no fancy acceleration— "i-.'

that’s the standard, jaw-dropping
^

^ "

16-bit mode. The tweaked physics •
.

,* •

1
engine, however,

*'

^

enables greater

freedom while

preventing un-
^

lJT realistic shots;
* ’

r if the ball’s

stuck to the rail.



mK4 propels gamers into a fatality frenzy. ^
By Johnny Bailgame

nok’s menace, finally banishing

him into the Netherealm, But

after Shao Kahn’s defeat at

the hands of Earth’s warriors,

Shinnok escaped the Nethe-

realm and is back with an evil

army to fight again. It’s now

up to Raiden and a group of

fighters he’s assembled to end

Shinnok's evil threat.

Kombat-krazed Mortal ma-

niacs now have the choice of 15

fighters with the recent addi-

tions of Jax, Johnny Cage, and

Reiko. The overall selection of

T
he koolest Kombat game to

ever bloody arcades, MK4
Revision 2 slaughters the com-

petition with crazy fatalities,

new 3D fisticuffs, and some

of the most fun fighting your

tokens can buy.

Kill or Be KillBd

Mortal Kombat 4's story cen-

ters around the god of thun-

der, Raiden, and an evil god

named Shinnok. Many years

ago, Raiden waged a bloody

war to rid all realms of Shin-

GraphicsFun Factor

Sound

characters includes the petlect protiP: To pertorm Raiden’s fatality, stand next to your opponent,

list of old favorites {Sub-Zero, hold BL, then top t, t , HK.

Scorpion, and Liu Kang) and

Immortal ImprouRments

MK4 has been greatly improved

since version 1.0. The game is

now fully 3D, so you can avoid

projectile attacks by stepping

in and out of the environment.

Fighters can now pick up and

throw objects like skulls. Kom-

bat Kodes have also been added

to diversify the gameplay by

giving you options like the abil-

ity to disable throws or to drop

new kombatants

(Reiko, Quan Chi and

Shinnok). MK4 fea-

tures both one-on-one

and two-on-two bat-

tles, the ability to use

weapons, and the

most gruesome fatali-

ties seen in any MK
game, (They’re so dis-

gusting, they’re funny.)

PROTIP: To dodge Into the back-

ground, tap RH, RN. To dodge

into the foreground, hold

then tap RN, RN.

PROTIP: Rako’s BFK totality Is performed

by standing right next to your

opponent and tapping

(IPBLHKLK). M

I and campy music that

m signals your fatality

I add to the fun experi-

' playing MK4.

PROTIP: While playing as Liu

Kang, tap (^ LK) to pull out

your weapon, toen rapidly tap

HP to slice up your opponent.



K : Any Kicti button

P = Any PunOi button

Motion : MoveUwi^lickinong
smooth, continuous motion.

Tap = Tap the buttons and diroctions

indicated in sequence,

Charges Hold the direction or button

indicstsd for the time indicated.

(I = Execute commands in paren-

All tachnques are deecribad under ttw assumpbon that your chancter it facing to

I If tha/ra facing left, reverse any -h and^ dtatiKRi.

PROTIP: To Start a

fight with random

weapons, enter the

Kombat Kode 222

222 at dte Vs. screen.

PROTIP: Jax’s Quad Slam causes massive

damage to opponents. Stand next to your

opponent and tap LP, (RN BL HK), (HP LP
LK), (HP BL LK), (HP LP HK LK).

PROTIP: Tap (-^ LK) to shatter your oppo-

nent’s bones with a hold Hiat will make
you cringe. The move works even better

if you’re running into your oppo- i

nent while performing it.
|

PROTIP: Kill with a kiss. To per-

from Sonya’s Slicing Kiss fatality,

standjust outside sweep distance

and hold BL, then tap i’,

(^ RN).

PROTIP: If you’re pla^ng as

Quan Chi and your opponent

pulls out a weapon, steal it

by tapping-^, (^ HP).

weapons in the arena before

battle begins. The control has

likewise been tweaked as spe-

cial moves are now very easy

to pull off. On the downside,

several of the fighters’ muiti-hit

combos are so similar that

they quickly grow repetitive

and there are too many hard-

to-block cheesy moves.

Graphically, MK4 displays

amazing detaii, iike the kool

mist rising from Sub-Zero’s

body. Each character is also

composed of over 3000 poly-

gons. The camera is still a bit

jerky, though. Sometimes after

PROTIP: When playing as Liu

Kang, finish off your opponent

with Hie Dragon fatality. From

just outside sweep distance,

tap'^,^,-^,(<^ BLLKHK).

a throw, it focuses on an

empty part of the arena

—

not on the action.

As for audio. MK4’s

unique combination of

menacing and humorous

sounds makes it as refresh-

ing to iisten to as it is to play.

One moment you’re cring- I

ing at the sound of bones !

crunching, the next you're

laughing at the weird voices.

mortal Obsession

If you're going to toss your

tokens into any arcade fight-

ing game this year, make

sure it’s MK4. It’s highly

addictive, bloody fun. Q

PROTIP; Execute Jarek’s Prison Stage fa-

tality by tapping-^, 'L>,-^,HK while

standing next to your opponent.

PROTIP: Throw the

rod(s and skulls

scattered on the

ground by stand-

ing over Diem,

holding 4^, and

tapping RN.

e ^ MK4’s fatalities and

Kbs special moves seem

easier to pull off than those of

past MKs. However, cheesy hon-

ing moves, like Quan Chi's (Quan

Cheesy) Tap Dance, can make

playing against certain powerful

characters frustrating.

GAMEFRO ehruapy 1 93 8:



The Difference Is Real,

lIVTERACTIVE EmiROHMEHTS

DEAEN-OEEriMG JUMPS

AOJUSE EIMGIME TRIM EUR SPEED

REALISTIC WATER PHYSICS CREATE WARE EEEECTS

SO RE/IL ... YOU^LL WET YOURSELE.
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Youf Qountry Needs You.





MICMEUN

AS YOU CAN SEE [SORTOF], NEED FOR SPEED HAS GONE DOWN AND DIRTY.

IN NEED FOR SPEED V-RALLY YOU CHOOSE FROM 11 WORLD RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP CARS-

THEN YOU SLUG IT OUT DAY OR NIGHTOVER 42 PERILOUSLY LIFE-LIKE, GRITTYOFF-ROADTRACKS. SNOW. RAIN. FO&

AND IF YOU'RE LUCKY, BLISTERING HOT SUN ROUND OUT THIS BRUTALLY RAWJOURNEY. BRING SOAR

ELECTRONIC ARTS"
www.ea.com

INFOGIUUES logo aie liattemaks or registerod liadetrarks ol INFOGIVtUES. 01997 INFOGRAMES MULTIMEDIA. Developed by INFOGFIAUES MULTIMEDIA. Software® Inlogrames Mullimedia 1997. All vehicles corr^iany names. IrademarfiS

Licensed by Sony Compider Enlertainm^ Amaica for use oilh the PlayStation game console. PlayStation and Ihe PlayStation logos are bademarks ol Sony Con^uter Entertammeni inc



MORTAL KOMBAT MYTHOLOGIES
Mortal Kombat
Mythologies; Sub-Zero
(By Midway Home Entertainment)

By Major Mike

Udv

M ortal Kombat Myth-

ologies enters the

Nintendo 64 arena

only slightly different from its

PlayStation counterpart (see

ProReview, December

1997). It’s a satisfying

action/fighting game'

jfhat will definitely

please MK fens, de-

spite its chilly A.l. and

initially tough controls.

Mythologies tells the

story of Sub-Zero, blend-

ing challenging missions

with fighting-game ele-

ments in typical side-scrolling back-

drops. The game's most unique

feature is the ability to accumu-

late experience points

(much like in a role-

playing game) that will

enable Sub-Zero to per-

form special moves as

the game unfolds. The

fighting-game controls

are straight from MK3—
complete with the same

combos.

Playing with the

Rumble Pak adds some

tremors to the game but

doesn’t add to the over-

all experience (the way it did in Star

Fox 64, for example). Sub-Zero’s

biggest drawbacks are its awful en-

emy A.I, (enemies will either kill you

in seconds or let you kill them in

seconds) and overly tough missions.

For MK fanatics and those crav-

ing a challeng-
^

ing side-scroller,

Sub-Zero’s worth
^

the fight. Non- ^
MK fans, though, may
want to kill a few hours

• '

Price not 1 player

9 missions

“""8“
Sldosiow

Available now

Action/fighting compatible

PROTIP: To defeat Quan Chi’s bodyguards,

wait for thm to walk toward you. When
they do, perform your Ice Clone move (tap

4', Ujw Punch), then peg ’em with an

uppercut or a comtM).

PR071P: Wten you de^t Scot- ...however, whenyouface
pion in ttie first mission, stand Scorpion the second fime, be

next to him and tap ready for his Scorpion Spear,

High Punch. You can do fills fa- Teleport Punch, and all the

tality on othercharacters in the moves he had in Ultimate Mor-

game, too. . . tal Kombat 3!

y I I
The appropriately creepy

music fits perfectly with

each stage. However, the sound

effects could use some more

punch-especiaily more variety

in the character yells, grunts,

and groans.

PROnP: Yep, IPs cheap, but it

gets the job done: Freeze an

enemy, stand In close, and
rapidly tap High Punch. You’ll

do a five- to six-hit combo and

rardi up experience points.

SCORPION

It wasn't enough to Kill mek.. you

hod to destroy every lost remnant

I

of my being., you are responsible

I

For the massacre of my entire clan!

Unlike the nayStafion version. Mythologies

for the Nintendo 64 doesn’t feature any full-

nwfion-video cut scenes.

^ ^ Mythologies features

KKa excellent backgrounds-

especially in the later levels. The

characters sport fine details,

and the occasional breakup that

plagued the PlayStation version
y I

Mythoiogies is a solid

EK9 action/platform title

that puts a unique spin on the

MK fighting games. Brawl-

®
ers and action gamers

alike will have a good

. time with Sub-

I
J Zero-and that’s

' ^ no myth.

PROTIP: In the Prison of Souls

mission, comer a guardagainst

an electic fence and walk into

him. He’ll be dead In serxmds.

Mythologies has solid,

ESS responsive controls.

You’ll run into rough spots, though,

when making precision jumps and

executing some special moves—

especially when you’re in pinch

situations.
electric eels to your

advantage. For exam-

pie, freeze a monk,

push him into tiie

water, and let fite

eels do fire rest

r’ryiT!
—

rv ft



GamePro Online Takes On A New Look!

Sports; Gheck out the latest previews, reviews,

and cheats for all your favorite sports titles.

Roie-PlBying: Get the latest reviews and game-

play tips for today's top role-playing game titles.

www.gamepro.com

GamePro Online has

a cool, new design, making

it easier and faster for you

to get to the nitty-gritty

interactive gaming infor-

mation you're looking for

to help you stay ahead of

the pack.

Updated daily by the

editorial experts of GamePro

magazine. GamePro Online

gives you everything

you want and need

to know about inter-

active gaming-all

of the hottest con-

sole. PC. online, and

arcade games; cheats

and codes; weapons

and tacticS; hun-

dreds of Web links to

game-related sites;

and downloads of

some'of the coolest

games around.

Check Out

www.gamepra.com

today!

OnliflE Exclusives: Check out special game previews

and field reports from the expert gamers—the GamePro
editors. You won't find this hot information covered in

GamePro magazine or anywhere else!

Came Demos: Test your PG gaming skills. Gownload

the latest PG games and check 'em out before you buy!

Fighier’s Edge improve your fighting strategy with

intense move lists, cheats, and tactics to help

you conquer your opponent every time.

Chai Rooms & Message Boards: raik to fellow

gamers about what’s hot and what’s not. Get the latest

tips and cheats and compare strategies to stay one step

ahead of the rest.

More Tips More
and Codes WWW.gameprO.GOIH



Graphics

One’s jaw-dropping

graphics are some of

the most stunning seen on the

PlayStation so far. An inade-

quate camera view, occasional

visual overload, and breakup are

the only drawbacks.

A Sound
The intense themes per-

am fectly set the pace for

each stage. However, some of

the sound effects don’t measure

up—especially the wimpy grunts

and groans.

PROTJP: When your Rage Meter Is

maxed out, use your smart bomb
as soon as possible—it’s avail-

able only for a limited time.

Moving and shooting

are easy for the most

part, but problematic Jumping

can make the game frustrating.

A practice mode to perfect

Gain’s skills would have helped. One features long stages, stunning visuals, and plenty to shoot at

februapy 1998



Three Bosses,

Three Prohlems

stage 1 Boss

PROW: In Stage 4, stay off the

monorail tracks wheneverpos-

sible; you never know when a
train mil pass through.

Climb to the top of the shaft

and shoot the drums on the

support beams.

Stage 2 Boss

PROW. Wien riding Oie cable

in Stage 3, keep your eye out

^ mhtes that might be placed

mmi »t€»lile's pam.

No boss here, but shoot

down as many ships as you

can. If Oie craft you're rid-

ing on takes too many hits,

it’ll explode.

stage 3 Boss

PROW: When running on cat-

walks and ledges, keep mov-

fall away.

stead, stand by the cmplex
and let it Rre missiles at

you. If you jump out of the

way at the last minute, the

missiles will miss and dam-
age the complex. When the

complex is destroyed, you

can enter the next stage.

PROW: In the first stage, don’t PROW: Always run away from

bother shooting the chopper. incomingJets—they’ll usually

Instead, run to the cave at the Ore a missile at you as they

end of the catwalk for safety. pass overhead.

EAMEPRO

ne finally blasts its way onto the PlayStation with some of

the most intense action and shooting this side of MDK.
One’s thumb-blistering action, eye-grabbing visuals, and

unique gameplay make it a top action/adventure offering.

One takes place in a militaristic 2037. You play as John Cain, an or-

dinary man who awakens to discover someone's swapped his left

arm for a mechanical laser cannon. Not only that, but a small army’s

bent on his demise. Time to get mad, get even, and blow up things.

One’s vitality system supports the game’s theme of revenge. In-

stead of a health bar, One uses a Rage Meter. Your firepower and

health increase with each enemy you shoot and item you destroy.

When the meter reaches its peak, you can fire a screen-clearing

smart bomb.

One has 3D run-n-gun action in gigantic stages, and the respon-

sive controls keep the action in. ..well, control. You’ll blow through

subway systems, blast across rooftops, slide down high-tension

wires, and hop from vertigo-inducing cliffs—just to name a few

locales. The game drops you immediately into the action, but well-

placed cut scenes provide a much-needed breather between stages.

The fast-paced action forces you to rely mostly on quick reflexes

in order to survive the onslaught of soldiers, gunships, and more.

Moving and shooting are easy to master, but some Jumps are prob-

lematic. Missing certain Jumps repeatedly (often at the cost of a life)

can be incredibly frustrating.

One’s graphics steal the show—especially the firefights and explo-

sions. Class shatters, buildings crumble, missile-firing ships zip by,

and bosses take up almost the entire screen. However, small details

shine, too: When you torch an enemy with the flamethrower, for ex-

ample, they'll flail their limbs until only ashes remain.

The stage architecture is also a highlight. In the Metropolis stage,

for instance, you blast your way across rain-soaked rooftops that

look like they’re right out of Blade Runner, complete with aerial

traffic lights and spouting towers of flame. Need a bridge? Just

shoot a giant billboard and watch it topple!

The only graphical glitches are sheer visual overload and a trou

blesome camera view. At times too much destruction fills the screen,

which then causes the action to bog down and breakup to set in.

This also makes it difficult to see where you are exactly. The cam-

era view is even more problematic: Sometimes it’s difficult to see

the path ahead of you, especially when you’re making precision

Jumps. Successfully navigating a series of platforms is more trial-

and-error than a test of skill. An adjustable camera angle would

have definitely helped here.

Almost on par with the visuals is the game’s excellent music. In-

tense tunes drive the action with everything from thundering bass

to suspenseful drum beats. The sound effects, though, are a mixed

lot. The best effects are the eerie radio conversations of pursuing

enemies and the various sounds of destruction. On the flip side,

the characters’ weak grunts and groans detract from the game's

overall effect.

Control and other minor tweaks aside. One packs a big punch and

will keep you riveted for quite some time. Get lost, Lara Croft; slide

over, Sub-Zero—One’s the new action king.
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PROnP: While playing as OOP,

tap t, X, X, O when your op-

ponent’s life bar is hashing r^
to hoor him with the devastat-

ing Diamond Cutter.

PROTIP: The Giant’s Choke^lam.is performed

by tapping t, x, O, O when yout^Rio-

neat’s life bar is hashing red.

PROTIP: Sting’s bone-breaking

Reverse DDT is per1e:med by

tapping \. \,
'). PROTIP: Whip your oppmanf into the comer

tumbuckle then smack him around by tap-

ping -> and repeatedly tapping T .

PROTIP: Hidden characters are

uncovered every hme you win

PROTIP: In tag-team matches,

use frequent tags to keep both

of your mestlers healthy.

a differ&}t wresher.

4 PROTIP: When you’re about to lose

a match, press Select to call In one

ofyour wreshing buddies to help

change the momentum of the match.

W A Whether you're NWO 4

EKS life or a diehard of the

WCW, Nitro slaps you with the

top-rope mayhem and mat ac-

tion you love. It doesn't quite

provide gameplay as good as

WCW vs. the World, but it's still

fun to play, especially if you’re

a wrestling fan.

tiMa Some of Nitro’s moves

kSS require too much pa-

tience and practice to perform.

The game also lacks the variety

of vicious submission holds and

the Spirit meter that added

depth to WCW vs. the World.

w w Wrestler theme songs

KKb and voices, bones

cracking, and fighters gag-

ging while in the clutches of

the Giant’s Choke Slam add to

the realistic feel of the game.
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LAYSTATION

Auto Desiruct
(By Electronic Aits)

By The Rookie

PROTIP: If you get separated from your copter

escort, you can still reach your

next objective by positioning the

green arrow at the top ofyour nav

pad and driving in that direction.

ission-based combat racing is the name of the game

in Auto Destruct, a crafty tittle action title that mixes ele-

' ments of Twisted Metal and Nuclear Strike. While it’s not

a perfect game, trigger-happy racers wilt enjoy the destruction

they can do on these streets.

A group called the Temple has enlisted your ser-

vices to take down a cult called the Disciples of

Lazarus. While racing through cities such as San

Francisco and London, you complete objective-

based missions, such as searching for and destroy-

ing enemy vehicles and driving people to specific

places within a time limit. Throughout, you’ll

have to manage your car and ammo resources (refuel, repair,

and replenish).

Auto Destruct’s graphics, control, and sound all prove

adequate. The vehicles are rendered in polygonal fashion

but sport modest detail. And even though a lot of clipping

is apparent on road and hillside surfaces, the buildings are

smoothly rendered with little pixelization, even when you’re

close to 'em.

As for control, once you get used to how your car han-

dles, you'll have no problem whipping around corners or blast-

ing enemy vehicles. The sound is probably the weakest link in

AD: Some of the effects, such as the rocking explosions, are

right on, but other sounds, such as the

monotonous droning of the 70s funk

background music, will drive you

bonkers after a while.

PROTIP: Avoid the water—if you
get wet, you’ll have to restart the

mission from the beginning.

PROTIP: In Mission 2, stay about

two car lengths' behind the black

van so you can pick up the boxes

it drops and still keep it in sight

as it weaves through the city.

PROTIP: Look for Do Not Enter

and Stop signs on gates and

fences—you can usually bust

through these to get in and out

of confined areas.

PROTIP: To take out this tank,

get right up on it and blast away
with your missiles.

Ifyou liked Felony 1 1-79, but were disap-

pointed that it lacked variety in its mis-

sions, Auto Destruct wilt definitely fill

your combat-racing void. Those of you

who are mildly curious should give it a

spin as a rental. Q



Okay, so youVe'Hyinq through the city oF San Francisco

hitting a heart-pounding speed oF 160 mph. But up

ahead is Lombard Street - Famous For its many curves.

Should you slow down? Or push the pedal? We suggest

you nail it. Because you’re in San Francisco Rush, the

most awesome racing game to ever come home. There

are shortcuts. Hidden keys to help you Find cool cars

and even more shortcuts. And, oF course, speed, air and

totally awesome crashes. So bring home San Francisco

Rush today. It won’t hurt as much as you think.

"What makes San Franci^sco Rush a great game is its pure,

raw, unadulterated Fun.”

Ultra Gameplayer^

"San Francisco Rush is a game that’s all about air. Not hot

air...but real air.”

Game InFormer Magazine



By Scary Lany

-
If you remember

, Eidos’s game Ma-
^

I chine Head from

a year ago, or if you loved

Descent, then you’ll already

have an idea of what Shadow

Masters is like. But while this

shooter has elements from

both those games, including

fast-moving action and huge

explosions, it also throws in

creatures designed by famed fan-

tasy illustrator, Rodney Matthews.

Shadow's control is fluid, al-

though you may find yourself

fighting the directional pad in

tight spots. Your vehicle seems

to get stuck a lot in corners and

crevices. There are also times

when it seems that you’re swaying

to the right for no apparent reason.

With a little patience and

some sharp shooting, you could

master the game in no time. It’s

definitely a graphical leap from

Machine Head, and although

there’s no chunky gore, it’s still

more fun than Descent.

PBOnP: The keys to most pu?xhi

on his way to fight Malebogia,

comic fans will encounter many

familiar characters, including Vio-

lator, Redeemer, and Billy Kincaid,

plus plenty of generic goons. But

if getting there is half the fun,

players will want to know what

the other half is supposed to be.

The 3D sprites are huge and de-

tailed, but Spawn runs like a line-

backer and wears his trade-

mark chains and cape only dur-

PROTIP; Your radar will show you
enemies before your eyes will.

Befme you go charging around a

corner, check your heads-up dis-

play (HUD).

PROTIP: Blow up tite giant cylin-

der in this roan and youT, cfsa

the doa to the exit

The game’s strange,

othenworldly look is only V

surpassed by its light-

'

ning-fast gameplay,
^

which actually becomes

annoying at times—as

you blaze around a cor-

ner, you'll slide right into

monsters. But with stra-

tegic puzzle elements,

like timed switches and

sequential triggers

(where you have to

press each trigger in a

pattern), the game has

some lasting power.

The in-game audio cues also

help out, although some are

repetitive (you’ll hear a certain

hawk scream over and over),

but the rockin’ explosions make

up for any sonic mishaps,

PROTIP: There are many times

when you can see an enemy be-

fore they can see you. That’s the

time to check your health meta
and plan your attack.

ing a fight—and then it’s either

one or the other. Plus Spawn’s spe-

cial attacks are need-lessly com-

plex to perform in the heat of

battle, and the controls don't

respond well. Oh, and you can’t

PROTIP: Use LI to dodge the Re- jump during fights, either.

deema’s cheap blue fireball tiie A bunch of uninspired grunts

moment the fight begins, a you’ll and limp rock music during com-

bat make up the fight sound-

track, though the atmospheric

stuff you hear while wandering

around is creepy. Still, Resident

Evil's a whole lot more foreboding.

It'll break every fanboy's heart

to read this, but this incarnation

of Spawn truly deserves eternal

damnation. M

Check out every glowing objeei

careft^ Some may just be wall taches,

but some, like the one in this secret room

on SHvan, are actually switches.

Shadow Masters by Psygno^

6ti;hiu Saund Canlrol FuaFact

Spawn: The Etenral by Sony

kici Sound Cantral Fun Fa

M9.95

Avsllable January

1 player

Vehicle shooler

First-person view

Replay value: Medium

Challenge: Inlermediate

ESR8 rating: Teen

Available now

1 player

Actlon/advenlure

6AMEPR0O February 1 S98



toto/ rush...

The undisputed
king of combat
racing games!

-Tips and Tricks



By Bad Hare

1 Want the gun with-

I
out the gore? Point

I Blank replaces the

grisly elements of most shooters

with good old-fashioned fun.

With stage after stage of tar-

gets like cuckoo-clock birds,

Point Blank is as close to—dare

we say it?—cute as a shooting

game can be. It’s about accuracy,

not bloodshed. There’s no pesky

reloading to frustrate beginners.

PROHP: Pn^teriy calibrate the

gun, then bold It at the same
height as the screen. Adjust

your TVm yourself so you’re

not shooOng at an angle.

and the constantly changing con-

tests make it hard to get bored.

The simple 2D graphics work

great for target shooting, and the

gunshots sound fine. The Cun-

Con controller is included and

plugs in through the PlayStation’s

video jack, resulting in extremely

accurate shots.

All these elements converge

to make a lighthearted shooter

that will entertain you for a sur-

prisingly long time. Q

Point Blank by Namco

PR071P: In the bottle stages, idck

a fdace to start and sAoof the en~

Ore row, then shoot die shelf be-

low In the opposite dlrecOon.

LAYSTATION

V Monster Rancher’s

sort of a Tama-

J
I

1 gotchi dog fight

Q
where you raise a virtual pet,

R then earn cash by pitting it

C against monsters in a fighting

V arena, it may sound

i like a case for the rfs.

^ virtual S.RC.A., |i\P M
but its gameplay ’N/j iL
is harmless, slow- ^ ^
moving, and Just RA
piain weird.

In Rancher, there's much to

think about but little to do. Train-

ing your cool-looking monsters

through 10 off-beat activities,

such as performing in a circus,

grows on you after a while. But

the simple menu-driven game-

play, which offers just a few but-

ton presses, definitely won’t jack

your adrenaline. The tournament

fighting is similarly slow-paced,

featuring only sparse animation,

Monster Rancher gets some

props for standing out from the

PlayStation herd, but it won’t

cause a stampede. ®

mOnP; Jobs earn cash and build

up athibutes, but Invest in some
formal training as soon as you

can afford it.

Monster Rancher by Tecmo

PROTIP: Before a fight, check your

opponent’s data for clues on how
to beat him. That can also show
you how you need to train later.

By Dan Elektro

Midway offers more

curiosities than clas-

sics in its latest retro-

gaming release. You may have

seen these seven oldies in the

corners of your local arcade,

but it's not likely.

Joust 2 is the best of the

bunch—ultra-rare and virtually

unknown, it improves substan-

tially on the original. Spy Hunter

and Moon Patrol serve up pure

PROTIP: To dock with the Spy Hun-

ter weapons van, drive In Utw
and let It pull ahead. Once you’re

lined up, shift to High and you’ll

zip right In.

timately, this collection

is only valuable to folks

who already know its an-

swers. This one’s for his-

torians only. W:

y'rrr ''V

(

THE MIDWAY*COLLECTION 2
twitch goodness; the dizzying

Blaster helped to pave the way

for first-person space shooters

like Starblade and Star Wars Ar-

cade: and cute titles like Tapper,

Splat, and BurgerTime reflect a

more adventurous, quirky time in

gaming history.

A poorly produced trivia game

offers info and perspective on

these wayward wannabes, but ul-

MMway Presents Arcade's Greatest

Hits: The Midway Collection 2

By Midway Home Entertainment

Crnpliics Sflund Central Fun Fneler

3.0 3.S 4.0 3 5

GAMEPROO February 1 9S8

Price iiol available Side view

Available now Replay value: Medium

2 players Challenge: Inleimedlate

Aclion ESRBrallngiKIdslo

7 games Adults

PROnP: From Level 2 on, Root

Beer Tapper’s patrons can be

distracted by the stage show. If

Oiey’re not facing the bar, don’t

arvethem.
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Convnanci And Conquer
Red Alert 51OS101

Strategy Game, DOS, Pentium

Ccwi'

Compton's Interactive

Encyclopedia '98 SI268OO Sports. PentSO, 16mb 5121702

General Reference, WC Pentium

Links LS 1998 Edition Blood SIISIOQ

ArcadeStyle, DOS, 16mb,J
WarCraft Battle Chest
Strategy Game, DOS 5123807

CHOOSE ANY CD-ROMs FOR
Command & Conquer
Strategy Game, DOS

Lords Of The Realm II

Strategy Game. DOS

Quake
Artade St^, DOS, Penbiim

i iiM}Sabre Ace: Conflict Over Korea
' RightSmulaliai, Penll33, 16mb

/iiiM^Aces Collection Series
*-r"-^fliglil Simulatiw, DOS, 16mb

Shadow Warrior
Anade Style, DOS, Pentium. 16mb

The Oregon Trail II

Children's Ed
. WC

Net Accelerator

Stralegy Game, WC

Resume Maker Deluxe CD
Home/Personal, WC, P

yd^You Don't Know Jack: XXL

S0S02OB

5102108

5097902

5132501

5132600

5110900

5078300

5120605

5053202

y^M^King's Quest Collection Series
vW’t^Advenlure.DOS-^Adventure, DOS

rk: LMacy Ci

Adveniure. CoS

d Buy K
HomePersonal.'WC

Mechwarrior 2 Mercenaries
ArudeSlyle.DOS.J

Mechwarrior 2: Battle Pack
Arcade Style, Penlium, tSmb. J

Phantasmagori
A Puzzle Ot^let
Adventure, Penbum, 12

V Strategy Gane.WC

hYouDon't Know Jack: Movies 5127006
S'StrategyGame.WC

How To Select CD-ROMs For Your System.

SSSI/^S^^i3'i2COAffiS

y-S-jOaek Reign
vW Slralegy Game, PeotM, 16mb

aic Quest
en’s Ed., WC Pentium

ChUdren's Enter, WC.P

Marvel Super Heroes
Print Studio: X-Men
Children's£nter„WC,P

A whole new way to get the most exciting CD-ROMs -

games, reference, edutainment and more - all at great prices! Just write in the

selection numbers of the 2 CD-ROMs you want for $4.95 each, plus shipping and
handling. In exchange, you agree to buy 4 more CD-ROMs in the next 2 years, at

our regular prices (currently as low as ^9.95, plus shipping and handling] - and
you may cancel membership at any time after doing so. What's more, you can gel

one more CD-ROM right now for the low price of $t 9.95 and have less to buy
later (see complete details In coupon).

Free CD-ROM magazine sent approximately every 4-6 weeks (up to t3
times a year) reviewing our Featured Selection - plus scores ot alternate choices,

including many lower priced CD-ROMs. And you may also receive Special Selection

mailings up to four times a year. (That's up to t7buyingopportunites ayear!)

Buy only what you wanti If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing
- it will be sent automatically. If you’d prefer an ^ternative selechon. or none at all.

just mail the response card always provided by the date specified. You'll always
have t4 days to decide: if not, you may return the selection at our expense.

Money-Saving Bonus Plan. It you continue your membership after

fulfilling your obligation, you’ll be eligible for our generous bonus plan. It enables you
to enjoy great savings on the CD-ROMs you want - (or as long as you decide to

remain a membierl

10-Day Risk-Free Trial. We'll send details of how Columbia House CD-ROM
Direct works along with your inboductory package. If you're not satisfied, return

everything within lOdaysat our expense for a full refund and no further obligation.

Act now, membership in CD-ROM Direct may be limited.

For faster service, use your credit card and can us toll-free 24 hours a day.
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Duke Nukem 3D:
Atomic Edition

Arcade Style. DOS

(Front Page Sports
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Sports. Peitliurr. 16inb
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Strategy Same. Pentium. 16mb
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yW" 'abc Adventure
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/i^-yHeavy Gear
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5132709

Mixed Up Mother Goose Deluxe 5042384
Children's Ed.

The 7th Guest 5884780
Interact Game, DOS

The 11th Hour
Interact. Game, DOS

SD54303

5126107

Police Quest Collection 5115382
Adveniure. DOS
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Role Playing.™ CD-ROM DIRECT

1-800-792-1 OOOK
Check us out online! For more titles...lo order...or for more information.
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Important! All selections are available tor PC only.
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Side view

Challmge: Adjustebie

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids to

Adults

bad, but once you pick up the

controller, they don't help'you

get over the faa that this is\
a really awful game.

The puzzle elements are

bland and cliched, while the/

pausF :

Three

Excalibur 2555 A.D. by Sirtech

l.S l.s

Multiple views

Replay value: Low

Chaltenge: Medium

ESRB rating: Teen

Price not available

Available now

Aciton/RPG

By Bad Hare

Caesar’s Palace might

be the venue for Play-

Station casino fans,

but don’t bet on it. CP houses five

games—craps, slots, blackjack,

ByBobaFatt

*1 In Excalibur 2555

A.D., you play as

'

Merlin’s assistant

who^ sent to the future to re-

cover the fabled sword from evil

raiders. The game has a novel

idea, but its execution is an ex-

pansive catalog of video-game

blunders—an experience one

spends the rest ohhe day trying

You stand toe-lo-toe with your

i<'xi;iii iKiiu
foes (which range from Will
giant spiders to elves),

trading blows at a ridiculously

slow pace, while awful techno

tunes try to keep your blood

pumping. It fails miserably, and

so does Excalibur 2555 A.D. H

PROriP. Te iDlly f.-..

roulette, and baccarat—plus full-

motion-video tutorials of the

complicated casino contests. The

high-res graphics are stunted

only by low-res TV sets; it’s some-

times hard to read the card faces.

Frequent loading times don’t help

PR071P: nay the maximum lim-

ber of coins rni slot machines so

winning combos don’t show up

on a line you’re not playing.

much either. The dealers’ accented

voices, along with the cheesy

jazz music, can be turned o^
while the button layout Is some-

times trickier than necessary.

The staid Caesar’s Palace

really could be more inventive,

and it’s already been bested by

this season's other gambling sim.

Golden Nugget, o

PB071P: In Maddack, Ifyou have

two cards that add up to 11,

choose the Double Down op-

tkm—you have a good chance

ofdmwinga 10 for 21.

Caesar's Palace by Inteiplay

mmm

PftOTIP: In Metro Cross, Instead

of kicking the blue soda cans

for extra points, jump on them

to completely^ the dock.

jmm

PR07IP: Vl/hen jumping over Pac-

Manla's monsters, change direc-

tions during the jump to fake

them out

ous clone; and Baraduke, the Sec-

tion Z-style shooter, are little more

than footnotes to gaming history.

Lots of gamers are heavy into

retro action, and although the Mu-

seum’s presentation of its material

rocks, some of these ho-humding-

ers didn’t need unearthing. But,

hey, now you can at least finish

spelling out "NAMCO" with the

CD covers. S
Namco Museum Volunie 5 by Namco

ByDn^imbie

Longtime PC gamers

already know the

stubby guy’s scurry-

ing up and down ladders, running

through endless maze-like levels,

digging holes,

and picking up

gold. Although

the little man's

all action. Lode

Runner is really

a compelling and challenging

puzzle game.

LR challenges you in over

300 levels to find the correct path

to the exit that leads you to the

next maze, which you can do

solo or with a friend to see who
can get the high score. An impres-

sive Construction mode enables

you to create infinite levels of

your own. Add to this sharp

graphics, ambient tunes to fecili-

tate thinking, and an excellent

controller interface, and

you have a game that

delivers hours of classic

puzzle entertainment. U

PROTIP: When digging, start wtdi

one more hde toao die total

nmber of layers to dig through.

MUSEUM
By Dan Elektro

Earlier volumes from

Namco's Museum
series gave classic

games a new lease on life. How-

ever, this fifth and final installment

of the reissue series feels more like

a mercy killing. PacMania, Namco^

1987 attempt to give its icon three

dimensions, headlines Volume 5,

but the other four games have a

heavy “Huh?” factor. Metro Cross,

a futuristic footrace; The Legend

of Valkyrie, a pay-for-play RPC;

Dragon Spirit, the medieval Xevi-



Read this while you stili have time to save a life.

Stop the Call for

game. help.

Act quickly.

The victim

may faint.

Get to the

nearest
hospital.



CPR for Gamers

Assess the situation Check for unresponsiveness
Is the scene safe? Gently tap and ask "Are you okay, dude?"
Has the game been saved?

Check the pulse (10 seconds) Give 2 breaths & IS compressions
Check on groove on side of neck Perform 4 cycles (one minute)

After 1 minute recheck vitols (breathing and pulse)

If no pulse and no breathing Perform CPR (l 5compressions and 2 breaths)

If pulse but no breathing Perform rescue breathing (I breath every 5 seconds)

If pulse and breathing Encourage victim to wait at least 5 minutes before restarting game

C
To receive playing tips, call the Eidos Hint Line (900) 773 4361

Cos' ol call SO 9a/n),nijle Musi M 18 yms or nove poienl s peimission Touch tone phone teouired )

eiDOS
INTERACTIVE
You've been warned.



In most Eidos-related emergencies, your first response

will be to finish the victim's game, potentially resulting

in the loss of a lot more than a friendship. So before

playing games like Ninja or Deathtrap Dungeon,

study the enclosed first aid instructions. Then mount

them in an easily accessible location near your

PlayStation™ And rest assured that once you've assisted

the injured, you can finish what their lame ass couldn't.

www.eidosinte^active.com



S
lim pickings for Saturn owners means that

beggars can’t be choosers, and this is pain-

fully obvious with Quake. The long-awaited

corridor shooter that’s still tearing up the PC and

Internet is finally home—except this home is

not where the heart is. Although there’s

plenty of demonic gut-blasting and

unholy head-popping, the game

drizzles by because of a very

poor graphics engine. At

times, things are so blurry

and pixelated, all you

see are a disjointed

grouping of shapes—

,
definitely not what

the polygon-heavy

PC game was. To

> add insult to injury,

the one factor that

'

spawned thousands

of Quake clans over

• the Internet is miss-

ing—Quake is not com-

patible with the Sega

NetLink, and there are

no multiplayer games on

. Mhe disc. This means you gun

alone, Quaker, and every granu-

lated pixel belongs to you.

If you've never played

Iaim Quake before, and all

you own is a Saturn, you can’t

go wrong (although Duke Nuketn

for the Saturn tops it). But PC

players (and soon N64 players)

wont want to touch this shooter

with a ten-foot nailgun.

Quake
(By Sega)

By Scaty Lany

[ChSen^

Price not Corridor

evaiiable shooter

Avaiiable 1 player

now W a Great sound effects, in-

KhU eluding a flesh-rippling

background chant of voices,

helps the game tremendously.

All the monsters’ screams sound

vaguely similar, though, and the

music never quite gets your

adrenaline flowing.

< PROTIP: To beat the lava

monster in The Door to Chthon,

ride the elevator up, then run

in a counterclockwise circle

around the monster and acti-

vate two of the three floor

switches. Before hitting the

third switch (which is loca-

Controlling your player

Kbs takes some practice—

especially targeting enemies

above or below you. And since

you can’t keep the Run mode on,

the game feels like it’s being

played underwater.

make sure die two

electrodes to the

left and right of the

,

demon have

hnished their

descent.

As pixelated as graph-

kEI ics can get, veteran

Quakers will still recognize the

game, while newcomers may And

it a blur. It looks like PC Quake

played on a low-res machine.

Quake may not be the worst Saturn game available,

but it certainly doesn’t live up to its PC heritage. While

this version is still a de- i

cent game, you’re going to

• miss a lot of the nuances

that made Quake great. It

Just proves that you can't

have your Quake and eat

it, too. Q

PROTIP; In the Grisly Grotto,

take out diis ogre, Own the one

below and to Oie left of you.

Now follow the stairwells until

you can jump to where Ote first

ogre was killed—Otere’s a Su-

per Armor in this secret area!

< PROT1P: If you think there’s

something waiting for you around

a comer, lob a few grenades so that

they deflect off the wall you’re

aiming at and bounce toward

your unseen targets.

DCAtH Kjlk.HtSHAmniEKEFFECfiVE

KiLLinG in

TRyinG TintES

Most EfFective

Weapon: Super Nailgun

Most Effective

Weapon: Super Nailgun

Most Effective

Weapon: Super Nailgun

Most Effective

Weapon: Super Shotgu

Most Effective

Weapon: Grenade Launcher

GAMEPRO February 1998



^ greatest matches in
"

r >. Federation Histoiy...FOR -..r

FREE!!! Just subscribe to

MAGAZINE today and you’ll receive

a one hour-tong videotape, highlighting

incredit^ brutal matches from some of

the biggest events of all time! This

collector’s classic is FREE with your paid

subscription to the MAGAZINE!

MThe Heartbreak KidShawn B
Michaels^ takes down Bad Guy RazorM

Ramon* in SUMMERSLAM" 1995—thel

historic Ladder Match for the fl

Intercontinental Title • Bret “HitMan^

Hart"' derails Mr. Perfect"' for the
|

International Title in SUMMERSLAM*

1991 U The Undertaker* buries ^
Yokozma* in the 1994 ROYAL

RUMBLE" Casket Match Pat

Patterson™ confronts Sgt. Slaughter’" in

the legendary Alley Fight from Madison

Square Garden in 1981 MRowdy Roddy

Wper'* demolishes Goldust™

WK/j/L in the Hollywood

Back Lot Brawl atiK WRESTLEMANIA^XII.

Subscribe now and in addition to your

incredible FREE 60-minute VIDEO, you’ll

SAVE over 50%—that's over $20!—OFF

MAGAZINE, the hottest squared

circle entertainment on the planet. It will

blow you away iffitb scorching inside

stories on the Federation supersters, live

event results and outrageous action

photos and pull-out posters!

Th^ULTimOTH lUr?ttlin«Uid?o

Hot available in anu store
or u/ith anp other offer!

I
^ Start my one-year subscription (12 awesome issues) to WWF MAGAZINE forONLY $19.97 + S2.00

S&H! SAVEover50%!AndsendmyFREEvideo—'^•GREATESTMATCHESEVER—assoonasmy
payment is received.

Payment Enclosed* Charge my; Visa MasterCard Q Bill Me later

Account#: Exp. Date:

Signature;

Name (please print);

Address:

City; State: Zip:

*Send Payment To:

TITAN SPORTS, INC.

P.O. Box 485

Mt, Morris, IL 61054-8393

Basic Price:

Domestic: I2/$24.00

In Canada: 12/$43.00 CDN (includes 7% GST)

Foreign: 12/S38.40 U.S.

Payment in U.S. Ainds only.

No foreign credit orders.

Ailow4-6 weeks for delivety.

ASGAME



Fun Factor

Sound
Graphics

Sonic R
(By Sega)

ByDanEI^(^

Challenge

a-dj

$49.99 2 players

Available Multiple

now views

Racing

S
onic R answers the Nintendo 64 racing threat with

dreadful music, horrible controls, and graphical I

glitches aplenty. Is that Diddy Kong laughing? m
In addition to Sonic, Tails, Knuckles, and Amy, five

hidden characters are ready to burn up Sonic R’s five PROTIP; The L and R buttms

twisting tracks in a furious foot race. Collecting rings will help you navigate sfiaip

comers. Don’t neglect them.^ opens up shortcuts and pathways to Chaos Emeralds,

while finding coins unlocks special endings.

^Lr V I Unfortunately, you’ll also find problems in almost

•0/5 ^ l-W every game element. Pop-up problems kill the two-

PROTIP: Os yoH pass opponents, imp; ifyon Same outright, while twitchy controls and un-

bnmp into them, yop'll slow Porno end Iheyil believably annoying music send the Fun Faaor

be unharmed. plummeting.

^ The "R" in Sonic R probably means “racing," but there

pitffiS30|P OQiHB.DGj are several other words that work, too—“rotten" and

I
g— |oM.|l

I

“ridiculous" both come to mind. Sonic doesn’t deserve

this, and neither do

Saturn owners. Maybe

the “R" really stands for

“reject;"

PROTIP: Tails’s helicopter hover

move will only keep you aloft

for about three seconds, so

don’t strand yourself over wa-

ter when he starb to plummet.

PRffnP: Use your char-

acter’s special move, like

pressing Button A twice.PROTIP: nis 50-coin gate in Radical City

leads to a Chaos Em&ald, so it’s definitely

worth opening.

R” represents “recy-

El^l cled" since all the ef-

fects are borrowed from past

games, but it's also for “regur-

gitate,” which is what you’ll

want to do when you hear the

cheery pop songs.

PROTIP: If you’re saving rings to open a gate,

don’t step on an accelerator—it takes ’em in

return for Uie boost!



HALL. The 38 Express squeals to a

BELOW. SLEEP DOESN’T COME EASY

IN ROOM 23. BUT FOR 19 YEAR-OLD

Ray Cooper, it has nothing to do

WITH THE noise. AS HE SAYS, “IT’S

BECAUSE EVERY TIME I CLOSE MY EYES,

Top: The Second

Coming, sloted for

this fall. Bottom:

Preparing for her

return.

ALL I SEE IS LARA CROFT.”

eiDOS
You've been warned.



"(Ike Misio Ka^ia
Rjater envireamt

iflcredibly addictiTe!"
-Nintendo Power,

Pak Watch, Volume 103

We're here|p tell yau

Mat SnewbeariLKids

•Tips & Tricks

•9 DIFFERENT COURSES, •Rumble Pak
EACH OVER A DIFFERENT COMPATIBLE

TERRAIN

'5 DIFFERENT CHARACTERS
•Over 36 different

TRICKS

TO CHOOSE FROM

•5 DIFFERENT MODES OF
•Repaint your board,
NUMEROUS DESIGNS TO

PLAY, INCLUDING A CHOOSE FROM
HALF PIPE

•4 PLAYER SIMULTANEOUS

•9 DIFFERENT BOARDS,
HIDDEN ONES TOO, IF

BATTLE RACES you're good enough

1 /Mm! 1: O
5

http://www.atlus.com &



related Informatlciial I'cveius are used
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' Jackson, Daniels, Alana McKendrick,
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PlayStation.

In a game vwere just about antihinq

CAN BECOME A WEAPON. n*S NICE TO KNOW TpJ ?

CAN SBU. HMD A
^ODOOB^OK^

Here, the innertmc. streets are uttered

wrm WEAPONS ofau sorts.

Some of your own MAKina

Others readt-made and banned in most states.

Au PROVIDE ENDLESS HOURS OF
EXPLOSIONS. GUNFIRE. AND MISERY

OF THE HIGHEST QUALTTY.

No WONDER THIS OTY NEVER SLEEP&

» Oil ve b

wVAV . f i ght ingf 0 r c e . c om



FastBreak’s Rookie Season Is Solid, Yet Unspectacular

PROTIP: After getting a defensive rebound, im-

mediately look downcx)urt for streaking players.

Use icon pa.ssing to pass the pill directly to the of-

feasive player ahead of the pack for an easy two.

cherry-pickin’ batde as

long passes lead to some

easy baskets.

NBH FasM’98
By Johnny Ballgame

Midway shoots onto

the PlayStation with

NBA FastBreak ’98 (fomieriy known

as Hardwood Heroes), its first attempt

at a five-on-five basketball simulation.

And while FastBreak scores with

fantastic features and above-average PROTIP: Defend your opponents

. .. ^ point guard from getting the ball in
gameplay, its on-coun action isn t

Forcing vour opp,^

as fun as NBA Live 98. nent to dribble up court with a poor

^ ball handler can lead to a turnover.

Penny from Heaven

NBA FastBreak sports slammin’ features, including extensive play-

books, signature moves like the Shaq-attack dunk, and a practice mode

to help tune your jumper. FastBreak also allows you to determine how

close your defenders play to their men, pressure the ball with full-, half-,

and ^4-court traps, and call for double teams when your opponent is

lighting you up.

Bailers rise to the rim in Exhibition, Season, and Playoff modes.

You can switch between

arcade and simulation

styles of play and three

game speeds from slow

to fast. FastBreak also

enables roster-manage-

ment fans to trade, create,

and release players.

When it comes to

gameplay, FastBreak

PROTIP; Pa« Ihe ball into your big man in the
•*** “

painl. Dribble around until you have an opening, turing the NBA experi-

then press to take the ball hard to the rim. ence, but it's missing the

attitude that pushes NBA
Live to the top. Dunks

aren’t slammed with au-

thority, players don’t get

shoved to the ground

very often, and the game

sometimes turns into a

Dribbled out

of Bounds

The control is also not

up to Live’s standards.

The drive and deke con-

trols are both on the

same button, so occa-

sionally when you in-

tend to dribble the ball

between your legs you end up

shooting a brick. On the positive

side, icon passing enables you

to whip the ball to whoever you

wish, as well as making alley-

oops easier to perform.

Graphically, FastBreak’s

player animations are both sharp

and smooth as players spin, shoot

runners, and use an assortment of

dunks. Players will even limp off

the court if they injure their leg.

FastBreak's sound clangs off the

rim, though, as the announcer is

often wrong on his calls, and the

crowd is virtually nonexistent.

Second-Place Finish

If you’re looking to buy ^jj^.
just one basketball game

this year, the choice is still

NBA Live ’98. But if you’re

a hoops junkie who’s look-

ing for more than one

b-ball game to jam with,

FastBreak is a solid

second selection.

PROTIP: If your opponent has the momentum
meter on his side, call time-out to stop the .sui^e.

PROTIP: There's no illegal defense

in FastBreak. so camp out in the

paint with your center to prevent

drives or get a rebound.

John Starks is the man!

CAMiPim (i^ Felmiai') last



PROTIP: If the defense is all over

you. deke 'em out of their cleats with

a 360-degree spin by holding Z or R
and pressing left-C.

FIFA:

• I'

Road to World Gup ’98 Kicks Its Way to the Top

FIFH; Rood to Norld Cup 'SB

By The Rookie

Ninfendo G4 ea spom wts ihe

field running with

the superb FIFA: Road to World

Cup ’98. If you’re a soccer enthusi-

ast that was a little let down from

FIFA ’97, you'll definitely dig the

improvements made to this year’s

game, which make it the best on the

Nintendo 64.

PROTIP: If you time it right, you

can slide-tackle the goalie and cause

a turnover; otherwise, it’s a red card

for you.

A Bona Fide Net-Ripper

FIFA: Road to World Cup ’98 really

packs in the options, offering play in

Friendly. League, Penalty. Shootout,

and Practice modes. And since this

is the only soccer game with the

official World Cup license, you can

also try to earn a spot in the World

Cup championship in the Road to World Cup mode.

As far as teams go, FIFA ’98 offers 189 clubs from 11 leagues for

League play and 172 clubs from 6 geographical zones for World Cup

play. On the features side, FIFA throws in 16 re-created outdoor stadi-

ums and one indoor stadium, along with the ability to manage every

aspect of your team (from its formations to its roster)—you can even

tweak your players’ aggression levels. You also have the option to

create a custom player and put yourself in the lineup.

Get Your Kicks Here

FIFA ’98’s overall presentation is really topnotch, featuring some of

the best all-around graphics, sound, and control found in a soccer

title. The players are superbly detailed and move with fluid grace, and

the character animations are so realistic, you’d swear you were watch-

ing a televised game (the goal-scoring celebrations are especially

cool). On the sound side, FIFA ’98 never misses a beat with its two-

man commentary, and the in-game effects and crowd chants really

raise the intensity during the match.

Borrowing a page from International SuperStar Soccer 64, the

control for this year’s feet-fest is probably the most improved feature

of the game. Now, instead of having to rely on a radar screen, an

arrow will appear attached to the cur-

sor under the player you’re control-

PROTIP; On a corner kick, slightl.v raise the directional kicking-pointer off

the ground. When you go to kick the ball, stretch out the pointer about half

its length and angle it toward the goal. When the ball is in the air, press and

hold B to attempt a header toward the net.

PROTIP: If you’re stuck deep in

your end, avoid an offsides call by

passing the ball to an open man up-

held instead of power-kicking the

ball out of your zone.

FIPAno

ling, alerting you to where your

closest teammate is—it really

makes passing simple and helps

create an upbeat tempo. You can also easily perform one-touch

passes, and give-and-gos work more effectively this year. These fea-

tures—along with some cool deke moves—really add excitement and

flair to each contest.

Fast Feet and a Head of Steel

If you think you had seen it all in a soccer game—think again. FIFA

’98 is a super-fun title,

easily topping Inter-

national SuperStar

Soccer 64 in overall

gameplay. So if

you’re looking

for fast-paced

soccer thrills,

you need to

kick up a copy

of Road to

World Cup.

PROTIP: Always look to pass: If you

h(^ the ball, not only will your player

become tired, but you'll move him

out of his defensive position.

S5EE.

tAMEMIO FlbFUIP) 1991



FIFH; Rood [0 Norld Cup '98

By Air Hendrix

A quantum leap over FIFA ’97, FIFA '98 storms the

PlayStation stadium, posting big numbers as the best

soccer title for the system. With a powerful combination of net-shred-

ding gameplay, graphics, and controls, this game should lure not just

the soccer faithful, but sports fans in general.

World Cup Champion

Like its excellent N64 counterpart (see “Sports Pages,” this issue),

FIFA’s exhaustive feature list is longer than World Cup qualifications.

Highlights include 360 national and club teams, 6400 real-life players,

16 stadiums, player and team creation, a killer practice mode, and com-

FROTIP: You'll score your most

goals with centering passes. Try to

catch the keeper oul of position by

sending the ball carrier into the cor-

ner and passing or lobbing to a

teammate in front of the net.

plete management of strategy, for-

mations, and more.

But what makes all that gel

into a killer game is FIFA’s fast,

adrenaline-drenched gameplay. Ex-

cellent controls bring the action to

life with a slick new passing cursor

that lets you focus more on scoring

and deke moves, not some field-

radar overlay. Wild special moves

like 360-degree spins spice things

up, too.

PROTIP: Corner kicks give oppo-

nents a dangerous scoring chance,

especially if your keeper pursues the

ball. Try to head it out of the zone

before anything doelops.

PROTIP: The slick deke moves

(tap L2 or R2) maneuver you

around many tackles—use them

uith abandon.

Visually, FIFA smokes the competition with dazzling, fluidly

animated polygonal players and awesome stadiums. The sounds

score, too, with a star-studded soundtrack (Blur and Crystal Method)

and great crowd chants, but the colorless onfield effects and commenta-

tors come up a little short.

Goal! Goal! Goal!

U.S. sports fans have never taken to

sxcer, but this outstanding game

provides a glimpse of what gets the

rest of the world so riled up. After a

little quality time with FIFA ’98,

any true sports gamer will have

a hard time putting down

the controller.

RF& Road to Worid Cup ’98

By EA Sports

t49.«3 Challenge: Adjustable

Available now Replay value: High

Soccer ESRB rating: Kids to

8 players Adults

Norlduiide Soccer '98

By Air Hendrix

Last year. Worldwide Soccer ’97 took the cup as the

Saturn’s best soccer title. Despite some strong improve-

ments, this year’s Worldwide looks and plays far too much like its pre-

decessor. It’s plenty fun, but for most Saturn gamers, there just isn’t

enough new stuff to warrant a purchase.

Free Throw
Worldwide Soccer ’98 opens the match with 68 national teams, 20 club

teams, 5 stadiums, and thorough features for adjusting your team’s for-

mation, marking, strategy, and the like. Managers can edit existing

players, but can’t create new ones. Overall, though, not much is signifi-

cantly different from Worldwide ’(

PROTIP: You’ll find the best scoring

chances come from hogging the ball.

Drive to the net, deke the defenders,

and drill it home ju.st before you

reach the keeper.

The arcade-style gameplay

makes for a high-scoring goalie's

nightmare that keeps the action fac-

tor high—it’s a showboating, baU-

hogging good time that focuses on

individual effort, not teamwork. As

for the controls, all the moves you’d

want are there, but the button lay-

out’s a finger-snarling hassle. Prac-

tice and the limited button-configu-

ration options smooth things

PROTIP: Regularly Juke approach-

ing defenders (especially the keeper!)

by double-tapping the directional

pad to either side.

PROTIP: The slide tackles are too

finicky to rely on in tight situations.

Depend on the effective shoulder

charges to strip away the ball.

out a lot. Visually, Worldwide looks pretty familiar, which isn’t bad

news as the players sport good detail and solid animation. The stadiums

lack sparkle, though, and the sounds are a study in mediocrity with dry

announcers, repetitive crowd roars, awful music, and only decent

onfield effects.

(.’orner Kick

If FIFA ’98 for the Saturn even re-

motely resembles its PlayStation

counterpart. Worldwide’s in a world

of hurt. Soccer fans should defi-

nitely wait for word on FIFA '98

before laying out the cash for this

lukewarm upgrade. Q

BAMEPilO (^1^ Febpuary 1988



Share the Love

Arena starts serving with singles or doubles matches, tournament play,

ten fictitious players, and five fantasy courts. A nice lineup, but if Ubi

Soft had laid out the cash to license some pro players and tournaments

the cool factor would've shot through the roof.

On the gameplay side. Arena drills one down the line with solid

action that makes putting up with

the game’s quirks worthwhile. The

lone exception is the two-player

head-to-head doubles matches,

where your incompetent CPU
teammate barely even bothers to

participate.

As for controls, your racket

comes well-equipped with top

spins, flat swings, backspins, lobs,

and aftertouch. You can earn spe-

cial shots that leave your opponent

looking silly, and you automati-

PROTIP: Ixiading up on the after-

touch idouhte-lap X to toss the ball,

then hold LI or Ki and steer with

the directional pad) Is the only way

to fire off tough ser\ es.

PROTIP: Varying your spins is a.s

important as \arying your pitches

in a baseball game—it keeps 'em

guessing.

PRO riP: L'.se special shots as soon

as you earn them because they

usually polish off your opponent

immediately.

cally dive or smash as needed. The only problem here is serving: The

button presses required to pull off a sizzling serve are unnecessarily

complicated.

Arena looks sharp but a little goofy on court. The wacky-looking

players move with graceful realism, and there's an interesting variety of

courts and views. But the sounds need a serious restringing job. fizzling

with incredibly irritating player grunts and mediocre bail effects.

Game, Set, Match
The only PlayStation tennis game

worth buying, Arena may still

leave gamers wishing for more.

But if your imagination's good

enough to pretend you’re Pete

Sampras, Arena's got game enough

to show you a good time.

Tennis Arena by Ubi Soft

S39.95 Cballenge: Intermediate

Available now

4 players

Replay value: HIgb

ESRB rating; Kids to

AduHs

Poiuer Soccer S
By Gideon

PMStaNon

tude of options for arcade-style

soccer action. Unfortunately, it’s

only an above-average offering.

Power Soccer 2 offers over

210 teams. 8 play modes, and

detailed customization menus.

The graphics are solid, but are

hindered by tiresome animation

for penalties and tree kicks. The

PROTIP: Take lime to l(H)k for dou-

ble coverage when kicking the hull

back into play.

NFL 'SB
By Dr. Zombie

NFL '98 brings

home some new pigskin action

for the Genesis. Unfortunately, it

fails to deliver satisfying graphics

or gameplay.

Although loaded with sharp

features, like customization menus

and stat tracking, the gameplay,

graphics, and sound are disap-

pointing. Players are clumsily animated, and it’s easy to lose track

of the ball when it’s in the air—this game’s almost too painful to play.

PROTIP: On high-percentage pass

plays, keep the defender in front of

you. then come back to the pass to

make the reception.

controls and sound effects are

adequate, though.

Power Soccer 2 addresses

all your soccer needs, it just

doesn’t sparkle like the rest. This

one’s a rental.

Pom!r Soccer ZbyPsyg lusls

Price not av

Available Ja

Soccer

4 players

liable

uaiy

Challenge:

Replay valu

ESRB ralin

Adults

.diuslable

e: Medium

Kids to

PROTIP: Diiuhle y our goal protec-

li<m with the automatic goalie by

grouping se^e^al defenders in front

of the goal.

With better titles

available (like those

in the Madden series),

sometimes the latest just

isn't the greatest. O

PROTIP: Give your offensive line

time to open lanes for rushing, then

use spin moves to juke defenders.
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^^SeooTourino Cor

SOfUrn
Touring Car desperately wants to be parked in

the same garage as the company’s other hot wheels,

like Daytona and Super GT, Unfortunately, its grainy visuals and mad-

dening controls keep it curbside.

Breakneck Speeds

That’s not to say there’s nothing un-

der Sega Touring Car’s hood. The

game comes standard with three

tracks, four licensed road cars

—

Mercedes, Opel,

At the car-select screen, press Up
or Down on the directional pad to

see alternate paint jobs for the Alfa,

the Mercedes, and the Opel.

Alfa Romeo,

and Toy-

ota—plus a

trunkful of op-

tions, including

variable car setups, two-player rac-

ing, and a ghost-car time-attack

mode. Plus, nobody can touch Sega

Touring Car's

breathtaking sensation of speed.

When the speedometer reads 200

mph, it’ll seem like you're moving

twice that fast, as all surrounding

objects reduce to a blur.

Power Slides Galore

The tradeoff for that rocket-pow-

ered feeling lies in the chunky

graphics; everything’s cursed with

an unrefined, low-res look. Touring

Car is won or lost on the driver’s

ability to power-slide, but the steer-

ing is so sensitive, most newbies

will ricochet off the walls

PROTIP: Steer lightly and don’t let

up on the gas around corners. The

act of turning w ill usually slow your

car down enough.

PROTIP: The Alfa Romeo's the

best-handling for beginners, but

you'il quickly want to tweak its

setup or change cars altc^ether.

and be scared off after a few laps.

A light touch, a good eye, and

an analog controller help. The en-

gine noises could be beefier, and

the 17 indistinguishable dance

mixes prove no driving game should have more soundtracks than they

do racetracks.

Sega Touring Car isn’t a boring racing game, but most Saturn

drivers will get more mileage from Sega Rally Championship. Q

Steep Slope Sliders

Fast and furious snowboarding action slams into the

Saturn in Steep Slope Sliders. A healthy variety of

courses, fun gameplay, fast-moving graphics, and responsive controls

make this an appealing game for snowboard aces and novices alike.

PROTIP: Slow down on sharp cor-

ners by turning your board perpen-

dicular to the direction you're going.

Shred the Mountain

You have a choice of seven courses,

ranging from the zigzagging slalom

action of the Alpine course to the

lightning-fast Half Pipe course. In

addition to finishing each track, you

must attempt numerous tricks, such

as 720-degree spins, switch stances,

and nosebones, for higher scores.

All the action is seen from either

behind the boarder or from a first-

person view that’s less appealing

because of the limits it places on

your peripheral vision.

The graphics effectively cre-

ate a believable sense of spatial

depth and high speed as you fly

down each course. On the down-

side, there are instances of clumsy

pop-up around comers, and some landscape details are obscured by the

overpoweringly snowy graphics. The sound effects are adequate, but

the rock soundtrack is barely above

average. However, the smooth, re-

sponsive controls help you keep the

board side down.

Pretty Cool Boarders

Unfortunately, this is only a solo

game—a two-player feamre would

have juiced up the Fun Factor big-

time. Since this is the only snow-

boarding game for the Saturn, Steep

Slope Sliders

benefits from fac-

PROTIP: The gates are closely clus-

tered on the Alpine track. Attempt

tricks between the clusters.

ing no competi-

tion, but it also

stands on its own

as an enjoyable

game despite

some graphical

shortcomings.

You’ll have a

good time renting

this game and

taking it for a

spin. E3
PROTIP: Enhance the height of your jumps by turning

your board into the direction of the jump.
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^ Nooono NinFer OIppics '98

By Johnny Ballgame

Nagano Winter Olympics ’98

features 12 events, including

alpine skiing downhill, alpine

skiing giant slalom, ski jump-

ing 90m, ski jumping 120m,

freestyle skiing aerials, snow-

board halfpipe, snowboard

giant slalom, speed skating

500m, speed skating 1500m,

bobsled, luge, and curling.

One to four players can go

for the gold in Olympic or

Championship mode, while

the game keeps track of your

Slushin' down the slopes just in time for the winter games storms Nagano
Winter Olympics '98, a promising title that sports an incredible look and fun

gameplay, even at its early stage.

best performances in each

event and records which

medals you’ve received in

competition.
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stoRTS Insider Previews

Developed and published

by Konami

Available Hrst Quarter '98

NBfllnflie Zone '98

Konami looks to do

some serious rim-

rocking with the third

title in its Zone series,

NBA In the Zone '98.

Suiting up for this

year’s game are a host

of options, including

all 28 teams (as well as

two all-star teams); a

full roster of players,

including rookies like Mercer and Duncan, as well as veterans like

Sir Charles and Shaq; a create-a-player mode; and trades. However,

the newest features for this year (which were sorely missing from

last year’s game) are the additions of on-the-fly play calling and

team strategies. Now hoopsters can develop a game plan that en-

tails more than just running the court and dunking the rock.

In the preview version we played, the action in Zone ’98 was

very similar to last year’s game, but this time there was a little

more movement by the CPU players that didn’t have the ball.

As always, this year’s Zone features some spectacular dunks

and dekes, which really add eye-catching flair to each game.

The in-game physics, however, are still a little off-

base in that you can’t run over your opponent’s

players when you go charging down court. Also

on the downside. In the Zone ’98 lacks icon passing,

which has all but become standard in today’s hoops

games. Still, with a little more tweaking, 2k)ne ’98

could become a contender in the bulging PlayStation

basketball world .—The Rookie

WedEdfleExlreineSnoiiilioflfilinQ

Midway launches the

Nintendo 64 into the snowboarding

realm with Twisted Edge Extreme

Snowboarding. In the features lodge.

Twisted Edge will include five play

modes—Story. Competition, Stunt.

Versus, and FYactice—on six highly

challenging tracks that will contain

multiple paths and varying terrain

(like swinging suspension bridges,

ice caves, falling trees, and an under-

ground frozen river). With split-screen two-player action and a techno

soundtrack, Twisted Edge looks to deliver some twisted fun on the

slopes in March .—The Rookie
COMPLETE
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B
reath of Fire III ar-

rives almost three

years after the fun—

but strictly orthodox—

Super NES title, Breath

of Fire II. Although

BOFIII isn’t a radi-

cal departure from

the earlier games

in the series, don’t

let that turn you

off; it’s reassuring

to see that sprite

graphics haven't given

way entirely to origami-

style polygons. Sporting a

quasi-medieval European set-

ting, a heroic story line, and

turn-based battles, BOFIII will

appeal to fans of Square's Final

PR071P: The chicken Is a lot tougher hian

It looks. Save your game before you face

Oils enemy.

Fantasy series and Work-

ing Designs' Lunar titles.

An Epic Journey
Breath of Fire III starts

with the discovery of a

tiny dragon that goes on

a deadly rampage be-

fore it's captured.

The dragon es-

capes and is

transformed

into a young boy

named Ryu, who is

befriended by a pair

of delinquents, whose thought-

less pranks get them captured

by some truly evil people. Ryu

is left for dead, but his dragon

powers revive him, so he sets

off in pursuit of his

friends’ captors, un-

aware that he’s about

to be drawn into an

ever-deepening pool

of danger, deceit,

and death.

Like earlier

BOF titles,

Ryu can

befriend

several

partners

during his epic journey. Nina,

the princess of Windia, makes

another appearance in the se-

ries, although in this game

she's apparently unrelated to

her earlier incarnations. Ryu,

too, shares the name of a char-

acter from the series, but he's

also unrelated. However, Gobi,

from the first BOF game, makes

a cameo appearance.

Nostalgic Graphics
Graphically, BOFIII is leaps and

bounds ahead of its predeces-

sors. Texture-mapped poly-

gons are used to create the

backgrounds, terrain, and build-

ings, while sprites are used to

compose the various

characters. More ani-

mation, colors, and

special effects have

been added

to this ver-

sion, but the

look of the

game will

still be

familiar

to fans of

the BOF

games.

PROTIP: The Horse brothers are

villains Wat are supposed to kill

you. Don’t reset your game when

they do.

The three-quarter-overhead

view field map can be rotated

somewhat so you can peek be-

hind obstacles, but not to any

great extent. Battles are fought

directly on the field map, with

characters and monsters dis-

played diagonally in one of four

PROTIP: Try ytmr hand at R^lng Ifyou get

tired of slaughtering innocent mmsters.

The fish you catiW can be used to restore

BAMtPRII (l1^ fslniiri H9I



PR071P: The first boss, Hue, has

a poison gas attack that drains

you slowly—be sure to have

poison cures ready.

PROTIP: Don’t waste enagy or

resources RghUng Gartand at

the battle contest; you’re sup-

posed to lose.

doesn’t possess the visual and

aural magnificence of Final Fan-

tasy VII (which few games will

ever accomplish), Breath of Fire

III holds up as a very enjoyable

RPC in which sure craftsman-

ship is easily evident.

Sound Bites
However, all isn’t well

in BOFIII. The

effects are fine, if

not particularly

inspired. In

battle, the characters

emit rudimentary

shouts, screams,

and spell names,

but not much

more. And even

though the sounds can

get annoying, they’re

not anywhere near as

badly done as the

soundtrack. The

music veers widely ^
from unmemorable

^
electronica to hopeless

schmaltz, and more of-

ten than not, it doesn’t

add to the atmosphere

directions: Two are

seen from the front

and two from the rear.

PROTIP: Some characters have

^tedal abilities that can be used

on the RM map. For example,

Nina has a ^ll-castlng rod

that’s necessary for teming off

Impeding lasers.

PROTIP: Three-character parties

can be assigned different for-

mations for greater strength,

defense, ora balance of both.

into the game), but the other

characters gain that power later.

Transformation, though, re-

quires crystals called Dragon

Genes and AP (magic points)

for the Genes chosen. By com-

bining up to three Genes, dif-

ferent dragons can be created;

the more Genes you use, the

Solid

Craftsmanship
The battle system is

turn-based with some

consideration given to

quickness: Characters

move in sequence to

their speed parameter.

For example, in some

battles you may want

to use light armor so that your

character moves quicker instead

of heavy armor which can slow

you down. Also, certain charac-

ters have speed parameters

higher than their en-

emies and may get

extra turns while

fighting.

Beyond the usual

manual, magic, and

item attacks, char-

acters can trans-

form into dragons.

Initially, only Ryu

has the power to

transform (and

only when he’s far

PROTIP: Since Magnus wants all your

money, spend most of It before you be-

come Ms apprentice.

PR0T1P: Condilne various Dragon Gene crystals to bansform Into a
dragon. The more aystals you use, the more powerful your dragon
will be—but It will also cost you more AP.

more powerful your dragon,

though you’ll use more AP. AP

is also consumed at a constant

pace while the dragon is in bat-

tle. Finally, you can learn mon-

ster skills for special attacks

and spells.

The construction of Breath

Of Fire Ill’s battle system—and
of the whole game, for that

matter— is very polished-

thanks to excellent controls.

You won’t be moaning about

the way this game handles.

PRimP: Monsters often have
elemental alignments tiiat will

make them weak or strong

against c&tain elemental spells

and attacks. For example, the

mutant plant Is weak against

fireattada.

1

’/fi

iTid »
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Rdle-Player’sRealHi

By NiA Ogasawara

A joint effort by the

creators of the Final

Fantasy series and the director

of the Super NES games Ogre

Battle and Tactics Ogre. Final

Fantasy Tactics is a truly fabu-

lous, engrossing adventure.

Sleep Is Your Enemy
The game system is identical to Tactics Ogre ex-

cept it has Final Fantasy characters, Jobs, magic

spells, items, and so on. Battle maps consist of

diagonal-view 3D tiles covering a maximum of 16

X 16 squares. On these maps, you take a party of

no more than five characters against a group of en-

emies. (You may also be Joined by two loose-can-

non guests.) The battles are fought similarly to

those in Shining Force, with charaaers moving in

sequence according to their time parameters—in a

word, intricately. Even though Tactics’ help system

is excellent, you’ll definitely lose sleep digesting

the information,

No Shoitage of fobs
The Job and ability system is very much like that

of the fantastic but never-translated Super Fami-

com game Final Fantasy V. Each character can change jobs by gain-

ing experience and Job points. Close to 20 Jobs become available,

including such FF stalwarts as a knight, ninja, white mage, black

mage, summoner, time mage, and monk.

Each Job comes with special abilities that can be learned by

cashing in Job points. There are over 400 abilities you can perform,

like casting spells, counterattacking, defending, parrying, and

stealing. In addition to humans, you can also capture beasts such

as Chocobo, goblins, dragons, and more. You also need to sum-

mon beasts like Bahamut, Leviathan, and lesser magical creatures.

FFTs graphics and

sound are solid but not

spectacular. The spells

and special effects look

PROTIP: Battle maps can be rotated In 90-degree

steps and tilted somewhat It's easy to lose sight

ot enemies behind walls and buildings.

awesome, and the music is Final

Fantasy VII quality. However, the

overall look is somewhat boring

and the sound effects are cheesy.

P801V: As bi Final fyatasy, mon-

sters have elemeotal aOgrments.

Bom b aligned with Bre, so us-

ing a Bre spell on It b pretty

much useless.

PROTIP: Set up your troops In

formaBon for battle. Behm you

send than out be sure you have

outBtted them properly with

Jobs and abilities.

4b

An RrC with

Tactical Flavor

There’s no denying FFT is an ex-

tremely polished and engross-

ing game. The one major flaw is

that it’s not very tactical, given

that you have only five control-

lable characters on a small map.

In other words, this isn’t so

much Tactics Ogre with a Final

Fantasy flavor as

it is FF with a TO
flavor. It’s a big dis-

tinction. Still, the Job

and ability system’s

intricacies give the

linear tale plenty of

addictive replay

value.

PROTIP: Characters that are

kiBed will turn into crystals or

treasures after several turns.

Crystab embody the abilities of

the killed character, so abHlties

can be passed on.

PROTIP: Standing on elevated

surfaces b the best defense

against attadrers.

PROTIP: Colored grids are used te show how
far you can move and the range of weapons
andspelb.

I (ji^ F ebpuarjr 1998

Rnal Fantasy Tactics by Sony

Prin not available Challenge: Aiivsnceil

Tactical RPG Replay value: High

1 player ESR6 rating: Not yet

Multiple views raled
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By Johnny

, Alundra casts gamers

into a fun and chal-

lenging world of monsters, puz-

zles, and traps where reality hits

you hard, but your dreams are

even deadlier. If you’re a fan of

RPCs, Alundra’s the first must-

buy game of the new year.

Dreams of Destruction
Playing as a character named

Alundra, you enter people’s

dreams and destroy the night-

marish monsters trying to kill

them. You journey to a town in

serious need of caffeine, where

the people are haunted nightly

by ap^lvptic visions of a

de||il^mon. It’s up to you to

unravel the mystepfb^ffnJthe

dreams and stop the evil

lurking all around you.

Alundra's reminiscent

of the classic Legend of Zelda

game^it features real-

tifliiBttles and non-

Kop exploration. You

i^cover power-ups by

^ng shru^r^with

y^si«d^nd killing

gPl^miey and you ex-

ploreMrk dungeons

packOT with creepy

monsters, traps, rid-

dles, and (sometimes

frustrating) puzzles.

The tight control en-

ables you to run, Jumj

tackle enemies, antjnift

and throw items,

of the special wea]

and magic attacks

elude achain saw, swords,

bows, bombs, and fire

and lightning spells.

Tired Look
Although Alundra plays

great, its graphics are

sometimes less than in-

spired. The monsters

and demons look cool,

but the overall visuals

have too much of a

tired 16-bit feel.

creepy ra|0^ of the^game: You

hear sffnll5creams when you en-'

r someone’s nightmare, and

the gan^hif^ battle music

will you-i^ood about

the fightingsiMi^of tor-

slfepy souls.-(

Dream Come True
Alundra's off-the-hook action

and challenging gameplay ele-

vate it to must-have RPC status.

Wake up and buy the

game—missing out

may cause you to

have nightmares. B

PROnP: After hearing of the

collapse at the coal mine, run

to ttie majRH^s house and vish

Olen before going to die mine.

PROTIPi

and grsabmg the power-

ups, leme the area. You

can return latm' to find the

bushes have regenerated.

Slice them up again to gainPROTIP: To activate the mine

cart, pull the levers in this

order left, left, right, left.

m Striking tnBm k

jmur sword in this

order east, west,

south, north.

PROTIP; }RsR the saints in the graveyard

dungeon in order of importance to open

a path to the next area. Talk to die White

Saint first, then the Blue, die Red, the

Green, and (finally} the Brown Saint.

HAMEPRO (i^ Feb^ary 1]
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* HOT GAME TIPS foi all your favorite systems

including Nintendo 64, PlayStation, Saturn, and others!

* CLASSIC GAME TIPS to jumpstart older games

on Super Nintendo, Genesis, 3D0, and others!

• THE 32-BIT TIP OF THE WEEK
The hottest new tip for the latest games!

• LEAVE A TIP FOR SCARY LARRY
Tell Scary your hottest tips, and your voice and

tips may he picked for broadcast to other caliers!

Answer tough video

game questions for

your chance to win

an exciusive

GamePro T-shirt!

Calls average three minutes in length and cost $1 .29 a minute. Be
sure to get your parents’ permission to use GamePro’s Hot Tips Hotline

if you are under 18 years of age. Messages subject to change without

notice. A service of GamePro Media Group in San Mateo, CA.

In Canada:
[1-900-45 1-5552 1

i Only $1 .49 CAN per minute
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Patrol the streets at a breakneck speed of 60 frames per second*

Bring in lavj breakers dead or alive (nr barelv alive) with high-

powered non-lethal nr lethal weapons like the Vulcan Cannqjj^

Maintain the peace with the Turbo Patrol Car, Bike

or Wing - you're a crack shot from each

Real-time 3D environments with complete freedom
of movement for clean shots in the back

Over 20 levels of adrenaline-pumping high-speed

criminal pursuit missions - all caught on interior

or exterior camieras

1 or 2-player police action*

*S(inv PlayStation'" v*:rsinn only

The pursuit begins February '98
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Ice Blasts to freeze enemies, then hit ’em with an uppercut

idhouse to shatter diem into pieces

The traps to watch out for are the

pillars that tall from the ceiling,

so check above as you progress

through the level. To escape the

traps, stand about an arm’s

length away and press any

Punch button. The pillar will fall.

As it rises again, run underneath

it to safety. But don’t run too far

ahead! Where there’s one pillar,

there are usually two.

I

Having trouble conquering Quan
r Chi and Shinnok? You^re not alone.

This ProStrategy Guide will help

you master this extremely fun

but frustratingly difficult action/

strategy game.

By Johnny Ballgame

Mission I

UBJECTlYt

Steal the Sacred

Map of Elements

An extremely easy stage. Mis-

sion 1 is a great level to learn

Sub-Zero’s combos.

PlayStation Kombat Kodes
The Kodes below work for the PlayStation version only

Enter the following codes at the password screen:

Inhmte Lives: GITBHR Boss Cheat: ZCHRRY

Uniimitoa M,„c- password above tele-
Unlimited Urns. NXCVSZ

View Credits: CRVDTS Fortress. Ifyou die before reach-

ing a checkpoint, tap LI to fight

Quan Chi or L2 to fight Shinnok.

Sub-Zero’s Special Moves
Blast Tap

Diagonal-Up Ice Blast Tap HK

Tap4>,-»,LK

Taoi.*-. LP

Ground Ice Blast

Ice Clone

SuDcr S ide Tap i*r BL HP LP

Freeze od Contact Tap 4-, HP

Polar Blast

Six-Hit Combo

Tap •», *r, HP

Tap HP. HP. LP. LK. HK. f<- HKl

Five-Hit Cheesy Combo DothelceBlasttofreezeopponent,thenstandanarm'slengthawayandtapHP,HP,HP,HP,HP

eHMEPel Felruari 1998



SONY

ECTI

toLLECT Three Ic^i^
Representing

Elements of Win^

Controller Legend

.Picli up rtem
Zero’s Spine Rip Fatality. Grab

the Map of Elements and run

into the room to the right. Climb

to the lop of the rope, then jump

to the right to finish the level.

Mission 2Walk all the way to the right of

the level and you’ll come to a

balcony. To reach the first check-

point, first jump on the railing. .

.

then jump straight down so you

bounce off the awning and land

safely on the ground.

Tap = Tap the buttons and directions indicated in sequence. Ri^ht

I) = Execute coinmands in parentheses simultaneously.

Note: All techniques are described under fbe assumption that your character

is facing to the right. If they’re facing left, reverse any and * directions.

onto the first rope, then climb

down the rope. Jump onto the

ledge to the left and grab the

power-up. Leap back onto the

rope, then jump to the right,

going from rope to rope until

you reach the end. Wait for a

gust of wind to lift you up, then

flip onto the ledge to the left.

Round Key

PlayStation Password:

THWMSB

After you take out the monk,

immediately jump on the next

ledge to the right. Grab the

'power-up, leap to the next

ledge below, then jump to the

right before the ledge collapses.

Fight your way to the far left of

the level. Kill as many enemies

as possible—the more enemies

you kill, the faster you’ll max

out your experience points and

learn new special moves. One

fun way to kill enemies is to

freeze them, then push them

under a crushing pillar. Ouch!

Boss: Scorpion

Clobber the monk at the start

of the mission, then wait at the

ledge for a gust of wind. Jump
into the wind to be carried up to

the next ledge. Keep moving up and to the left

until you reach the round key.

Grab the key, then run back to

the right.
Continue to the right until you

reach the windmill. The best

. . way to jump on the spinning
'

''
'

.
platforms is to jump straight

iBMMf up, then move onto the blade^ while you’re in midair. Jump

Continue moving right by jump- just before the blade is parallel

ing from ledge to ledge. After with the platform you’re stand-

running across the bridge, be ing on. For the best success

prepared for a tricky situation— when leaping from blade to

you must jump a wide gap. grab blade, jump when the blade

the ledge on the other side, and you’re on is at a 45-degree

take out the monk on the ledge angle (northeast).

before the whole thing collapses.

The best way to do this is to

hang onto the ledge, then jump- —
kick the monk off the edge as

you flip up. ^

Make your way to the last room

on the left and you’ll encounter

the first boss, Scorpion. He’s

a sorry boss with no special

moves, and he’s easy to kill

using Ice Blasts, combos, and

uppercuts.

Go right for a while, killing monks

and jumping across ledges, un-

til you reach the ledge with the

yellow circle. Access your in-

ventory and use the round key

you just found; you’ll activate a

giant tornado. Jump into the

tornado, but don’t ride it to the

top, Instead, move straight

across the tornado and land

on the ledge to the right.

Move to the right until you

reach the hanging ropes. Jump

^ February 1 9S8

After defeating Scorpion, tap

HP to perform Sub-
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^^eDbjective^^^
Collect Three Icons

Representing the

kjLEMENTS OF EARTII^

Triangle Key

The eighth ledge you jump on Another way to beat Fujin is to

won’t collapse, but you’ll have keep your finger on the Run

to jump from there onto more button the entire time and rush

swinging ledges (the timing here him with punches and throws,

is the same as before). Continue If he tries to fly into the air, im-

to the right and you’ll find some mediately jump-punch him.

enemies and more spinning When he lands, run into him

blades. After you pass the blades, and throw him.

Run to the right until you reach Run into the room, grab the

the bridge. Jump on the bridge square key, then run out. As

and it will collapse. Don’t worry— soon as you grab the key, a fan

below the bridge is a ledge, and will activate and try to suck you

to the left of the ledge is the tri- into its blades—exit as fast as

angle key you need to continue, you can!

Grab the key. then make your

way back to the tornado.

As you run to the far right,
k

you’ll notice a door. Whatever

you do. don’t just run in—you’ll When you navigate the swing-

die! First, back away from the ing ledges, use the square key

door and find the gray square to open the door, then quickly

on the ground. That’s the switch jump from left to right across

that keeps the door open. Freeze the seven collapsing ledges (it’s

an enemy about three or four best to run across each ledge,

times and push him onto the then jump right before they fall),

square.

When you attempt to freeze

Fujin in midair, he spins into a

tornado to deflect the Ice Blast.

Wait for him to stop spinning,

shoot him with another Ice Blast

to freeze him. then smack him

with an uppercut.

When you begin Mission 3, kill

the monk that’s waiting for you,

then move to the right, going

over the first pit and through

the traps. Jump into the second

pit to find power-ups, but grab

them quickly before you’re shot

back into the main area.

continue right to encounter one

final swinging ledge. This ledge’s

timing is different than before,

so be careful.

Boss: Fujin ~

GAMEPfli February 1988



^^^bjectiveT]^^
Collect Three lews
Representing the-

hfLEMENTS OF WATEU

Jump into the hole to the left of

the power-ups while holding Left

or Right to find more special po-

tions. Fall down the hole and run

to the right, toward the platform

that shot you into the air.

Keep moving right past the

swinging blades (wait until the

blade you’re attempting to run

by swings into the background

before you continue past it) and

beyond the dangling rope. You’ll

find a square key between two

swinging blades (which have

the same timing as before) with

a pit that opens and closes be-

neath it. Grab the key and keep

moving to the right to find an

extra life.

y f Grab the key. then fall down the

hole. Now, stand on the spring

platform to catapult up and kill

-> ' I themonk. Grab the Eye of In-

After killing the God of Earth, visibility, then jump across the

pull the skull switch once more, hole with the rope to the ledge

then run over to the platform on the right. Continue going

and ride it to the top to find an- right, past more blades and pits,

other key. Grab the key, jump to find numerous power-ups.

off the platform, and run out the

door to the left.

Go to the right this time and

you’ll encounter a levitating

monk. Don’t walk into him or

you’ll be shocked. To kill the

monk, freeze him when he at-

tempts to teleport.

Boss: The God of Earth

Run back to the rope on the left

and climb up. Jump onto the

right ledge, grab the Shield of

Invincibility, and kill all the monks.

Keep heading right until you run

out of room, then use the key

you found earlier to open the

door and exit the level.

Run until you find the wall that

bears the symbol of the key you

just found, then use the key to

open an area directly above you.

Climb the rope and jump into

the first opening to the left. Go

left through the crushers and

past the swinging blades. Con-

tinue left beyond the dangling

rope and more blades until you

reach the platform that shoots

you into the air.

The Key

Get the extra life, then go back

to the left to the rope and climb

down it as quickly as possible

(the ceiling collapses if you move

too slowly). Use the square key

to open the door, then get ready

to rumble with some more

monks.

Mission 4
Continue moving to the right.

After jumping over another pit

and encountering another monk,

you’ll battle the God of Earth.

Don’t worry, he’s a joke! Slide

underneath him and grab the

Tablet of Truth to the far right.

PlayStation Password;

ZVRKDM
After killing the two monks.

,

move to the far right of the

screen and jump onto the plat- ‘

. I'
i

form. After being shot into the
^

air. grab the left ledge, pull

yourself up, and collect the ,.y
-

power ups.
middle

of the room, then pull the skull

switch to drop a platform on his

head. Run into the earthen deity

Grab the potion, then jump on

the ledge to the right. After de-

feating the monk, make sure

you grab the key in front of the

door before failing down the

hole (if you miss it, you’ll have

Mission 4 is a huge maze that

can take forever if you don’t

know where you’re going. Be-

Mortal Kombat Mythologies ProStratecy Guide

Square Key and kick him with a roundhouse, to go back through the earlier

i it'
' •

then use a jump-kick to stagger obstacles to get it).

"j m
’

him. Continue this routine to —
v,

-

blow him into dust! ;

h
’

The Key
. "f ^
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gin by going right. When you the top. When you reach the

reach the rope, jump on it, then top, wait for the platform to drift

jump on the ledge to the right. to the left. Jump into the area to

Fight the monk, grab the power- the left and grab the key.

up, and continue to the right

until you reach another rope.

Icon #1 . /

Climb down the rope to the bot-

tom and jump into the room to

the left. Continue moving left

until you reach another rope.

Climb down the rope until you

reach the first opening to the

left, then jump in.

Run to the left until you reach

the next rope. Climb the rope

down to the bottom, then go

into the room to the right. Wait

for the floating wooden platform

to take you safely over the elec-

tric eels, then exit to the right.

Jump back on the wooden plat-

form and ride it to the bottom.

Exit to the right and climb up the

rope. When you reach the top,

jump into the room to the right

(the one with the eels). Climb

the next rope to the top, then

jump into the room to the right.

Climb to the top of the rope, then

jump to the right and climb the

next rope to the top. Jump into

the room to the left and grab

the key. Climb to the bottom of

the rope you were just on and

go to the left.

Go left, climb down the next

rope you come to, then jump

into the first opening to the right.

Run right, then jump onto the

floating wooden platform and

ride It to the other side of the

room. Jump into the opening

to the right.

Icon #3

Climb up the next rope, then

jump into the room to the right.

Continue walking to the right

until you reach the wall with the

key symbol, then use your key

to enter the room with this level's

boss, the God of Water.

Boss:

The God of Water

Continue heading right until you

reach the next rope. Climb to

the top of this rope. Go to the

right, kill the monks, then climb

the next rope until you reach

the first opening to the right.

Jump in.

Climb the next rope down to the

bottom, then go left. Shimmy

down the next rope to the first

opening (don't climb down any

farther or you’ll lose a life) and

jump to the left. Climb down

the next rope and jump into the

first room you see on the left

—

the one with the electric eels.

Icon #2
The God of Water is easy to

beat. Use jump-kicks to smack

him around, then freeze

him and use uppercuts

1^^^ to finish him off.

Avoid the electric eels by jump-

ing on the wooden platforms.

Continue moving to the right

until you reach the third key.

Turn around and jump back

over the

eels as you

move left. Jump V
on the floating

,

wooden plat-

form and let it

take you back

to the left.

, Go to the right until you reach

the key symbol. Before using

‘ the key, however, face left and

get ready to run. Use the key,

. ^ then run to the left. When you

- - - -I reach the door, slide to pass

Continue moving left until you safely under the closing door,

reach the next rope. Climb down Make sure you grab the rope on

it to the bottom. Enter the room the other side of the door after

to the left and use your key to you’ve slid under it.

open the door. Immediately jump

on the wooden platform in the

middle of the room to float to
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^^^bjectiveT^^
Collect Three Icons

Representing the

Elements of Fire^

ObiectiveT_

Escape from
THE Prison of

Lost Souls

Mission 6Mission 5

PlayStation Password;

OYPPHD
Jump across the platforms and PlayStation Password:
into the room to the right. Kili RGTKCS
the enemy, then pull the skull

switch at the far-right end. Run

back outside to the left and back > '

’

across the platforms. This time,
-

jump through the opening at ^

the bottom of the building. Run

to the left and grab the key. _ .. ___

Keep running to the right over

the traps and past the enemies

until you reach the rope. Climb

down the rope and run left until

you reach another rope. Climb

down the rope and run to the left.

At the far end you’ll find a key.

Start the level by heading to the

right. Kill the two enemies, then

continue right, jumping over the

fire pits.

Icon # I

Begin Mission 6 by running to

the right until you encounter

some guards. Slide to knock

the weapons out of their hands,

then kill them with the Ice Shat-

ter. Next, run past the giant

falling liammers.

Run back to the right and climb

up the rope. Jump off the rope

and run past the fire to the right.

When you reach the rope to the

far right, climb up it, then jump

off to the right. Run to the right

until you reach the outside, then

jump on the platform being low-

ered by chains.

Run to the far-left of the room

and pull the skull switch, then

run back to the platforms. Jump

across them once again. Ride

the final platform up into the sky.

then jump into the room to the

right to fight the God of Fire.

Boss: The God of FireGo outside and jump onto the

Kill the guard to the right, grab

the power-up. and enter the

building. Once inside, kill the

two enemies (Ice Shatters work

the fastest), then proceed through

the door to the right.

Jump down into the opening to

the right, then leap across the fire

pits and over the spinning spiked

clubs. Continue moving outside

the building to the right, where

you’ll encounter more monks,

and enter a new building. j



^Cross the Bridce^e^
Immortality to Reach

^Shinnok’s Fortress^

Mortal Kombat Mythologies ProStrategy Guide

grab the key. Head back to the

left and make the huge jump

back onto the ledge there.

Level 2 Key

Mission 7

Don’t worry when you're beat

down after running through the

fence—it’s all part of the story.

Run to the right and kill the

three guards. When you come

to a break in the walkway, jump

down to the level below. Run to

the left and jump to the next

platform.

the door to the right. Kill the

guard, then jump across the

platforms to the right. Another

guard is waiting on the other

side with a BF6. Kill him. then

continue to the right by drop-

ping onto the platform below.

Run to the left past the giant

hammers until you reach the

next elevator. Ride it all the way

to the top, then run to the right

to reach the next elevator, Go

up to level 3. kill the guard to

the left, and grab the Urn of

Strength.

Grab the key. then jump to the

right and ride the elevator up to

level 2. Jump to the right again

to fight the guard who has the

sawhlade for a hand (he’s the

guy who beat on you earlier).

Boss: Sawblade

Continue left, then jump down

to the platform below. Run to

the right. Jump across the plat-

forms to the right until you

can't go any farther, then jump

straight down to the platform

below. Head left, jump across

the platforms, and you'll fight

the first boss in this mission.

Boss: Dragon

Jump up onto the next platform

on the right and run under the

giant hammer. Leap to the next

two platforms to the right and

run under the other hammers.

Continue running to the right.

Level I Key
Jump onto the elevator and ride

it down. Head all the way back

to the right to the area where

you defeated the boss and ride

the elevator up to level 3. Stand

at the edge of the platform and

use the Urn of Strength to jump-

kick the huge statue. Make your

escape from the prison and end

the level.

The best way to beat this boss

is to run up and kick him with

a roundhouse, jump away from

him. then run in and kick him

again. Keep doing this until he’s

defeated. If you run out of room,

slide under him and repeat the

attack pattern from the other side.

When it appears you’ve run out

of room on the right, make a

leap of faith and grab onto the

ledge. Kill the guard there, then

Use jump-kicks to quickly kill

the boss, then snatch the key.

Run back to the right, then make

your way to the top level of the

platforms where you started.

EAMEPRB February 1988
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Explore the Forti^k
To Find Quan ChTs

k. Sancturary a

you reach the two enemies with

weapons. Use your Super Slide

to knock the weapons from

their hands, then kill them with

the Ice Shatter.

Boss: Robot

Run through the fence to the

right and jump on the platform.

The platform will start to rise

—

ride it to the top, then jump onto

the platform to the right. Jump

onto the next platform to the

right, then run quickly across it

to avoid the tentacles.

After grabbing the power-up,

turn around and run to the left

end of the hall to score another

power-up. Run to the right and

jump on the elevator. When the

elevator stops, head to the right

to snag yet another power-up.

Run back to the left to find the

next elevator.

Begin this mission by running

to the right. You’ll encounter a

couple of enemies, but it’s eas-

ier to jump over them than to

fight them. Take the elevator up

(hold the Pick Up Item button

and tap HK).

Jump up onto the platform to

the right, but be prepared to do

battle with another cheap boss.

Run in and jump-kick him. then

immediately hit him with a round-

house kick. If you can stay inside

and repeat the pattern, you can

kill him this way. If he starts

shooting, slide under his feet

to the other side (be careful of

the electric gates on each side,

though). Jump in and kick him

again.
Continue jumping to the right

from platform to platform until

6AMEPR0 I
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the enemies and onto the first you reach the top, go into your

elevator you see to the left. Go inventory and use Jataaka’s

up. Jump off the elevator and crystal.

run to the right. When you reach nHP—;

the next elevator to the right, ^

get in and go up. '

^
.

Boss: Jataaka

Ride the elevator up to the next

floor, then run to the right, past

the swinging blades. Jump Into

the elevator to the right and go

up. Access your items menu

and use Kia’s crystal here.

Boss: Sareena

Jump off the elevator and run

to the right. When you reach

the next elevator, go down. Jump

off the elevator and run to the

right. Take the first elevator you

see down to the ground floor.

Go back down the elevator. Jump

Now It’s time to fight Quan Chi.

Run away from him, then when

he charges you, use the Ice

Clone to freeze him. Use your

combos to drain his energy.

off the elevator and run to the

% ^ left. Run past the swinging

-
\

blades and jump over the first

r irA elevator. Jump onto the second

elevator (the one at the end of

if
I the hall) and go up. Run to the

When you reach the bottom right and jump into the first ele-

floor. run to the left. Jump over vator you see. Go up. When

—»

1
.



( Nintendo )

SNES

Aeroblz

8att>etoads/Dbl Org

Donkey Kong Cty

Eaithbound

Gntley Baseball

Home Alone

Jungle Book
Kirby Superstar

Lion King

Mario Kan
NBA Jam
Ogre Battle

PGAGolf
Flom3Kngs2X'

'ario AH Stars

4

Vegas Stakes

VVWF Raw
X-Men

YosN's Island

Bubble Bobble

Contra

Dragon Warrior 2
Exot^ke
Galaga

Hogans Alley

Ironsword

Jeopardy

Kur^ Fu
Mega Man
Nascar Cballenge

Operation Woli

Pacman
Rad Racer

Super Mario 3
TecmoBowl
Vegas Dreams
Wheel ol Fortune

Yoshls Cookie

( Sega CD )

Alleyway $11

Bas^fl $8
Castlavania Adv. $11

DR. Mario $13

Faceball2000 $15
Fortress ol Fear $7
Hatris $19
IN Your Face $7
John Madden 96 $19

Jurassic Park $19

Kirbys Dreamland $19

KrbysPinbaJI $17

Metroid2 $17
NBA Jam $17
Pipe Dream $15
Ox $9

Super Mario Land 3 $^
Tetris $5

TMNT $9

ZetdaUnk $1S

( GameBoy )

Saturn

Ax Battler

Batman Forever

Chessmaster

Daytona USA
G^Axe Di

NFLOBCIiA97 $13

Oil World Extreame $1t

Panzer Dragon $11

Road Rash $25

Sega Rally Champ $13

SbirSng Wisdom $25

VlrluaCop $3

World SerisBasbl $11

WWFArcade $19

Xmen ChWn ol Atom $27

, , >0 anfl $4.00 handling charge. For Canada, Guam, Puerto
Rico, and Virgin Islands please double the per item charges.

Pleeee cell lor all olher inlemalional orders. CA. CT, IL, IN, KS.
MA, MO, Ml, MN, MO, IVJ, NY, OH, PA. Rl, TX,,VA, WA & Wl fes-

ul we caivl acc^ requests lor (hem. Rueh delivery Is av
ill sales are final, Delectives replaced with same ite

Earthworm Jim

Hook
Incredible Hulk

Jurassic Park

Leaderboard GoH
Mortal Kombat2

NBA Jam Toum
PGA Tour GoH

tazmania

Wheel ol Fortune

World Series

X-Men

We Accept:

s

( PlayStation )

Mien Trilogy $29

Battle Arena Tohstin $11

Crash Bandicoel $19

1 000’s More Titles

Available!

Want Something? Can’t
Find It?

WE’VE GOT IT!

We Sell

Previously Played

Video Games, Decks &
Accessories

at Great Prices.

We also Sell New Products!

612-946-8101

SEGA

$19

$30

Extreme Pinball

Gex
Independence Day $20
JetMoto $1S

John Madden 97 $15

Klteak-DNA $11

Loaded $19

Mortal Kmbi Trilogy $35

Nascar $29

Ogre Battle

$19

$25

Earthworm Jim $19
Flashback $8
Golden Axe $7
Immortal $5

John Madden 96 $11

Md Chameleon $11

Laker/Cettics $1

Mickey Mouse Cstle $18

NHLHocke/95 $3

OperaHon Europe $39

Phantasy Star 2 $29

Road Rash 3 $39
Shining Force $39
Ultimate MK3 $39
Vector Man $11

Zombie Ate Neigh $18

( Game Gear )

Online Ordering!!
For the Hottest Tips &

The Hottest Games at the Hottest Prices
Check us out!

http://www.funcoland.com

Personal Checks

Orders Are Also

and Money
Accepted.

All Games Come With a 90 Day Warranty!

ONE YEAR Warranties are Available

Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00am to 7:00pm Central

612 -946-8101
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To execute the dive and roll

move, press and hold Walk,

then simultaneously press t

and Jump. Do this move at the

edge of a pool to perform a

swan dive.

New Save Feature

Tomb Raider ll’s best new fea-

ture is the ability to save on the

fly, something you’re going to

use repeatedly. When in doubt,

save your game; when not in

doubt, save your game anyway.

Flares

Flares are another addition to

Lara Croft’s item colleaion. Use

them to see in dark areas. Flares

also work underwater.

Lara Croft

is back with more

action in Tomb Raider II.

This ProStrategy Guide first

joins Lara at the Offshore

Rig, then tokes you through

the Diving Area ond down

40 Fathoms. -By Major Mike

Pressing the Roll button makes

you roll on the ground and face

the opposite direaion. This move

is especially handy underwater

when you’re being chased by

frogmen or sharks, or when nav-

igating a tricky passage where

seconds count.

the directionals t
,
or 4^

to scale the wall. To perform

a backflip while climbing, hold

Action, then press Jump. To do

a flashy pose when you climb Auto-aiming

to the top of a wall or structure,

simultaneously press and hold

t.Walk, and Action.

Jumping

Performing accurate Jumps is

essential in Tomb Raider II. You

can Jump while running or Just

standing. When at a standstill,

you can Jump in several direc-

tions. To jump in any direction

when standing, first press and

hold Jump, then immediately

press any directional.

Jump-n-Gun

Enemies take several shots be-

fore they die. To escape danger

while inflicting damage on ene-

mies, draw a weapon, and si-

multaneously press and hold

Action, Jump, and Down to do a

backflip. This taaic makes you

hard to hit, but your shots will

consistently find their mark,

thanks to auto-aiming. Don't

stand and wage a war of attri-

tion against an armed thug—

you’ll either die or be close to

death when the battle’s over.

New Ueapons

Auto-aiming is a handy feature

that tells you when enemies are

around, Whenever you’re hold-

ing a weapon and an enemy’s

in range, the weapon automati-

cally points in their direction.

180-Degree Turn

Proctice, Practice, Practice

Learning Lara's repertoire of moves

is essential for completing Tomb

Raider II. If you never played the

first Tomb Raider, do yourself a

big favor and spend some time on

the practice course at Lara's home.

Climbing

Lara's two Uzis cut a paOi

tiirough enemies.

Pistols: Ueokesi weapon

Automatic Pistols: Good for sniper

shooting ond close targets

Shotgun: Effective at close range only

Uzis: Effective for dropping mid-range

targets quickly

H-16: Excellent weapon

for close and far torgets

Grenade Launcher: ' ^
The best weapon you ^
can find

Harpoon Gun: ^

Your only under-

water weopon

To execute a deadly 180-degree

barrage, run forward. Jump, then

simultaneously tap i and Jump.

You'll turn around 180 degrees

and face the opposite direction

upon landing. If you’re firing while

doing this attack, you can blow

holes in an enemy in seconds.

New to Tomb Raider is the ability

to climb. To climb, stand in front

of any textured wall and press

and hold Action to grab onto

the wall. Hold Action and move
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right—that starts barrels rolling

that will squish you. At the end

of the hallway, turn right, and

move toward the windows.

Wheel of Misfortune

Mission

Walkthrough

Unarmed and Dangerous

Once you’ve cleared a path, press

the switch and run to the door

before it closes.

Open Season

Harpoon Gun and

Automatic Pistols

Run to the broken win-

dows and use the pass

> key to open the doors

at the end of the hall.

Enter the room and

press the button

on the wall to

stop the annoying

alarm. Face the but-

ton, turn right, and

walk up the stairs.

At the top is a door

with a wheel on

it. Turn the wheel.

Inside the plane is a

switch. Press the switch

to stop the plane’s wing

propeller. Dive back in

the water and swim to

the jail door. Climb

back on dry ground

and return to the

switch past the

broken window.

Now you must do

a running Jump to-

ward the propeller.

Grab onto the

ledge, pull your-

self up, and

run to the trap

door near the

tail of the

After taking care of the thug,

enter the room and collect the

items. Head into the bunk room

and collect the items on the beds,

including the harpoon gun and

the automatic pistols. Now, go

to the top bunk to find the

switch (it’s the first bunk on the

left when you enter the room).

When you step into the hallway,

an alarm sounds and two thugs

approach from the left. The first

thug carries a stick, but he's not

the problem— it's his rifle-toting

buddy who is. Run past the

thugs—expect to take some

hits here—and down the hall-

way. Jump while you’re running

because it’s harder to hit a mov-

ing target. Head down the hall-

way, but not up the ramp to the

plane.
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Press the button, run to the end

of the room, and hop on the



Climb the ladder that's haltway down

the hall. At the top Is the Stone Dragon

statue. Watch your step on the way down.

Jump the burners and climb the
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top-right bunk, You’ve opened a

trap door that stays open for

only a few minutes. From the

top bunk, jump up, grab onto

the ledge, and pull yourself up.

mediately to the right is a ramp

behind some pipes. Jump on the

ramp and jump to the switch.

Press the switch to drop the

trap door.

start chasing you. To kill the

pursuers, keep firing while per-

forming backflips.

When you reach the ramp at the

end of the passage, turn your

back to it and slide down. The

ramp leads to a high drop, but

you can grab onto the ladder

and safely climb down. Move

the crates to make a ramp across

the burners to the other ladder

in the room.

Red Pass Card

The end of the hallway drops

off into a pool of water. Dive

in and pull yourself up to the

ledge below.

Swimmin & Shootin'

Jump through the trap door and

slide down the ramp into a giant

room. When you reach the bot-

tom, draw your guns and walk

to the edge of the platform. You

can see two frogmen treading

water. Shoot them both. Dive

into the water and swim to the

pillar in the far left corner.

Bells and Whistles

At the top of the stairs is a cir-

cular room with a ramp. Walk up

the ramp, then jump to the left

to dodge the rolling barrels. Use

the Red Pass Card at the top of

the ramp to open a door. When

the door opens, fire a few shots

into the room, wait for the music

to start, and backtrack. When

you do, a thug will attack from

behind and one will follow from

the room you just shot into. Kill

the two thugs, return to the room,

and stand in the doorway. You

should be able to blow away a

shooter to the left.

Jade Dragon

Swim to the lever, pull it. surface, then

swim dawn the passage above the lever.

The passage leads behind the giant pro-

peller you may hove seen while swim-

ming around the seaplane. At the end is

the Jade Dragon statue.
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Surface ond look oi ihe pillar closest to

you. See the Gold Dragon stotue? Climb

on the pillar, quickly grab the statue,

and dive back into the water. Why so

fast? Thugs will oppear out of nowhere

when you go for the statue. You could

get the statue ofier you dive into the

woter when you first enter this huge

room but you'd take shots from the

thugs on the cotwolk above.

Leaving the Room

Up on the Catwalk

walk across the way. Jump to

that catwalk. Pick off the thug

on the opposite catwalk around

the corner. Now, carefully Jump

the catwalks until you reach the

glass booth that has the Green

Pass Card.

room with the trap door. When

you land, be ready for the thug

who's waiting down the hall.

Tough and Tougher

The exit to the giant room is

above one of the catwalks adja-

cent to the Green Pass Card

booth. Climb up to the hole and

take the passage. At the end of

the passage is another hole. Jump

down that hole. You're back in

the hallway that leads to the

Jump to the platform with the

hook moving across its top.

Stand on the edge of the plat-

form to avoid the hook when it

passes. Jump to the other plat-

form, then Jump again to the

other side.

You'll fall onto a ramp and slide

to the bottom. Crab the end of

Gold Dragon

6AMEPR0 February IDS
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Turn the wheel, open the door,

and walk up the stairs. Blast the

oncoming guards as the chop-

per takes off.

M-16 and Machine Chip

the ramp where it drops off, let

go, and grab the edge of the

catwalk below, under the ramp.

Have the shotgun ready, because

a thug is patrolling the catwalk.

Blue Pass Card

room. Walk around to the left

until you come across a door

with a wheel on it. Spin the

wheel to open the door. Run

down the stairs. Have the shot-

gun ready when you reach the

bottom because a thug attacks

from the right.

a flamethrower! Keep a good

distance between you and the

flame guy, change to the auto-

matics, and keep blasting. If you

get hit with the flame, you’ll

burn to death—unless there’s Whopping Chapper

a pool of water nearby.

Watery Grove

sage—don't backtrack. When

you reach the closed gate, wait

a moment—it will open. Return

to the surface.

Return to the pool where you

killed the frogman and put the

Machine Chip in the slot by the

crate you moved. When the door

opens, run straight ahead, firing

as you go to kill the thug down

the hall. Run to the far left cor-

ner. Turn and blast the thug with

the flamethrower on the other

side of the pool.

Use the M-16 to kill the two

thugs patrolling the room.

Climb to the ledge that’s above

and behind you. Stand at the

edge of the water, and draw

your automatics: A frogman en-

ters the area. Shoot him, then

dive into the water and return

to the other room.

Return to the hallway where

you shot the thug with the

flamethrower. Look for the

other door with a wheel on it.

Retrace your steps back to the

door where you entered the

GAMEPRO FebruaPir 1998



Have the M-16 ready and blow

away the two thugs in the next

room. Walk into the adjacent

room and press the switch to

move the cinder block over the

pool of water.

Jump onto the cinder block you

Just moved, and from there,

Jump to the other side of the

pool. When you reach this side,

forget about the Red Pass Card

by the saw for now. Instead,

climb over and behind the crates

to the right and press the switch.

You Just opened the floor in the

room where you saw the heli-

copter.

Second Machine Chip

Have the M-16 ready for the trip

to the chopper room—you’ll

run into assorted thugs along

the way.

When you reach the helicopter

room, jump down into the
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room below. Follow the corri-

dor until you come to a hole.

Ready the shotgun and jump

into the hole.- Blast the two

thugs and collect the Machine

Chip the thug drops.

the next room, two armed thugs

are waiting. Take them out and

head below.

Return to the room with the saw.

Insert the Machine Chip in the

slot behind the saw to stop the

saw from spinning. Pick up the

Red Pass Card. Return to the

Golden Dragon

When you reach the bottom ot the stairs

in the lost room, don't walk to the body

in the center of the room. Instead, go to

the small room along the wall. The

Golden Orogon statue is inside.

chopper room and put the Red

Pass Card in the slot.
No Sub stitute

Walk to the man in the middle

of the room and the end-level

cinema will begin.

When the door opens, walk to

the edge of the hole. Ready the

M-16, Jump down the hole into

the passage, and shoot the

thug. Co to the end of

the passage and jump \
through the hole at the \
end. You're now in the N
chamber with the two thugs

you killed from the recess,

Walk across the room and

down the passage.

Final Shootout

At the end of the passage, Jump

down the hole to the left and

wade through the water. Keep

the M-16 ready: when you enter

Mission

Ualkthrough

At the start of the mission, turn

completely around and swim

toward the sunken ship. Use a

flare to help you see, and fol-

low the stone column pieces

on the ocean floor. Swim to the

bow of the ship, enter the hole

next to the anchor, and swim to

the top of the room inside.

Catch your breath, but don’t

dawdle—sharks will be in hot

pursuit. Let your air meter refill,

then submerge.

Swimming Route

Follow this route after you sub-

merge:

Swim through the hole that's to

the right.

Swim to the right and into the

next room.

From this room, swim to the left.
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Clitnb the boxes to reach the high gap.

At the end of the short hall, turn left

pull the switch on the wall, and run

down the hall. Turn left at the end of

the hall and jump through the open

door [it's on o timer, so move fast].

Once inside, dive in the water and swim

into the open room Inside the room is a

Jade Dragon statue...olong with some

sharks and borrocuda. Get moving.

Pull the switch and a passage-

way opens in the floor. Swim

through the passage, head left,

and surface next to the single

floating box. Refill your air me-

ter, then dive again. Swim un-

der the boxes, then surface. Climb

up, hang a right, and pull the

switch. The room drains.

Turn around, go to the end of

the hall, and turn right. Turn

right again at the dark hallway.

Light a flare and walk down the

hall until you reach a ladder.

Climb the ladder to the small

room and pull the switch inside.

Climb to the top of the tall box

under the catwalk and jump to

the opening high on the wall.

Ivory Dragon

the flames re-ignite, Just re-

member the order: C, B, A, C.

Jump to the top of the tall

box below the hallway.

Climb up, and walk i

down the hall to the //

room. Have a
'

I

weapon ready be- \

cause a thug awaits

in the room

below to the
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When you successfully clear the

burner hallway, pull the switch

at the end to open the door...

and save your game.

Not So Fast

draw your guns, and blast him

when he surfaces. Just like

shooting fish in a barrel.

TOMB

Call this Room 4. Enter it, then

climb to the top of the rock

mountain and into the hole in

the ceiling. Let's make this Room

5. Inside this room is a switch.

Pull it.

Jump back in the water and

swim to the passage at the bot-

tom. When you surface at the

end of the passage, be ready

with the shotgun. Two thugs

are waiting. When both thugs

are dead, collect the items in

the room, pull the lever, and

exit the level.

When the door opens, STOPI

Don’t jump in the water. In-

stead, arm the harpoon and

wade in the water until the bar-

racuda is within range. Kill the

little sucker.

Once you're out of the water,

walk to the end of the hall. Dan-

gle and drop to the room be-

low. Call this Room 1 . Drop into

the room below Room 1 . We'll

call this Room 2. Slide to the

bottom of Room 2 and look for

the hole high up on the wall.

Co to the hole and move the

crate under the hole.

Backtrack

Dive below the water and swim

up through three rooms. In the

third room is a switch. Pull the

switch, swim back down to the

first room, and pull the switch

that opens the escape hatch in

the third room.

Return to Room 2 and Jump in

the hole in the wall. At the end

of the hall, you’ll discover that

the room is now full of water.Stand on the crate and climb up

to the room. Inside the room

you’ll find a switch. Pull it to

start a rock slide. Climb back

up to Room 1 and face the two

newly revealed openings.

Lara now has most of the arse-

nal she needs. The rest is up

to you...

•
' Jump in the water and swim

. '

I
^ 'y' around the surface until you

hearthe approaching

* T I frogman. Get out

Climb up to the hole to the right, of the water,

In the next room—call this Room

3—look for the opening against

the wall to the right. Inside the

opening is a switch. Pull it and •*

a door opens. Jump back down _ ^
into Room 2. Now jump up into

the opening next to the one you «
Just exited. _ ^

— ^
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Uhen you reach the second switch,

you’ll see o Gold Dragon statue. Don't

get it yet. Instead, swim to the top. get

some air. ond save your gome. Return

to the stotue and when you pick it up.

barracuda enter the chamber. Hightail

it bock to the top ond get the hell out

of the water.

'A



GAME-WINNING COMBOS AND SJRAXEIMES

This month, The Fighter’s Edge lets you go head-

,.to-head with two hot fighting titles—Street Fighter

- Alpha 2 Gold and Star Wars:

JUIasters of Teras Kasi

!

T
he best 2D fighting gome on the planet

gets its best Alpho title to dote with

Street Fighter flipho 2 Gold From the

Street Fighter Collection. Ule give you oil

the speciol moves ond some hord-hitting

combos For some of the best Fighters.

By Mojer Mike

K = Any Kick txrtton

P s Any Punch button

T = Taunt

Motion : Move the joy-

stick in one smooth,

continuous motion.

Tap s Tap the buttons

and directions Indi-

arge = Hold the direc-

tion or button indi-

cated for the time

indicated.

= Execute commands

in parentheses simul-

taneousfy.

hote: Al tetixwtues ere described under the assumption that your character is fating to the right

If they’re facing left, reverse any^ and O' directions.

Controller Legends

PlayStation

L2:AII throe Punches

.1: Fierce Punch (FP) fi2: All Biiee Kicks

R1; Roundhouse Kick (RK)

Forward Kick (FK)

Short Kick |SK)

dab Punch (JP)

Saturn
Jab Punch

Strong Punch

Fierce Punch

: Ml three Punches

,

Short KickTap (L R| s Taunt

Custom Combos
To do a Custom Combo,

tap (FP FK RK) or(SP FP

RK). This starts the limited

Shadow Combo. During

this time, players can

chain together any button

or special moves to score

a high-hitting combo. Your

Super Bar must be at level

one or higher to start a

Custom Combo.

Taunts

To taunt an opponent, tap

Select for the PlayStation

version or tap (L R) for the

Saturn version. Taunting

an opponent leaves you

open to an attack. Each

character can taunt once

per round. Dan, however,

can taunt more than once

and each taunt adds to his

Super Bar. Dan can also

taunt in the air. Some
characters can damage an

opponent with their taunts.

Super Moves
Each fighter has a Super

Bar made up of three lev-

els that can be carried

over between rounds. You

can increase your Super

Bar by getting hit and by

performing special moves

and combos. When the

Super Bar reaches a level.

you can then perform a

super move. The Super

Bar maxes out at level

three, and when it does,

you can either perform a

super move that uses part

of the bar or one that uses

the entire bar, depending

on how many buttons you

press.

Nouu Moves
In Street Fighter Alpha 2

Gold, some Street Fighter

Alpha 2 characters have

new special moves.

Dhalsir

Note: Your Super Barimisl

be at level one to do this

move.

Motion

P

Sagat’s

Super Ta'jn]

Note: Your Super Bar must

be at level one to do Ibis

move.

Motion 4< ^ Taunt

Hidden
Charocters
Street Fighter Alpha 2

Gold is filled with hidden

characters from previous

Street Fighter games. At

the fighter-select screen,

put the cursor over any of

the characters listed be-

low, then enter the button

presses.

See the character profiles

to play as additional hid-

den fighters.

Chun-Li (Street Fighter II):

Press Start twice.

Chun-Li (Street Fighter

Alpha): Press Start once.

Dhalsim (Street Fighter II):

Press Start once.

Ken (Street Fighter II):

Press Start once.

M. Bison (Street Fighter II

Turbo): Press Start once.

Ryu (Street Fighter II):

Press Start once.

Sagat (Street Fighter II

Turbo): Press Start once.

Zangief (Street Fighter II):

Press Start once. ^

((MEMO FeIfiiifi IIII
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nipho Counters
1’ V7 1-

Tuio-ln-One Combos
When an opponent comes in for an attack and your

character starts their blocking animation, perform an

Alpha Counter. These moves are best used to escape

being trapped in the comer and against opponents

who like to jump in. Using an Alpha Counter takes

one level off your Super Bar.

An Alpha Counter in Action:

Gammy vs. Rose

When an opponent comes ...then motion <- ^ P for

in for an attack, wait until an Alpha Counter.. .and

your fighter starts their knock your opponent flat!

blocking animation...

To perform a two*in*one combo, start a move with your character,

then immediately begin the second move. If you time the combo cor-

rectly, you can execute both moves and, if your opponent doesn’t

block the first move, the second move will also connect.

How to Do a IWo-in-One Combo

Hold tap SP. As soon as your

character starts to perform the

move, two-in-one immediately

with the second move.

Motion ^ FP. Normally, to per-

form Akuma’s Fireball, you

motion 4 ^ ^ P. But since you

were holding i from the previous

move, you only have to motion ^

FP to execute the two-in-one.

Special Moves
|

Fireball

Motion 4 'ii P

Stun Fireball

Motion i ^ P

: Drapcn Punch
Motion -» I Si P

Hurricane Kick

Motion 4-

K

Note: This move can be

done in the air.

Fake Fireball

Motion 4- "ii Taunt

Overhead Punch
Tap (-^ SP)

' Hop Kick

Tap(-»FK)

Tefenort
|

Motion 4- SI (JP SP FP)

or (SK FK RK), or motion

<-4- (JPSPFP)or(SK

FK RK)

Super Moves
S«mer Hwikane Kick
Motion 4 <- 4-

<- K

SvfKT Rreh^B
Motion 4- ^ 4 ^ P

Super
Motion 4 ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ K

Oeabi
TapJP,JP,^SK, FP

Note: Your Super Barmust be

at level three to do this move.

Deodly Combos Evil Ryu %
Four<Hlt Jumper To play as Evil Ryu,

at the fighter-select

screen, put the cur-

sor over Ryu and

press Start twice.

Seventeen-Hit “You’re Dead!”

Note: Your Super Bar must be at level three to do this combo.

Jump in deep. Tap JP, two-in- TapJP, -»,SK, FPfortShits

tap FP one

Eleven-Hit Corner Trap

Note: Your Super Bar must be at level three and your opponent must be

in the corner to do this combo.

tap FP two-in-one ^ (SK FK

RK) for 8 hits

More
Deodly Combos

Five-Hit Easy Jumper
Jump in deep, tap (-> SP) for two

hits, two-in-one motion 4 'ii FP

for three hits.

Five-Hit Firebaii

Note: Your Super Bar must be

at level one to do this combo.

Jump in deep, tap (4 SP) for two

hits, two-in-one, motion ^ 4 ^

-> FP for three hits.

Four-Hit Kicker

Jump in deep, tap RK hold 4, tap

SK hold 4 , tap SK, two-in-one,

motion 1^ <- RK

GAMEPRO February 1938



Thi Fighter’s Edge

Deadly Akuma
To play as Deadly Akuma, highlight Akuma at the fighter-select

screen and press Start five times.

Special Moves
Note: Deadly Akuma can inflict damage with his taunt.

Dragon Punch Hop Kick

Motion 4 ^ P Tap (-> FK)

Fireball Ground Roll

Motion 4 Si P Motion 4 1^ e- p

Stun Fireball Somersault Slide

Motion 4 ^ P Motion «- 4 Si ^ 7 p

Air Fireball Air Punch
While in the air, motion While in the air during the

4 si->p Somersault, tap P

Hurricane Kick Body Drop
Motion 4 K K While in the air during the

Note: This move can be Somersault, tap K

done in the air.

Back Breaker
Diving Kick When over an opponent

At the peak of jumping in. during the Somersault, tap P

tap (4 FK)
Pile Driver

Overhead Chop When near an opponent

Tap(-»SP) during the Somersault, tap K

Four-Hit Juggle Fun

Hold 4, tap SK, Motion <- SK Motion I 'a

two-in-one FP for two hits

Decidly Combos
Five-Hit Firebali

Ji S

Jumpindeep, Holdi.tapJP Holdi.tapSK Hold 4',tapFK, Motion^-^FP
tap FK two-in-one

Seventeen-Hit “You’re Dead!”

Note: Your Super Bar must be at level three to do this combo.

mu
i--

1 .1^
Jump in deep, Tap JP, two-in- Tap JP, SK, FP for 15 hits

tap RK one f
Five-Hit Air Firebail

Super Moves
Su|ier Dragon Punch
Motion i ^ i ^ P

Jump in, motion Hold i, tap RK, Motion ^<-RK
4- 'ii JP for two-in-one for two hits

two hits

Super Fireball

Motion-* V 4. V *-4 V 4
V <-p

Anolher Deodiv Combo

Super Air Firebali

While in the air, motion 4- Si

->4- Si^p

Ten-Hit Dragon Fury

Note: Your Super Bar must be at level three.

Jump in deep, tap FP, hold i, tap FK, two-in-

one, motion ^ ^ (JP SP FP) for eight hits.

Death

TapJP,JP, SK, FP

Note: Your Super Bar must be

at level three to do this move.

Ken

Crossup,tap Hold4',tapSK Hold4',tapJP Hold 4>,tapSP, Motion Vi-»FP

FK two-in-one

More Deodly Combos

Deodlv Combo
Five-Hit Firebail

Foui^Hit Jump-In
Jump in deep, tap RK, hold 4', tap

SK, hold A, tap FK, two-in-one

motion ^ -> FP.

Foui^Hit Fireball Finish

Jump in deep, tap FP, hold 4-, tap JP,

hold 4 , tap FP, two-in-one, motion ^

•4FP.

Five-Hit Even-Dan-Could-Do-lt

Note: Your Super Bar must be at level

one to da this combo.

Jump in deep, tap SK, hold 4>, tap

RK, two-in-one, motion ^ 4 ^

RK for three hits.

Eleven-Hit Super Cross-Up

Note: Your Super Bar must be at level

three to do this combo.

Cross-up, tap FK, hold 4 ,
tap JP,

hold 4 ,
tap SK, two-in-one, motion

^ 4 -bi ^ (SK FK RK) for eight hits.

GAMEPROO FBfiruarir 1 S98

Special Moves
Fireball

I

Motion 4 Si P

I Dragon Punch
I Motion -> 4 ^ P

Alpha Counter
Motion <- 4 P or K

!
Hurricane Kick

I

Motion 4 1^ K
; Note: This move can be

done in the air.

I

Ground Roll

1
Motion 4 V <- P

Axe Kick



The Fighter’s Edge

Jump in deep, Hold 4', tap JP Hold!, tap SK Hold tap FI

Six-Hit Low Blows

Motion i P or K

Five-Hit Kicker

Jump in deep, tap RK, hold 4>, tap JP, hold i, tap JP,

hold i,tapJP, hold i,tapRK.

Jump in deep. Hold 4 ,
tap FP, Motion ^ K

tap RK two-in-one for two hits

GAMEPRO FcbFgAF) 1SS8

Cross-up, tap Hold 4-, tap JP Hold 4>, tap JP Hold 4', tap SK Hold 4>, tap FK H.

FK

Five-Hit Soul Spiral

Another Deoclly Combo

Super Moves
Super Fireball

Motion ^ ^ P

Super Thousand
Kicks

Charge two seconds,

tap >, <, (> K)

Super Spin Kick

Charge two seconds

tap^,i^,(t K}



The Fighter’s Edge

Special Sakura Deodly Combos

To play as Special

Sakura, put the cur-

sor over Sakura at

the fighter-select

screen and press

Start five times.

Specia; Moves
Note: Sakura can inflict damage with her taunt.

Fiii'balf Big Firebali

Motion 1 ^ P Motion i ^ P,

rapidly tap P
uv’crhead K(ck

Tap (> FK) Sifiasher

Motion ^ i ^ K,

Ritnnmg tapP
>rc'ii)on Punch
Motion >1- ^ P Alpft:: Counte

Motion 1^ 4 P
Hurricane Kick orK

Motion 4- 1^ <• K

Eleven>Hit Jabber

Jump in deep, TapJP TapJP TapJP Hold tap SK, Motion 4- FP

tap FP two-in-one for six hits

More Deoclly

Combos

Eight-Hit Fierce

Jump in deep, tap FP, hold

tap FP, two-in-one, motion 4 ^

FP for five hits.

Nine-Hit Basic Uppercut

Jump in deep, tap RK, tap JP,

hold tap JP, two-in-one,

motion 4- 'ii FP for six hits.

Seven-Hit Spinner

Note: Your Super Bar must be at level one to do this combo.

Jump in deep, Hold 4, tap JP Hold 4, tap JP, Motion iT ^ 4

tapSK two-in-one ir <-SK for five

hits

Seven-Hit THB Dragon

S0er Movejjll
SrmrFhittalt
Motion 4 ‘J » 4 P

Super Dragmt Pundi
Motion 4 ^ 4 ^ K

Motion 4 ^ ^

Note: Your Super Bar must be at level one to do Ihis combo.

Jump in deep. Hold 4, tap JP Hold 4, tap SK, Motion ^

4

tapRK two-in-one ^->SKfor
four hits

To play as Cammy in Street Fighter

Alpha 2 Gold: Finish the game in

Arcade Mode as M. Bison. You

must also get the highest score.

Enter the initials CAM at the high-

score screen and save the data.

Load the saved data, and at the

fighter-select screen, put the cur-

sor over M. Bison and press Start

twice. Now you can play as Cammy -

from X-Men vs. Street Fighter. How-

ever, you can only play as Cammy
In the Versus and Training Modes.

Note: This trick to play as Cammy
worked in the Japanese version andmay
be changed far the American version.

Cammy Special Moves
Cannon Drill

Motion 4 ^ K

Cannon Spike

Motion 4 ^ K

Spinning Knuckle
Motion Si 4 1^ P

Somersault
Motion <-

1^ 4 Si 7 p

Alpha Counter

Motion 4 K or P

Deoclly Combos
Eight-Hit THB Special

Note: Your Super Bar must be at level three to do this combo.

More Deodlv
Combos

Three-Hit Quick Spike

Jump in deep, tap FK, tap

(-> SP), two-in-one, motion

4 -ii RK

Eleven-Hit Super Drill

Jump in deep, tap FK, hold 4,

tap SP, two-in-one, motion ^

4 ^ ^ (SK FK RK) for nine hits.

Jump in deep, TapJP TapJP Tap(4SK), Motion ^-^SK
tap FP two-in-one
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The Fighter’s Edge

Elbow Drop
While in the air, tap

(•i'SP]

,

Elbow Slam
i Motion 4- 1^ P

Bushido Run
Motion 4' ^ SK

Bushido Slide

Motion 4- ^ FK,

tap FK

Elbow Smash
Tap (» SP)

Alpha Counter

Motion ^ 4- P or K
1

Super Moves
BasMdo Jump Busiipfa Furr

Motion 4 V 4 4 ^ Motion 4 V 4 <

4P 4 V 4 ^«’P

BudmloRaiie
Note: Your Super Bar

must be at level three

Motion 4 Vi 4 4 V to do this move.

Three-Hit Elbow

Six-Hit Punch-Out

Jump in deep, TapJP
tap RK

Hold 4', tap RK

Hold 4<, tap FP, Motion ^ >
two-in*one FK, tap FK

Five-Hit Punching Slide

Special Moves
Bushido E

Jump Kick ^

Motion 4- ^ RK, h

tap RK °

Spinning Kick f

Motion *4 IT < K c

Bushido Leap
Motion 4» ^ ^ P

Note: Tap P any time

during the Leap to do

the Elbow Drop, or tap

P when directly over an

opponent to throw them.

V3uy
Deodly Combos
Four-Hit Basic

Jump in deep, TapSP Hold 4-, tap RK TapJP TapSP TapRK Hold tap FK, Motion

tap(4'SP) two-in-one FK, tap FK

’ISuper Moves
Hanging Man
Motion 4> ^ 4> V » K

Fire Raid

Motion 4< 1^ 4» ^ P

Deodly Combos

Rolento Five-Hit Hanging Man
Note: Your Super Bar must be at level three to do

this combo.

Special Moves
Note: Rolenlo can inllici damage with his taunt.

Baton Spin Baton Pogo
Motion ^ ^ ^ P While in the air, hold

Note: This move can 'i'l PK

be chained up to three Note: Tap FK repeat-

times. ediy when you land

^ _ to keep hopping.

Dagger Throw
Motion 4- ^ K, tap Hop Attack

P or K to throw the Tap (JP SP FP)

dagger Note: Tap P when you

n • I tt Isnd lor a rolling
Quick Hop
Tap t

RollRevere Roll
Motion 4-

K

Motion 4> IT ^ P

Note: Tap p during the Alpha Counter
Roll to attack. Motion iT 4 P or K

Another Deadly Combo

Fifteen-Hit Baton Heii

Jump in deep, tap SP for two hits, hold 4>, tap

SP for three hits, two-in-one, motion ^ FP

for four hits, motion 4> ^ ^ FP for four hits,

motion 4- V FP for two hits.

Thirteen-Hit Cross-Up Baton Nightmare

Hold 4>, tap SP Motion ^44
for three hits, V-»(SKFK
two-in-one RK)

Hold 4, tap JP Hold 4, tap JP, Motion V->FP Motion 4 ^ Motion 4 V 4
two-in-one for four hits FP for four hits FP for two hits
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Throws

Melee Weopon Mode
(With Weapon)

GAMtPRO <D Fetiruapy 1918-

Ttiese special moves don't require

your weapon to be drawn.

Melee Weapon Moves

These special moves require your

weapon to be drawn.

To maximize your.Force Power

move, the Force Bar must be tpll. .

Some.Force Power moves may work

with partially filled' bars, but the ef-

fect is much less powerful. A fuHy

charged Force Power move should

hit as many times as a Jedi.combo

(at least six hits).

Each character has several thrp'vs—

two with a weapon and two without.

Most throws are the same, regard-

less of your weapon status. For ex-

ample, two basic throws for all char-

acters is to move in close and tap

(LKRP)or(LPRK).

Almost everyone’s Jedi combo is
•

performed with their weapon drawn,

except for Flan and Boba Fett. Thok

and Arden Lyn always have their_

weapons drawn.

when it comes down to you, Dart.h, and the fate of the galaxy, you'd better

be prepared with some awesome combos and spectacular super moves.

Check out these Jedi combos and Force Power specials
'

for each of the eight characters.

' By Scary Skywalker

Force
Power Moves DefenseWEAPONS

Every combo is blockable, but many

hit high and low. so you. can still

sneak in a coilple of hits on mostde-

f^nsfve players. Most Force Power

special moves lose their effective-

ness from long range, and most can

be stopped at the onset of the move.



Motion <- ^ OS - Motion ^ A ^ -4 Motion ^ 4- ^ ^ RS Tap K

(LS OS)

Hold i,tap<-,OS

FORCE POWER MOVE
Note: Your weapon must be brawn to

ARDEN’S JEDI COMBO Ten-Hit Combo

Motion 4 ^ ^ (LP RP) Tap (LS OS) Tap

motion 4 ^ LS
Motion «- K" 4 ^ ^ OS

Luke’s JEDI Combo Eight-Hit Melee Weapon Combo Note: Your weapon must be drawn to do this combo.
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THE FIGHTER’S T

Han SoLO%.j
Weapon: Blast-er Pistol

Advanced Thermal

Rolf Uppercut* -
. Detonator Defense* bne^Two Uppercut** Jump Uppercut*

• *•
J«

s <*

Motion ^ 4- LP ' Tap<-, RP Tap 4, 4, LP, RP, RP Tap*^, •^.motion i ^ Motion «1- ^ >1- ^ OS, tap OS, OS
LP •

Han's JEDI Combo Eight*Hit*Hand*tO''Hand Combo Note:YourweaponmustbeholstQredt(niolhiscombo. .

B nBBBB
TapLK TapRP TapLP TapRP TapLP TapLK TapLP TapRP

Leia's Jedi Combo Nine-Hit Melee Weapon Combo Note: Your weppon must be drawn to do this combo.

TapRS TapLS TapK TapK TapRS TapLS TapRS Tap OS .TapLS

GAUiPnO FtlmraFV 1 9 9 8 .



TapRP TapLK TapLP TapLP TapRP TapRP TapLP TapRP TapRP

*Or}e-Two Backhand Wrist Rocket*

..rTr

TapLP,RP,RP Motion <- 4. ti 4 LP

Flying Torpedo Jet Jump Kick

y
.

'
1

. - .. ;

‘Weapon;
Blaster Rifle

F —»r Ultimate Rocket

Motion i^^lLPRP) ' Tap-»,^,RK

Boba’s Jedi Combo Nine-Hit Hand-to-Hand Combo

Note: Your weaport must be bolstered to do this combo.

Motion ^ 4 1^ <- LP



THE FIGHTER’S EDGE

Hoar Melee Weapon Moves
Low Staff Super* Staff Spin Super*

Tapis, RS, 4-, 4.,LS_ Motion «l« ^RS

Downswing Super** Smoke**

Motion <-
1^ I ^ RS

Staff Destructor

Motion 'I' 1^ LS, tap OS, RS, K, LS, OS, RS, K

Grow and Flamefhrow

Tap RS Tap LS Tap OSTap RS• TapLS TapRS TapLS

UMEPM letriiari 1 398;

Hoar’s J.EDI Combo Eight-*Hit Melee Weapon Combo Hole: Yourweappn must be dram to do this combo.

Tap RS TapK Tap OS

Tap -I-, (OS RS), OS Tap4-,i,l,^ Tap4',RS,LS

Thok’s Jedi Combo Mne-Hit Combo

Tap RS, RS,

RS, RS

Thok
Weapon: Axe

->E<:iAL lovns
Napalm Axe* • Butt Drop*

^ \ Tap OS, (pause)

Tap 4’, 4-, 4<, OS



THE FIGHTER’S EDGE

y 03e%£S

Darth Vader
Weapon; Lightsaber

force Stun* ' Knee Drop fi

Force Power Move
I
/Vote; Yom weapon musf be drawn to do this move.

Force Lightning

force Stun* ' Knee Drop

. Motion 4- ^ RP p-i,-»,RK
Motion <-

1^ i ^ hold OS

Melee Weapon Moves I! / I - .

Power Thrust* Super Sober Lunge^^' /Sabpi;;^3w''ng Spinning Slosh Super Jedi Swing*

Tap -t, *», RS Motion 4 > - RS ' Motion i'nr^RS
.

Motion 4 <- RS Tap RS

Sober Lunge Sober Knockdown Deflector* . .Super Sober Swing* Upswing

"

V
: r

^ ' '

Motion ^ 4 RS Motion 4 ^ OS Tap(LSOS) . Tap«-,^,RS Tap(tOS)’

VADER'S Jedi Combo Nine'Hit Melee Weopon Combo ‘

Note: Your weapon must be drawn to do this combo.

TapRS TapLS Tap OS TapLS Tap OS TapLS TapRS Tap OS TapLS

Other Hidden Characters and Cheats
Jodo Kost rw j
To access this hid- .*

den character, you . M
must beat at least 1 re
seven fighters in • llU
the survival mode

in uncTer 3 minutes, 30 seconds.

Level-Select

Option

Finish the game as

Chewbaccaon'the'

Jedi skill. setting to

access a level-select

Slove Leio ” .

Finish the game

asLeiaonthe

Jedi skill. setting
.

if I
to access this ' »

hidden character.

Slave Leia's moves are'identicai

Stormtrooper a.

Finish the'game on
jWf*'''

the Jedi skill level - jS/
as Han Solo to ac- jV
cess this hidden ^ ^
character. The

Stormtrooper's moves are identi-

cal to Han Solo’s moves.

option, which enables

•you'to choose any fighting stage before a two-

player game.
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Crash Bandicoot 2; Cortex Strikes Batdt

Ten Extra lives

Go to Warp Room #2 and jump repeatedly on the polar cub.

After jumping on the cub ten times or so, you’ll be rewarded

with ten extra lives.

Stage Select, Unlimited Lives and Weapons,

Cut Body, and Play as a Monster

Enter the codes at the Options screen (you must enter the

Stage Select code first). A sound will confirm that you entered

each code correctly. After entering the codes, start a new game

and the cheats will appear at the next menu.

Stage Select: Press L1, LI, L2, R1, R1, R2, Select.

Unlimited Lives and Weapons: Press L1, R2, R1, L2, Select.

Cut Body (when you hit a monster with a sword, they will be

cut in half): Press L1, R1, L2, R2, Select.

Play as a Monster: Press L2, R1, LI, R2, L1, R1, Select.

Biddy Kong Racing

Passwordsmmw

% *U tttBVt ^
ggTVtyt

•

Enter the codes at the Magic Codes option.

All Balloons Are Green: toxicoffender
All Balloons Are Rainbow-Colored: oppositesattract
All Balloons Are Red: bombsaway
All Balloons Are Yellow: bodyarmor
All Characters Are Big: Arnold
All Characters Are Small: teenyweenies
Character Taunts Replace the Horn: blabbermouth
Enable Music Test in the Options: jukebox
Hard A.I.: timetolose
Maximum Power-Up in Track Mode: freeforall
No Balloons: byebyeballoons
Start Track Mode with 10 Bananas: freefruit
Two-Player Adventure Mode: jointventure
Two Players Can Select the Same Driver: doublevision
Unlimited Bananas: vitaminb
Vehicles Have Four-Wheel Drive: offroad

Wayne Cua^
Hayward, CA

Fighting Force

Cheat Menu

GAMEP
ik

At the options screen that appears after the title screen, simul-

taneously press and hold LI
,
R2, Lett, and . Hold the but-

tons until the words “Cheat Menu” appear at the bottom of the

screen. Select Options, and you’ll find two new options—invin-

cibility and level-select.

Englewood, CO
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Last Bronx

Play as Red Eye and Fight wHh Joke Weapons

Play as Red Eye: Beat the game in Saturn mode with every

fighter and save the data. Then, at the fighter-select screen,

move the cursor on Yusaku or Joe and press Up to make Red

Eye appear.

Joke Weapons: To piay with a character’s joke weapon, you

must finish the game on Arcade mode as that character and

not lose a single round or use a continue. You must do this in-

dividually for each character to unlock their weapon. At the

fighter-select screen, press Right on characters in the right col-

umn and press Left on characters in the left column before se-

lecting them. Pressing Left or Right enables you to play with

the character’s joke weapon. Here are the weapons for each

character:

Yusaku; Toy Bullet Train

I Joe: Corn Cobs

I
Lisa; Barbecue Utensils

]
Tommy: Broom

I Yoko; Umbrellas

Zamioku; Big Fish

Nagi: Fork and Spoon

Kurosawa: Large Fan

Red Eye: Pike Fish

Piaarsccicioin
Marvel Super Heroes

Play as Doctor Doom

Finish the game in Arcade mode with any fighter on any skill

setting and save the data. Make sure the buttons are set to the

default setting and the Shortcut mode is off. At the fighter-

select screen, iftss Down, Down, press and hold x, press

I and hold o, and press R1 . Doctor Doom’s face will appear in

I the character window.

Jay Park

San Frandsco, CA

Mega Man
Ultimate Armor

At the Player Select screen, put the cursor on Mega Man X and

press O, O, Left, Left, Left, Left, Left, Left. Simultaneously

press and hold L1 and R2, and press x. When the game
starts. Mega Man X will have blue-and-purple armor. Play

through the first two intro stages, then enter the Jungle Stage.

In the Jungle Stage, head to the right halfway down the second
|

waterfall and find the capsule. Enter the capsule, and you’ll get

the Ultimate Armor, including the Nova Strike attack.

Colony Wars

Passmrd Cheats

FKlnglhinKgiSol

'""Sr' Pi

B R
ri)

r2 R R PI

ra R Cl

RQPlR

Enter the following passwords exactly as shown for these

cheats.

Weapons Never Overheat: Tranduiiiex

Infinite Secondary Weapons: Memo*x33RTY

Access to All Missions, Levels, Acts,

and Movies: Coinmander*Jeffer

I Invincibility: Hestas*Retort

I
Turn All Cheats Off: Aii*cheats*of f

I
Jason Kami

I Mulberry, FL
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NASCAR 198

Wireframe Track, Wireframe Cars,

Fat Cars, and Race as a Tow Thick

GAMEP.IfTi57j Fsbpaary 18S8

m T

Wireframe Track: At the main menu, highlight the Game Op-

tions and press C. At the Game Options screen, highlight Con-

trol Setup, press and hold Z, press A, B, X, and simultane-

ously press A and Y. You should hear “Go, buddy, go, go,

go!" confirming you entered the code correctly. When the race

begins, you’ll race on a wireframe track,

Wireframe Cars: After entering the Wireframe Track code,

simultaneously press Start, A, B, and C to reset the game.

When you start a new game, the cars will also be wireframes.

Fat Cars: At the main menu, highlight the Game Options and

press C. At the Game Options screen, highlight Stereo, press

and hold Z, press B, X, Y, and simultaneously press B and

A. You should hear “Go, buddy, go, go, go!” confirming you

entered the code correctly. Start a race and simultaneously

press Start, A, B, and C to reset the game. When you start a

new race, your car will be super wide.

Race as a Tow Truck: At the main menu, select Single Race,

then enter Race Setup. Highlight Select Car, then highlight

Kenny Wallace or Bobby Labonte, and press and hold C, and

press Up, Down. A tow truck should appear. When you start a

race, you’ll drive a tow truck.

Mace: The DatkAge

Piay as Ned, War ii/lech and ichiro,

Switch Heads, and Bunny sappers

J

Play as Ned: At the fighter-select screen, put the cursor over

I

Koyasha and press Start, put the cursor over the Executioner

and press Start, put the cursor over Lord Deimos and press

Start, and put the cursor over Xiao Long and press Quick At-

tack. Xiao Long’s name will be replaced by Ned. When the fight

begins, you’ll play as the broom-wielding janitor, Ned.

Daryl Calloway

Brooklyn, NY

rAUKTAl.APVlKWY '

Life-Like Violence • Strong

Play as War Mech and Ichiro: Turn on the power, and at the

Parental Advisory screen, rotate the analog stick or the control

1 counterclockwise until you hear a noise. Start the game,

I

and at the fighter-select screen, you’ll find two new characters

at the top of the menu—War Mech and Ichiro.

Metairie, LA

Vs. Mode Codes

I

Note: You must do the code to play as War Mech and Ichiro forany of the fol-

lowing cheats to woik.

Switch Heads: At the fighter-select screen, put the cursor over

Al’ Rashid and press Start, put the cursor over Mordos Kull and

press Start, put the cursor over Xiao Long and press Start, and

put the cursor over Namira and press Start. Select two fighters,

and when the match begins, they will have each other’s head.

Bunny Slippers: At the fighter-select screen, put the cursor over

Ragnar and press Start, put the cursor over Dregan and press

Start, and put the cursor over Koyasha and press Start. Select

your fighters, and when the match begins, they will be wearing

bunny slippers.

Stephen Murawdd
The Internet

I



Clay Fighter SSVs

Hidden Fighters, Secret

Oiitions, and Random-Seiect Option

I Ultimate Password: Select Extreme Contest, start a game on

I the Critical Mass or Meltdown courses, and enter the password

I 81GGD5 to unlock all the tracks and hidden vehicles.

Extreme Contest Mode Player Passwords: Start a game in the

Extreme Contest mode, and at the screen where you select a

I vehicle, press R to bring up the player menu. Highlight Name

I
and enter any of the passwords exactly as shown beiow.

I View from Up High and Behind Your Vehicle: Fisheye

I
Race as Boulders: roller
Unlimited Turbos: nitroid
Infinite Weapons: arsenal
Vehicle Is Harder to Steer: banana

1 Track Polygons Are Transparent: ghostly

j
Race Upside-Down: anitgrav

I
All Vehicles Are Invisible: stealth

I
No Transparency Effects: ugiymode
Race on Wireframe Tracks: wired

Race as the Game Programmers: Enter the password xgteam
then re-enter any of the following names:

I ash greg justin john shawn

Play as Boogerman: At the fighter-select screen, press and

hold L, and press Up, Right, Down, Left, Right, Left. Booger-

man should appear in the right box at the bottom of the screen.

Play as Dr. Kiln: At the fighter-select screen, press and hold L,

and press B, Left-C, Top-C, Right-C, Bottom-C, A. Dr. Kiln

will appear in the middle box at the bottom of the screen.

Play as Sumo Santa: At the fighter-select screen, press and

hold L, and press A, Bottom-C, Right-C, Top-C, Left-C, B.

Sumo Santa will appear in the left box at the bottom of the

screen.

Secret Options: At the fighter-select screen, press and hold L,

and press Top-C, Right-C, Left-C, Bottom-C, B, A. If the code

is entered correctly, the screen will flash. When you select

Options at the title screen, you’ll find a new option, Secret

Options, above Controls.

Random-Select Option: At the fighter-select screen, simul-

taneously press and hold L and R and your character will be

chosen at random.

Shoot-Em-Up Mode Code: Enter the Single Player mode, then

select Shoot-Em-Up. After selecting a track, press R at the

screen where you select a vehicle to make the player menu ap-

pear. Enter the name Fergus and all your opponents will

have the face of Probe Software’s director.

77m Sova, Ray, Ml

Gregory Mason, Vetplandr, NY

Da You Have a Secret Weapon?
If SO, send it to SWAT and, if we publish it, we’ll send you a

free GameProT-shirt! Send your best tips and secrets to:

GamePro Magazine
Secret Weapons

P.O. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

E-mail us your tips and tricks through America Online

at Keyword: GamePro or at this Internet address:

swat.gamepro(|)gamepro.com
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"...unique gameplay and killer graphics that will rocket it straight into the PlayStation" hall of fame."

-GAMEPRO

"...positively oozes high production values... This one's going to be big!"

-GAMEFAN

"...a rarity in today's sequel-studded market: a completely fresh idea."

-p.s.x.
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"...one of the coolest games I've ever seen..."

-GAME INFORMER

"...one troly entertaining title."

-OFFICIAL U.S. PLAYSTATION MAGAZINE

"...my pick for game of the year."

-PSX NATION
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Our goal is to preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to everyone who makes this possible.

Starting with the original writers and editors,

to all the people involved in acquiring and

digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out,

in whichever way possible.

Either by donating magazines, scanning,

editing or helping in the distribution,

visit us at www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving magazines

which are at least 5 years out of print.

We have no desire, nor intent to profit

from these scans in any way.

So please,

if you come across people trying

to sell these releases.

PO NOT SUPPORT THEM!

THANK YOU

RET^oynACS


